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ABDUCTION 
The shore leave party on Argelius had visited a number of 

pleasure houses I and had lost several of their number en route. Now 
only Kirk and McCoy were left; and Kirk, free at last from the 
encumbering presence of hie junior officers, was feeling like 
enjoying the chief entertainment offered by the planet. 

The two officers paused at the entrance to a particularly 
opulent-looking establishment. Rhythmic music pulsed inside; through 
the half-open door they could see the swirl of colour as a dancer 
gyrated, tantalisingly. A glance passed between them; then by mutual 
consent, they moved inside. 

They ordered drinks, and sat watching the dancers. Before long, 
one of the girls paused in her twirling dance to sway seductively 
before McCoy. The surgeon glanced almost apologetically at Kirk, who 
grinned back. 

"Go on. Bones, enjoy yourself." 

McCoy rose. The girl caught his hand and led him out. Kirk sat 
back. to look over the other girls consideringly. Even though none 
of them had made a move to come to him as yet, he could still invite 
one of them to partner him. None of them really tempted him. 
however; he wanted someone a little more ... delicate in her approach, 
he decided, not one so blatantly suggestive as this dance made these 
girls. He remembered a place he had found once before, and a girl 
there ... 

Kirk tossed a coin onto the table, and left unhurriedly. 

The various members of the landing party beamed back to the ship 
in varying states of intoxication; and because there was a change of 
watch midway through the period when the off-duty officers were 
returning, it was not until Kirk failed to appear on the bridge next 
morning that anyone realised that he had not returned. 

Spock hesitated for some minutes after Kirk's continued absence 
was reported to him. It was unlike the Captain to be late, but Kirk 
would not, Spack knew, appreciate it if a search were initiated to 
discover that for once Kirk had overslept somewhere on the planet 
after' a strenuous night; yet an instinct that he trusted told Spack 
that there was a more sinister explanation than that for Kirk's 
failure to report back to the Enterprise. After thinking about it 
carefully, the First Officer decided to ask McCoy's opinion. 

He found the ship's Chief Medical Officer looking slightly the 
worse for wear, as if he were in need of his own med.ication, with 
slightly bloodshot eyes and an obv.ious lack of energy. The Burgeon 
regarded Spack unenthusiastically, the Vulcan's attitude of buoyant 
sobriety clearly offending him. But Spack's first words - so 
different from the ones McCoy had been expecting to hea.r - quickly 
shook the last of the liquor fumes from his mind. 

"Last ni~ht, Doctor - when did you last see the Captain?" 
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"Huh?" 

"The Captain has not returned, but because of some carelessness 
when the watch changed, his absence was not reported to me until this 
morning. When did you last see him?" 

McCoy gathered his wits together, and gave Spack the required 
information, adding -

"So I went off with the girl. When I got back to the dance 
area, Jim had gone. I asked if he was still there, and the attendant 
said he'd left, alone, a while before. I didn't think anything of 
it ... Spack, you don't think Jim's in trouble?" 

"I don't really know what to think, Doctor." 

The man lying on the filthy bunk regained consciousness to a 
throbbing headache. He blihked his eyes open cautiously, wincing as 
the light, dim though it was, dazzled him. He looked round. 

He was in an untidy windowless room lit by a bare light bulb. 
There was something familiar - yet at the same time utterly 
unfamil.iax'- about the unplea.sant little room. He looked with 
distaste at the rubbish littering the floor, his nose wrinkling in 
disgust at the stale, unpleasant stench that assailed his nostrils. 
There were three other bunks in the horrible little room, each as 
dirty as the others, all empty. He shouldn't be here, should he? 
His brow wrinkled in a frown of bewilderment. With a sudden stab of 
fear, he realised that he could not remember his own name. Who was 
he? Where was he? He looked down at himself with the sudden 
conviction that the sight of his clothes might help him to remember. 

It didn't. He was wearing an anonymous grey coverall, as dirty 
as his surroundings, that he was irrationally certain was not his 
normal garb. 

He was sitting on the bunk, elbows on his knees, his head 
resting on his hands, when the door was kicked open. 

Two men stood there. They were dressed similarly, in grey 
trousers and dark blue shirts; and one held a length of thin knotted 
rope in his hand. 

The puzzled man in the dirty coverall stared up at them. 
uWhere ... where a.m. I?U 

The man with the rope showed his teeth in .. mirthless grin. 
"And that's the only question you're allowed, buster. You're on 
board the Ranger now. I'm Officer Derwent, ¥our boss; and I only 
tell you things once. If you're clever, you'll learn fast. 
Otherwise ... " He swished the knotted rope meaningfully. "Now
what's ,your name?" 

l'I'm ... I can't remember." He Bounded astonished. 

Derwent strode forward. He grabbed the chest of the cove>.'all in 
Dna brawny hand, ignoring the involuntary yelp as he caught a fold of 
skin 8S well, and yanked the hapless man to his feet. "Don't get 
funny w1.th me, crewma.n." 

"I can~t remember ... anything;.tt 



Derwent pushed him away roughly, scornfully. "Thls one won't tie 
much use for a while," he Il:rowled, Il:lancinll: at his fallow office.'. 
"Speaks too Il:rand to be used to workinll: hard, All right, Dummy. 
We'll see how much Il:ood you are. Out!" ·He nodded doorwards witl. a 
sharp Il:esture. 

The man who would now be called Dummy obeyed. There was no 
point in resistinll:; and outside this unappealing room he might learn 
something that would help him remember ... 

Unhesitatinll: as his obedience was, it seemed that Derwent was 
not satisfied with Dummy's speed; for as the man passed him, Derwent 
struck him across the shoulders as hard as he could with the knotted 
rope. The unnecessariness and unexpectedness of the blow added to 
its .. f.rect. 

Du,runy gasped at the sudden unexpected pain. a l.and cLenching 
involuntarily. The Sight of this incipient rebellion pleased 
Derwent; it Il:ave him an excuse, little though he needed one. to 
exercise his sadism. The knotted rope fell all;ain across the new 
crewman's shoulders, and all:ain and all:ain.,. 

A blow perhaps It was misjudged - caught Dummy across the 
head, causinll; a sharp pain out of proportion to the force of the 
blow, vicious as it was. Dummy cowered away. ll'ying to protect his 
head, whimpering softly in shock. 

The other officer caught Derwent's arm after a mlnutu. "That's 
enough, Derwent - you don't want to kill him - not yet, anyway. Get 
our money's worth out of him first!" 

Derwent hesitated. 

"All right, Varen," he growled. "Now you, Dummy - that's not a 
fraction of what you'll get if I ever see the slightest Sign of 
disobedience again. Get it?" 

Dummy, half-stunned, managed to nod weakly. 

Dummy was set to work immediately in the cargo hold of the 
Ranger. The work seemed to his dazed, half-awake mind to be totally 
unnecessary, but he was set to join three others who were wearily 
moving heavy packing cases. Derwent checked the contents, then eet 
the four men to restack the huge boxes, which were almost beyond even 
the combined strength of the tour of them to shift easily, and 
Derwent's knotted rope was used freely. 

Several times it caught Dummy on the head, slashing across the 
head wound that he had discovered but could not remember sustaining; 
just as it caught the others direct on various cuts and sores. Other 
times it fell across their bodies, frequently catching already 
inflicted bruises, so that movement itself became agonising. Dummy 
suffered it in silence for a while, but after one particularly 
vicious cut he turned on his tormentor, tists clenched. 

He was stopped by the knotted rope catching him across the face, 
a blow that barely missed his eye. Atter that, wisdom vrevailed 
again and he crouched back, trying to protect his head with his 
arms. Derwent let the rope fall where it would and only stopped when 
at last his arm was tired. The other three cowered back too, glad 
that they were not the objects of the sadistic officer's attention, 
more than glad of a rest. When at last the rope ceased to .fall, 
Dumm;y's bod~ was an aching mass. He was given no respite, however. 
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They were lashed back to work. 

At last they were released, to stumble painfully and wearily 
back to the filthy cabin they shared. Dummy looked round it with 
disgust, now appreciatin~ why it was in such a state; its occupants, 
after being worked as they were, were in no fit state to do anything 
but collapse on their bunks in exhaustion when they stopped work. 
But they could at least keep it tidy, surely. 

He made an attempt to clean the floor slightly by gathering all 
the debris together, but was unable to do more; when he asked, no-one 
knew where he could dispose of it, and he was told, frankly, that 
Derwent would not like it if he asked anyone else. Each of them, it 
seemed, had made such an attempt on first comin~ aboard - but it 
appeared that the officers on the Ranger wanted to keep the crewmen 
living in squalor; it kept them dispirited. The death i'ate among the 
crew was very high; none of them had been aboard more than a few 
months, and the one who had been there lon~est was a very sick man 
who frequently vomited blood. 

"Don't you get any medical attention'?" Dummy asked, puzzled, a 
faint memory trying to surface. 

The sick man shook his head. 

When mealtime arrived - they were fed only once a day 
found that for him, there was no meal. Derwent had ordered 
the next week, the rebellious, mutinous Dummy should get no 

Dummy 
that for 
food. 

The other officers took no part in the ill-treatment of the four 
cargo handlers; it was no concern of theirs how Derwent handled his 
section. They had their own sections to oversee; and while their 
treatment of their men was less brutal that Derwent's, it was still 
harsh. 

As the week Pro~ressed, Dummy, weakened by lack of food combined 
with the over hard work, became the subject of more and more beatings 
as he failed to accomplish his workload to Derwent's satisfaction. 
He was dimly aware that this brutality was not necessary; that it was 
the result of a sadistic pleasure in causing suffering. 

Something in him rebelled at the incessant bullying, and only 
the realisation that any more defiance on his part would result in 
increasingly severe punishment kept Dummy from attacking his 
tormentor. That and the knowledge that the other officers would 
unhesitatingly support their fellow and that he could not win. His 
fellow crewmen -- they could almost be called slaves - would not help; 
their spirit was broken. 

By now he had discovered where he WaS. He was on board a tramp 
freighter, one of the freelance ships that was normally owned by its 
Captain, and that paid only lip service to Federation laws. Such 
ships were difficult to crew -- Dummy fully appreciated why .- and were 
frequently manned by men kidnapped from the back streets of general 
spaceports. The discovery cheered him slightly; surely someone, 
somewhere, knew that he was missing'? But even if they did ... did 
anyone care enough for him to bother trYing to discover where he had 
gone'? Had he friends or family to worrY about him'? 

On board a Starship now many light years away, several people 
were worrying quite considerably. Spock had delayed only a few 
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minutes beror~ yielding to the instinct that tald him Jim was in 
trouble. A thorough se&rch of the town proved blank; the earth might 
have opened up and awallowed the Captain of the Enterprise. Spock 
began to consider how to extend the search. 

They were handicapped even before they started, however; a man 
in the uniform of a Starfleet Captain was a conspicuous object, but 
Kirk had, for once, been we.ring civilian clothes. 

An investigation of all means of transport out of the city 
revealed nothing. No stranger had left the city by any of these, and 
it was unheard-of for anyone to leave on foot. 

Spack began to worry about mllrder. 

The ship's entire Secllrity section beamed down to make a second 
intensive search of the back streets and alleys and the sllrrollnding 
cOllntryside, but it revealed nothing. The crew of the Enterprise 
became more and more edgy; only Spack appeared to remain his normal 
calm self, his very calm serving to quieten the anxiety of some of 
the crew and irritate others. Onl~' in the privac,' of his cabin did 
he permit himself to relax and no-one seeing him then could have 
doubted that his worry exceeded that of any three of the others put 
together - with the possible exception of McCoy, who was becoming 
more and more irascible as hour followed hour ~ith no news. 

Jaris of Argelius proved to be another irritant with l.is quiet, 
ineffectual, resigned sympathy. EVen Hosea, the Terran who had 
replaced the unlamented Hengist and who didn't know Kirk, was snnoyed 
by Jaris' reaction. 

"My job's made ten times harder by attitudes like yoursl" Hosea 
burst out on the evening of the second day after a particularly 
philosophic comment by the Argelian. "Oaromit, if you'd think. a bit 
more about other people and less about having a good time, your whole 
rotten planet would be better offl O.K., yoU don't have mllch crime, 
but what there is is foul - and what help do I get to discover the 
criminals? No wonder so many of your crimes are unsolved! Well, 
this one I do mean to solve. 

"Quite apart from anything else, have you thought what the 
unexplained disappearance of " Btarship Captain in your main city 
will do to your planet's relationship with the Federation? Come down 
to earth for once! ~i 

Hosea turned to the Enterprise officers. "Thera have been 
several other disappearances oVer the last rew months," he 
explained. "Mostly they were locals -- one or two were crewmen off 
freighters - and I've made inquiries, but this planet has a 
population of the galaxy's most dedicated defeatists. I've a few 
ideas, though, and now r can twist an arm or. twol there's a big 
difference between a star.ship captain and an unskilled general 
cr.ewman who is shrugged off by everyone as a deserter seduced by the 
fleshpots of Argelius. I'll find out what happened, all right." 

Hosea was as good as his word. It took him four more days, but 
he eventually contacted the Enterprise. Spack. called McCoy in to 
hear Hosea's reporto 

"There are a few immigrants living here," Hosea began. "They're 
mostly dropouts from other worlds. They don't usually fit in here 
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either - this is a completely hedonistic society but that doesn't 
mean that a man can just lie back and do nothing. Misfits from other 
worlds usually find that they can't adjust to a 11fe here either; by 
definition they'll be discontented with the status quo wherever they 
go. However, a lot stay for lack of somewhere better to go. Money 
becomes a bit of a problem after a while for most of them - and 
that's where most of the criminal class comes from. So I'd a fair 
idea of where to start looking. 

"Your Captain was shanghaied and sold to the Captain/owner of a 
tramp freighter - like the rest of the people who've diSappeared 
recently. I couldn't find out for certain whioh tramp - but the 
Ranger left orbit early on the morning Captain Kirk was reported 
missing, so I'd guess that's your ship." 

"What was the Ranger's filed destination?" Spack asked. 

"There isn't one, sir. Those tramps are just that; they 
intercept a sub-space message about a mining discovery or a good 
grain crop or whatever, and if they reckon it's to their advantage, 
they divert. All I can tell you is that they left on course four two 
seven mark three." 

"Thank you, Mr Hosea. 
kidnappers?" 

You have been most helpful. What of the 

"As immigrant Argelians, they are subject to Aril;elian law, 
Commander. Argelian punishments are ... vicious - the statute books 
haven't been changed in centuries; it's not been worth the Argelians' 
while to bother, since the natives are basicall~' law-abiding 
nowadays, whatever they might have been in the past. These men will 
suffer far more than if a Federation court tried them, believe me; 
and even in the name of humanity, the Federation cannot intervene. 
And frankly, I have no sympathy for them." 

The Enterprise swung gracefully out of orbit on to course four 
two seven mark three, and proceeded at Warp six. At thls speed, so 
much in excess of the fastest any freighter could manage, the 
Starship soon overhauled a tramp. It could only be the Ranger. 

Spock studied the tramp as she hung in the viewscreen. The 
vessel's once beautiful lines were marred by blemishes where 
inadeqllate shielding had permitted tiny meteors to impact and by a 
carelessly done repair that had, in addition, been left unpainted. 
It would take very little to destroy this ship entirely. The sight 
prepared him somewhat for his first contact with the Ranger's 
personnel. 

As the Enterprise matched her speed to the freighter's, Spock 
glanced back at Uhura. 

nOpen a channel, Lieutenant." 

"Hailing frequencies open, sir." 

"Spock, commanding the Starship Enterprise, to tramp freighter 
Rs.nger." 

The face that appeared on the screen was unwashed, 
generally gross. It gave the appearance of dissipation 
Belf-indulgence. 

unshaved, 
and 

and 



"Shirs t owner. What the hell d'ye want?" 

"We understand you shipped at least one new crewman at Argelius. 
Mr Shira, and from our info'rmation we believe that he lIlay be one of 
our men, who went missing the night before YOU left. We. 
request ... permission to board you and search for h:Lm." 

Every eye on the br:Ldge was fixed on the scowling face on the 
screen, and the combined expression of shoell. - and, Y'''', fear - that 
passed across the unpleasant face was unmistakable. 

"What makes ¥e think yer deserter is aboard my ship?" 
clearly recognisable, even to Spock, as bluster. 

It was 

"He is not a deserter, Mr. Shira - we have good reason to 
believe that he was abducted. As for his being aboard your ship, we 
have investigated every other possibility." 

UI won't have itt d'ye hear me? 
my ship ._" 

Ye've no right to nosy about in 

"If you have nothing to hide, Mr. Shira. why object?" 

"It's a ... an infringement of my rights " 
"Even tramp freighters are subject to Federation slIthority, 

little though you might like it, Mr. Shira. Without us you would not 
have the freedom of movement that you presently enjoy. I have the 
right to insist on boarding you to look for our missing officer." 

"And if I refuse?" 

"We do have the capacity to disable you while we make our 
search, Mr. Shira. All we need to do is use the ship's phasers to 

stun everyone on board, then we may look for our colleague at our 
leisure." 

Shira cursed, violently and fluently. 

"Do I take it that you have decided to permit us to board?" 
From a Human, the question might have been slightly mocking; from 
Spack, it sounded like a straight question - although McCoy, present 
on the bridge as a matter of course to find out what was happening, 
knowing his Spack, ii:lanced sharply at him, suspecting sarcasm. 

UYes, damn yet" 

Spock went himself, takinii: McCoy and ten Security men. 
guards scattered through the ship in pairs, while Spack and 
requested Shira's company as they also searched. 

The 
McCoy 

Their search eventually took them into the cargo area. Packing 
cases were littering the floor untidily in a hopelessly inefficient 
muddle; a single ill-tempered lookinii: officer was working there, 
apparently checking cargo. The Enterprise officers looked round 
disapprovingly. 

Satisfied that there was no-one else there, Spock turned to 
leave; McCoy hesitated. Something struck him as false here. Then he 
realised. In the other areas they had seen, there had been one or 
two crewmen wo:t>king dispiritedly, at tasks that seemed unnecessary; 
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here, where it seemed necessary to have someone working, there was 
no-one. He said so. 

Spock lifted an eyebrow. "Well, Mr. Shira?" 

"We're ... We're short-handed, Commander. 
handlers just now ..... 

We've no cargo 

"Couldn't you put some of the men doinll: make-work in other areas 
into here, at least until the carll:O is safely stowed?" Spock asked. 
He looked straill:ht at Shira, as the tramp's owner stammered 
unintelligibly, and went on, his voice colder than McCoy had ever 
thought it possible for the Vulcan to sound. "I would be obliged if 
you would stop wasting our time, Mr. Shira. I do not blame you for 
the kidnapping, little though I relish your way of recruiting; but I 
do not intend to continue playinll: games while you pretend that our 
missing friend is not on board. I want him - now." 

Shira paled. The menace in the hitherto urbane officer's voice 
was unmistakeable and rendered even more deadly by the fact that 
Spock made no threats. Unlike many bullies, Shira was no coward; but 
he knew, without any doubt, that on this occasion at least, the time 
had come to surrender. 

The four men in the filthy cabin lay on their bunks, surprised 
by the unexpected order to knock off and make themselves scarce but 
glad of the extra rest. Even the fact that they had heard a key turn 
outside, locking them in, failed to rouse them to curiosity. 

Now, when the key grated in the lock all:ain, they sat up wearilY, 
sure that they were being called back to work ... and stared 1n utter 
bewilderment at the blue and red shirts in the doorway. 

"Jim'" McCoy sprana; forward, but before he reached his Captain 
he faltered, realising that Kirk was far from all rill:ht. His 
exuberant Il:reeting changed instantly to medical concern; on the last 
two steps he whipped out his medical scanner and ran it over the 
Captain, his lips tightening as he interpreted the readings. "We'll 
soon have you back on the ship, Jim •.. " 

They also took the three other crewmen; at Shira's objection 
Spack told him that if he had any complaints, to deliver them 
straight to Starfleet Command. Shira shut up rather quickly, already 
worried about what might happen. Little though he cared for the 
Federation'S laws, he realised that he did need them; he had no wish 
to find his ship black-listed so that no Federation planet would give 
him trade again, and he had already decided that if necessary he 
would throw Derwent to the lions and pass all the bla.me onto him. 

Spack and McCoy stood, one on each side 
staring down at Kirk's naked body, horrified 
on bruises that covered their friend's body. 
in sedated sleep. 

of the sickbay bed, 
by the mass of bruises 
Kirk's eyes were closed 

"Someone has been beating him regularly," McCoy said, clinically 
impersonal. "Someone who knew a fair amount about the Human nervous 
and muscular system. See these concentrated patches of bruises. All 
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are cov",rinst <l>-l!"01i1111 wh@!'% am¥ mov%ment - wiIl>lking, lifting, even 
gettinlll: up ... n€% mitt:i.ng down - w:i.ll C$I.,HUJ pain, Ll' thg muscles are 
strained or bruised, His body's going to be & most uncomfortable 
thing to liv% in foX' '" f%w days, <mven wi th p,,:l.nlt.! .. llers to help him. 
In add:l.tion, ther<m's th% he&d injuX'¥. It's bean e,;g;ravated some 
way. The at})",r thr%® &re in much thil! sero% condition," he added 
parentheticli!Illy. "And one of them has" atom .. ",h concH tion that I may 
not be able to cur%, it's mo far advanced. But even if all I can do 
for him im maka his death easier, l'va accompliahed something. I'd 
like to get my' hlll,l'Hla on the m""n X'esponsibl<ll for all thiS, II he added, 
indioating the brui.,®e. 

"TI'I<at Captain did not know ue," Spock said, tension noticeable in 
his voice. 

lV4cCo~ nodd",d. "An runnesilll,c condition probably caused by the 
h .... d injux·y. With r\l!lst it liihould improv ... " 

Kirk's e;Y<illS blinked open. Mceo;y smiled down at bim. "Easy, 
Jim. You're s .. fe now. You'll be on your feet again in a day or 
two~n 

Kirk's lips moved in .. faint responding smile. He looked on 
past McCoy to Spock. The Vuloan, realising that something concrete 
was needed her .. to reassut.'fIIl his i'ri .. nd, permitted himself to smile 
slightly as w<illll! unnecessarily, had he known. Th .. warmth already in 
his eyea was all the X'eeasurance Kirk needed. Even although Kirk 
could not recognise them, he could recognise their obvious concern. 

His eyes moved on round the room. There was iii. haunting 
familiarity about th~ place, although he didn't stop to think about 
that; what was of more i~nediate importance was the simple fact that 
everything was @A@mn. It all looked clean and - wonder of wonders -
it IImelt. clean. It was with,. Iltrang;;;, feeling of physical well-being; 
caused by the pleasantness of his surroundings that he closed his 
eyes and slept again. 

KiX'}t lay atill for a minute when he awoke, delaying opening his 
eyes, glad to be awake. That had been some nightmare! .It had even 
left him with a residuIII,l headache. A hand caught his, and he opened 
his eyes, surprised. 

He was lying in EdckbaYI hia Firat Officer, sitting; beside him, 
was holding; his hand. 

"Spock?" he asked. 

Visible relief p •••• d over the Vulcan's face. "How tio ¥ou feel, 
Captain?" 

Kirk made a fac.. "As if a herd of stampeding buffalo had 
charged right over m .... 

"I'll call Dr. McCoy to give you a painkiller." The voice was 
quiet and very gentle. 

"No, waJt. Spock ... I dX'eruned that I'd been kidnapped and made 
to work on a cargo ship~ .. '~ 

"You didn't dream it, Jim. It really happened. 
almost a week to find you." He took a deep breath. 

It took us 
His grip on 
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Kirk's hand tightened slightl~ for a moment, then he released it. 
"I'll get McCo~ - he's checking the other men we rescued from that 
hell-ship." 

Under the peaceful influence of the painkiller, Kirk drifted off 
to sleep again, lulled b~ the memor~ of the warmth in his friends' 
e~ea. 

Of course he had friends to worr~ about him ... 



• THE FALCON INCIDENT 
"Captain Leibstein! There's b~en an explosion in the en~ine 

room'" The voice frOlll the intercom, urgent but not panicked, rose 
above the wail of the alarm. 

"How ser10uu'l" 

"Don't know yet, sir, but we're losing power. 
heave to for a while to check out the damage." 

We'll have to 

"I'll be right down. Mr. Dawson, come with me." 

The Captain and First Officer of the U.S.S. Falcon, the starship 
recently commissioned to replace the Constellation, made their way to 
the engine room with a tired resignation. The Falcon was still on 
her shakedown cruise, and so far practically nothing had ~one right. 

At first sight, there was very little damage. The en~ine room 
crew, to a man - including; personnel who would nox'mally have been off 
duty - was checking out everything, each man doing a check - or 
back·-up check - of the equipment he normally bandIed, despite the 
fact that only one component showed any real sign of damage. 

"Anyone hurt, Mr. Lun?H 

The Chinese Chief En~ineer said quietly, "Two men were sligbtly 
injured, Captain. I've sent them to sickbay." 

Satlsfied on that score, Leibstein went on. "What caused i-t?" 

"Difficult to say, sir. 1'hls is one of the uni~s that's given 
us most trouble. It appears that a component here "be indicateri a 
fused lump of metal ., - short circuited. That caused a surge of 
power to bere -" he indicated a shatter'ad piece of metal difficult to 
identify as machinery" - and it couldn't take the load." 

"Any idea what caused the short circuit in the firs t place'l" 

"No, sir. r'11 get tbis !'eplaced and run a few teBts. That 
might giVe us a clue. But seriously, my recommendation now would be 
that we abandon the cruise, head straight back to Earth and get the 
whole thing taken out and replaced. They used to speak about Monday 
morning cars a couple of hundred years ago - vehicles that neVer ran 
proper'ly, no matter bow much work was done on them. I think thi" :Ls 
a Monday morning eng:Lne." 

Le:Lbstein grunted. "I'll take that as a l'G"ommendatlon, Mr. 
Lun. Any other damage?" 

HNot as far as we can see, Captain. u 

"Carry- on, then. Call me when you're ready to start the tests." 

Leibstein turned to leave, the First Officer at bis heels. as 
Lun began to disconneut tbe fused unit. They had taken only haif a 
doeen steps when the machinery on which tbe Chief Engineer was 
working blew in a tremendous explosion. 
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On the brid2:e, the Communications Officer stiffened in a2:ony as 
a surge of power shot through his equipment, electrocuting him before 
it short-circuited the board. The helmsman screamed once, and 
slumped, dead. Every officer who was touching equipment died in the 
vicious sur2:e of power that shot throu2:h the Falcon then failed, 
leaving the ship virtually without power and with most of its 
officers and all of its engineers except the two in sickbay, dead. 

"Captain," Uhura said sharply, "I'm pickinll: up what appears to 
be a distress signal in old Morse code. 

"Morse?" Kirk exclaimed. "That was scrapped years a2:o." 

"r know, sir. This is just the three letters, S.O.S., repeated 
on an automatic sill:nal. Even if there was more, thoulI:h, r doubt r 
would be able to understand more than a fraction of it. We had to 
learn the old codes at the Academy, but you do forll:et thinll:s YOU 
never need to use." 

UYes, I know. Can you pinpoint its position?" 

"Yes, sir. n 

"Give Mr. Sulu the bearinll:s, then. Warp six, Mr. Sulu." 

"Warp six. s.tr.tt 

"Mr. Spock. 
in th-is area?" 

Are there any other Federation vessels known to be 

Spock thought for a moment. "The Falcon could be fairly close, 
Captain. Her shakedown cruise took her from Earth to Braco, 
returnin2: from there to Starbase Fourteen. She should be in this 
sector by now." 

"And that's the only one?" 

"The only Federation vessel, Captain." 

"We l. 1 , I shouldn't think a Starship would be sendinll: out a Morse 
S.O.S." 

"It is possibl.e that it could be another old sleeper ship, like 
the Botany Bay," Spock sugll:ested. 

"Are there any more of those ships unaccounted for?" 

"There was no record of the Botany Bay, if you remember, 
Captain." 

Kirk nodded. "I had for2:otten that," he muttered, ever so 
slill:htly sheepishly. 

"However, the probability is that it is an old ship," Spock 
continued. "The si2:nal is automatic - most likely the crew is all 
dead. " 

"If that is the case ... well, the ship is still a hazard to 
other vessels. Lieutenant Uhura." 

"Aye, airlift 
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"The Falcon should be in tho ar.... S .... if lo'ou oan oontaot h.r. 
If she's n .. arer the signalling vessel than we are, Captain Leibatein 
can deal with it." 

"Ay .. , sir." She turned back to the oommunioations board. 
a few minutes, sh .. said. "1 oan·t raise the Falcon, sir." 

Kirk .. nd Spook looked .. t eaoh othe.t'. 

··Th.. Faloon?" whispered Kirk. "It isn't possibl ... " 

Two .. nxious hours later thelo' moved into sensor range of the 
derellct, and discovered that he was wrong. 

"Can lo'ou r .. ise them yet, Lieutenant?" Kirk asked. 

Art .. r 

"Nor sir. There's just the automatic s.o.s. still beine 
broadcast. If they oould hear us. you'd expeot them to do something, 
even if they just out transmission." 

Kirk glanoed at Spack, who nodded. 

"I fully agree with Miss Uhur ..... he said. "The conclusion must 
be made that they have no communioations at all, and that whatever 
happened the survivors h .. ve jury-rigged something to tr .. nsmit the 
Morse impulses." 

"We'll beam over." Kirk flicked on his intercom. "Mr. Soott, 
D1". McCoy, meet me in the transporter room immediatello'. Mr. Sulu, 
you bave the con. Mr. Spook -" He headed for the turbolift, the 
V"lcan at his heelS. 

The four men materialised on the bridge of the Falcon. A man in 
Bcience blue was watohing a girl who was working on the wiring behind 
the communications panel. He swung round with an exclamation as the 
part;.' materialised, and they saw that he was in the medical 
depar t.men t. 

The Bound made the ~irl look up from her work. 
eyel>row lifted. 

"Spockl tf 

A slanting 

"T'Mara," Spock said, obviousllo' surprised. He recovered himself 
instantly. "This is Captain Kirk. Chief Engineer Scott and Doctor 
McCo;,' of the Enterprise." He turn .. d to his crewmates. "Ensign 
T'Mara is one of the rew Vulcan women in Starfleet." 

T'Mara nodded a combined acknowledgement and greeting. 

"This is Dr. Ericson." 

"Where is Captain Leibstej.n?" Kirk asked. 

"Dead," T'Mara replied, 

Dead, Kirk thought. Poor AooeL. He hasn·t Ltved Long enough to 
ca/,-'tatn h£s first command on acttve service. "Mr. Dawson?" he 
"ontinued aloud. 
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"Also dead. All the command 2rade officers were killed, 
captain. As ranking ensign, I am acting commanding officer." 

"You? But Starfleet regulations do not accept women -" It was 
out before Kirk could stop himself. 

Vulcan though she was, she gave what, in a Human, would have 
been called a rueful smile. "Captain, there was little alternative. 
Captain Leibstein had a ..... Unusually for ,a Vulcan, she hesitated, 
appearing to search for the most appropriate word. Finally, she 
managed, "A oh1vllllry that forbade him to permit women to do anything 
that might endan2er them. He had managed to 2et most of the women 
originally assigned to the Falcon replaced. There were no women 
aboard above the rank of ensign. As a result, it was only men who 
were checking the equipment when the accident happened, and all the 
senior ensigns who survive are women. They all looked to me as the 
most aenior. What else could I have done but take command?" 

Kirk had liked Leibstein at the Academy, but he could remember 
him as a male chauvinist who frequently spoke out against having 
women 'in the male world of exploration', and he mentally applauded 
the tactful description. "I'm sorry," he said, anxious that she 
should not classify him as a chauvinist as well. "I didn't mean ... " 
He hesitated, unsure of how to continue, and decided to leave the 
awkward topic. "What happened?" He changed the subject back to the 
more important question. 

"The engines have been giving trouble since we left Earth. 
Nothing major, but they did need constant readjustment. Finally, 
there was an explosion in the engine room. The Captain and Mr. 
Dawson were checking the damage with Mr. Lun, our Chief Engineer, 
when there was a second explosion. Everyone in the engine room was 
killed, and everyone throughout the ship who was handling instruments 
was electrocuted. Most of the officers were checking their 
instruments for any damage caused by the first explosion - that's why 
the death rate was so high. Secondary life support systems are 
working - barely. I managed to juryrig the communications board to 
transmit a pulsed distress call - yoU picked it up?" 

Kirk nodded. "How many casualties?" 

"A hundred and six dead, another eighty three injured, some of 
them severely," Ericson answered. "There's very little I can do for 
them, bar sedation, at the moment. I came to ask Miss T'Mara if 
there was any chance of getting more power." 

"Very little," T'Mara replied. "But I'm not an engineer. Mr. 
Scott may be able to help. Meanwhile, Captain Kirk, as acting 
commander of the Falcon, I must ask you if it is possible for our 
injured to be transferred to the Enterprise." 

"I was about to suggest it. Bones, arrange it with Dr. 
Ericson. t9 

"Right, Jim." The two medical officers went out through the 
j ammelj -open bridge door that led to the emergency stairs. 

"What condition are the engines in?" Scott asked. 

tfln my opinion, unrepairable," T'Mara answered. "Alao I 
consider that there is at least a seventy nine point eight percent 
chance of another serious explosion within the next sixteen and a 
half hours. I could be wrong - as I said, I am not an engineer." 
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"I'd like a look at the engine room," Soott said. 

"Of course, Mr. Scott." T'Mara started towards the emerl1:ency 
exit. 

Kirk Baid seriously, "I think we should transfer all but a 
skeleton crew to the EnterpriBe aa soon as possible. It'll make us a 
bit crowded, but under the circumstances it might be best." 

The enaine room door was also jammed open, and bore all the 
signs of havina been forced. Not until he saw it did Kirk realise 
fully just how complete the loss of power was. 

Inside was a shambles. Kirk and Spock looked at each other and 
then back at the twisted wreckaae, Kirk trying not to register the 
dark bloodstains that covered eVerything and the bodies trapped under 
chunks of metal too heavy to lift. Scott looked round, acute pain on 
his face at the ruin of all this beautiful machinery. 

"You're right, Ensign. 
said sadly. 

These engines'll never work al1;ain," he 

He moved over to what had been a main control board, clambering 
awkwardly over an unidentifiable component that barred his way, 
looked up at a dial that - impossibly - was still giving a reading, 
frowned at the fil1;ures and tried to move a switch. "It's all fused 
solid. Anything I try will just precipitate any trouble that's a 
b'r'ewl.ng. n 

"You al1:ree there could be another explosion?" Kirk asked. 

"Well, Captain, everything's fused at 'on'," Scott said. He 
pointed to the dial. "The power is still beinl1: produced but it can't 
get anywhere. It'll build up for a while, then -" He shrugged. 
"That readinl1:'s a lot higher than it should be." 

"Mr. Spack?" 

"I think the sooner we bel1:in to transfer the Falcon's crew, the 
better, Captain. Now that I have seen the damage. I believe Miss 
T'Mara's estimate to be a l1;enerous one. An explosion, soon, does 
appear likely." 

Kirk nodded. "I al1;ree," he said. "Mr. Spock, beam over as soon 
as all the injured are transferred. Arrange for the distribution of 
the Falcon's crew amonl1; ours. Tell Lt. Uhura to notify Starfleet 
with the details of what we are doing. If the Falcon doesn't 
explode. we'll take her in tow to Starbase Fourteen. Scotty, there's 
nothing you can do here: you go too. I'll stay and help Miss T'Mara 
organise the evacuation from this end." 

Spock hesitated for a split second before replying. "Yes, 
Captain." 

"You sound doubtful, Mr. Spack?" 

"You are more important than I. Captain. 
if I remained with Ensil1;n T'Mara?" 

Would it not be better 

"In case of accidents? No, Spock. Beam over." 
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They decided that it would be simpler if the Falcon's crew was 
beamed aboard the Enterprise from sickbay, since the transporter was 
already locked onto the sickbay for the transfer of the injured -
even although many of them, the less seriously hurt, had actually 
been in their own quarters - sick bay had never been desi~ned to deal 
with so many casualties at once. A disaster of this ma~nitude was -
or had been - unthinkable. Undoubtedly Starfleet's best scientists 
and engineers would spend many sleepless ni~hts tryin~ to discover 
just what had gone wrong ..• 

This transfer is going to take some ttme, Kirk reflected 
uneasily. However, no-one showed any sign of panic, and mentally 
Kirk awarded T'Mara full marks for her handling of the crisis. 

Most ot the remaining crew were assembled in the main rec room. 
T'Mara had spoken to them there, making no secret of the imminence of 
another explosion, but she had also pointed out that everyone would 
be clear long before the estimated time of its occurrence. And 
although she used exactly the same logical arguments that he knew 
Spock would have done, somehow she had put a touch of humour into her 
information that kept anyone from reacting with the irritation Spock 
sometimes engendered. For a fleeting moment, Kirk wondered if it was 
due to the emotional stability of being a full-bloodied Vulcan ... 

For the most part, all he had to do was stand by in silent 
support as the crew filed past en route to sickbay. One young 
crewman hesitated at the stair leading to the living quarters, 
looking more than a little uncertain, and Kirk moved instantly to his 
side. 

"You wanted something, Ensign?" 

"I ... Can't we go and get our things, sir?" 

"I'm sorry. Ensign. Look at it this way - you can replace your 
clothes, but not your life." 

The young ensign still hesitated uncertainly, and one of the 
others stopped as well. "It's not his clothes he wants, Captain. 
He's from Dorutha, and his pet rachat is in his quarters." 

Dorutha was a colony world, settled by Humans over a century 
previously. The first gift a Doruthan ever received was a rachat; an 
intelligent little animal that formed an almost symbiotic 
relationship with its master - a relationship deeper than any other a 
Doruthan was eVer likely to encounter. It was not unknown for a 
betrothed couple to split up because their rachats reacted adversely 
to the proposed union. 

Rachats usually lived as long as their Human partners and did 
not survive them; Kirk could imagine what it would be like for the 
young Human to loae his rachat under these circumstances. He looked 
at the second man. "You his room-mate?" 

UYea, sir." 

"Go with him. Make sure he doesn't take any unnecessary 
chances." He looked at the ensign. "Five minutes." 

"Yes, sir!" The youngster took off down the steps at a run, his 
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friend close behind him. 

Kirk let the file move on. and waited. 

It took a little lon~er than the five minutes, but Kirk had 
Bxpected that. He had not reached the impatient sta~e when the two 
ensigns reappeared, the younger one now wearing a fold-over jacket. 
A small, pointed, furry head sl,owed in the V. 

As the three men headed along the corridor, the young ensi~n 
said, "Thank YOU f sir.'t 

8lowly the waitin~ queue ~rew shorter. Kirk began to feel 
bored. Maybe he should I.ave let Spack stay after all. 

Suddenly rememberin~ something important, he turned to T'Mara. 

"I'll go up to the bridge, see if I can retrieve the Log," he 
saId. "It mightn't be possible, with the power failure, but we 
should try for it. There might be information in it from the 
computers that could ~ive a clue to the fault." 

A slight expression of annoyance flickered over the Vulcan's 
face for an instant, and Kirk realised she was annoyed at herself for 
forgetting about the Log. "It is my duty, as acting captain," she said. 

Kirk shook his head. 
to safet~,tt he said. "I'll 

"Your duty is to make sure your crew get 
be as quick as I can." 

He was half way to the brid~e when the ship shook to another 
explowion. He was flung to the floor; he plcked himself up, and 
carried on. 

TI,ere was no need to bother about how mUch damage he did in 
retrieving the small buoy that carried the Log ready to be jettisoned 
il' d ship's final moments only this buoy couldn't be jettisoned, 
for there was no power available to operate the eject mechanism. He 
had to get open the panel that sheltered it - and that panel also was 
fused shut. He looked round for something to use as a lever. 

It was many minutes before the panel yielded and he retrieved 
tl><o buoy. Sucking a bruised finger, he carr-ied it triumphantly down 
the stair back towar<is Sickbay. 

The ship shook again, but only slightly - clearl~ a much smaller 
explosion this time. A faint smell reached his nostrils and he 
snlf'.fed. 

i.~moke ! 

The ship was on flre. How many were there still to be 
transported? It was lucky that fire hadn't broken out earlier. At 
least most of the crew were safe now. A thin wisp of smoke curled 
alonil, the corridor as he reached the sickbay door. 

lnside, he found only T'Mara and a dOBen men. Even as he 
entered, six of them shimmered away. The [)oruthan - last in the 
queue smiled shyly at him, and the rachat's whiskers twitched as if 
it, too, was acknowledging him. 

"1 was beginning to wonder if you were all right, Captain," 
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T'Mar .. admitted. 

"I'd to break the panel open," Kirk explained. He itlanced at 
the six men who were still waitinit. "These are the last?" He knew 
that the~ were, but something in him demanded confirmation. 

"If there is anyone else they haven't reported in," T'Mara 
said. "I couldn't get an accurate count because several men went 
over with the injured to act as stretcher bearers, and no-one could 
tell me how many went. Perhaps we should take time to make a final 
check of the ship _ n 

"Too late," Kirk said. 
trv." 

"We're on fire. It would be suicide to 

The last six men beitan to fade, solidified again, fluctuated two 
or three times then vanished. They looked at each other. What was 
wrong with the transporter? 

Kirk's communicator bleeped. 

"Kirk here." 

"Spock, Captain. A component in the transporter has failed. 
Your transport will be delayed until it can be replaced." 

"Was the last lot of men all riitht?" 

"Yes, though it was touch and go." 

T'Mara touched his arm, and pointed towards the door. 
it, they could see smoke beitinninit to fill the corridor. 
curled into the room. 

"How long will Scotty be repairing the transporter'?" 

"Onl~ a few minutes, Captain." 

Throuith 
A wisp 

"You'd better have McCoy standing by when we beam ovel'. We're 
on fire and the fumes are getting to us." He coughed as the acrid 
smoke caught at his throat. 

"Can you obtain life support units?" 

"Negative. It's getting hard to breath in here - in the 
corridor, we wouldn't last ten aeconds." 

"Mr. Scott says five minutes yet, Captain." 

"That's too long," T'Mara put in quietly. 
lose consciollsness within two." 

"I estimate wa will 

"I've sent for McCoy. 
uncharacteristically. 

Bu t. .. His voice trailed off 

T'Mara looked at Kirk. "Captain," she said. "You and 1 do not 
know aach oCher, but we both know Spack. He thinks of lIS both as his 
friends. Can you trust me?" 

"I'd trust any Vulcan," Kirk replied, mystified. 

She leaned towards the communicator. "Spock. I'm going to try 
Mar' n' a. Be ready for us. t • 
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8t}G looked back at Kirk. "It is a special trance," she 
explained. "I meld my mind to yours, and put us both into a very 
deep trance. In that condition, we have a better chance of 
aUl'viv.ing--. n 

"Carry on,'1 Kirk ssid. 

Aboard the Enterprise, Scott waS workin~ furiously. 

"Can 1 assist ¥ou?" Speck asked. 

"No, we'd just get in each ottler's way." 

McCoy came in then, looking; a little annoyed. "What's the 
emerg;ency?" he asked. "Ericson and I are still trying to get ttle 
injured men settled and treated." 

"The Captain will need you," Spack replied evenly. "The Falcon 
is on fi r'e, and the.re is a delay in beaming the Captain and Miss 
T'Mara over'. They will be suffering from smoke poisoning;, if nothing; 
worse." 

"Try it now, Mr. Spack." Scotty straig;htened with a grunt. 

Spack set the transporter' controls, operated it. The two inert 
bo(jies materialised, Kir'k with his arms round the buoy containing the 
Log. Spock strode over to watch McCoy giving them quick injections. 
Then he applied a mind meld to T'Mara. The girl took only a few 
momenta Lo open her eyes a.nd sit up. 

"I lost him at the third level," she said. 

Spack immediately turned to Kirk, his hand reaching for Kirk's 
face. McCoy looked at T'Mara, puzzled, but instinctively deciding 
not to disturb Spack. 

"What goes on?" he aSked. 

ffMar'n'a,'9 she replied. "A special trance, so deep that we 
cannot come out of it ourselves. A third person must be present to 
draw us back to consciousness. Normally it is only done when all 
participants know each each other well, and Captain Kirk and 1 are 
strangers to each other. I thought that perhaps Spack knew your 
Captain weil enough to compensate for the fact that I do not. 
However, I lost contact with the Captain at a very deep level. Spack 
1u trying to reach him now. If he cannot, Captain Kirk wl1i 
eventually die." 

Spack drew back. "I cannot Quite reach him," he said. He 
looked round. "Doctor. If you will permit me to join my mind to 
yours, I can perhaps use your Human affection for the Captain to 
r'each him." 

McCoy didn't hesitate. "Go ahead, Spock. f ' 

Spock reached for hiB face. McCoy felt the tendrils of Spack's 
mind curling round his consciousness. "Imagine the Captain is at the 
bottom of a deep hole," Spock said. "You are trying to reach down to 
him." 

Spock turned his attention back to Kirk. McCoy could feel 
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nothing, but he obeyed Spack, strainin~ his mind to ima~ine the hole, 
str'aining an ima~inary hand down to reach an invisible one. He felt 
a hand on his shoulder - T'Mara, and knew she was helping him. 

Nothin~ happened for what seemed a long time. 
relaxed sli~htlY. 

"I have him," he said. 

Then Spack 

A few moments later, Kirk's eyes opened. He looked round. 

ttWe made it," he said. 

"Barely," Spack replied. 

Kirk looked over at T'Mare. "Thank you," he said. 

"It's Spack you should thank," she answered. 

"r could have done nothin~ without Dr. McCoy," Spack seid 
quietly. McCoy felt the faintest of pressures on his mind, then a 
sense of withdrawal ... and a momentary feelin~ of utter loneliness. 

"Come on. Jim." he said. 
want to check you both out." 

"Miss T'Mara too. Down to Sickbay. 

Later, satisfied that the Falcon's crew was settled in and his 
own crew as happy with the arrangements as possible, Kirk headed for 
the recreation room. As he entered, he saw Spack with T'Mara, 
playing chess. He went over to them, trying not to feel hurt - just 
a little; aware that it was lo~ical for Spack to seek the company of 
another Vulcan, particularly one who had told Kirk she was a friend. 
They looked up as he joined them. T'Mara rose. 

"Would you like to take my place, Captain?" 

"No, Ensign, finish your game," Kirk said, foolishly pleased 
that she should think to make such an offer, hoping neither of them 
realised it. 

He watched them for a while. Spack appeared to be winning. 
McCoy came in, and joined them. 

"Everything all right, Bones?" 

"Everyone settled," McCoy replied. 

Spock won the ~ame. 
now, Captain?" 

T'Mara rose again. "Will you have a game 

"You don't want to try for revenge?" Kirk asked. 

I 

She shook her head. "I'm not very interested in piaying chess," 
she said. "I prefer to watch." 

Kirk took her place as Spack began to set out the men. Out of 
pure curiosity Kirk asked, "How well do you two know each other?" 

For a moment the Vuleans each seemed to be waiting for the other 
to answer. Then Spack said, "Quite well, Captain. T'Mara is my 
cousin." 



Stars are not evenly dJatrlbuted throu~h apace. Inside a 
galaxy, there are clusters, which have More than their fair share of 
sun'll in other areas, the stara are distributed, It not evenly, st 
least reasonably 801 and in the "egion between spiral ar.s stars are 
r"w a"d far betw"en. 

The Unitad Federation of Planata, with the 11inMon and the 
Homulan ~mpires barring ita route through its ho.e spiral arm. had 
for some tim. bean considering tryln!! to expsnd in tha other 
direction, acrosa the space that separated their territory from the 
neighbourin!! spiral arm, and colonieln!! there •. No lIIatter thst it 
would take a ship travelling at top warp speed almoet two months to 
cross the space between the two spiral arms) the Federation High 
COUI.ril considered that the distance waa veil within reaBonable 
limits. 

Sta,-fleet Command. with more experience of space travel than the 
members of the High Council tmany of whom had never travelled further 
Ihan was necessary to attend the various meetings, which were held in 
rotation on the different member planets) protested violently about 
Ihe "'If'ealislic plans the JHgh Council presented to them. 

"Politicians'" Admiral Komack muttered in disgust as he examined 
ttle proposals fur uxparlsion. 

He read the first two pages of the report with increasing 
annoyance. turned to the thit-d, and slammed hl.s hand down on the 
buz~el' to summon his secretary. 

Sl,e appeared almost instantly. Indeed - knowing when he hud 
slul'ted lu read the report - she was surprised that he had not 
summoned tun~ eal~l ief~. 

"Set. up an immediat.e meeting of the Bp.niop Command officers." 

"Aye. "I.,." Comm .. "de,- Schw" .. " had ""'- .. ,,! on board the KOllgo for 
s()m~ ye81~8 bet'Ql'e Ull lujlH'Y had invalided her to a shol'e posting. and 
it [.equently 6/)owed in n'H' speech. She limped back to hel- desk. and 
ch.cked the computer for Ihe schedules of Komack's senior colleagues, 
the!) retul'lled to his room in time to catch some more ullcompJJmerktary 
mu t t e J' in g 8. , 

"Admiral Fit_gerald and Vice Admiral Lj will lIot b. available 
(loti! torool"rOW mOJ'r\ing," Schwarz reported, 
cont8(: ted immediately _" 

"Everyone else can be 

"Tomorrow morning will do," Komack gr()wled, 
fIlII meeting. We t18ve to be unan,imou6." 

Th"y were. 

"Ttlis has to be a 

By tl.e next day lomack had had time to read the full document 
and Humma,'lse it, although both he "rid Schwarz had had to work deep 
1,,10 the night to do 80. 



Komack reported the details to his colleagues I and found himself 
for once in the unusual and pleasing posItion of having compl"te 
agreement from thelll. Although Komack was the senior officer in 
Starfleet Command. Admirai Fitzgeraid was an ambitious man who would. 
KOlllack knew. dearly like to repiace him and often disagre"d with 
Komack's sUlleations - even when his private opinion was known to 
mesh wlth thelll. But this time. not even Fitzlerald raised a voice in 
disagreement. 

The discussion was brief. At the end of It. Komack turned to 
the computer where Schwarz was cOlllpiling the minutes of the meeting. 

"I want a message 8ent to the High Council." he growled. 

"Aye, sir." 

Komack pauaed. breathing deeply as he fought for seif control, 
gathering his thouihts. 

"Gentle.en. I have read with interest your proposals for 
expansion of the territory controlled by the United Federation of 
Planets and I have discussed these proposals with lilY colleagues at 
Starrieet Co_and. I have been directed by them to bring to your 
attention several facts. 

"The region between the spiral arms ha8 never been explored. 
Although that space is almost empty. it ia not completely so. We do 
not know whst dangers might exist there. We therefore believe that 
it is necessary to send ships into the region to explore the proposed 
route thoroughly before any sttempt ia made to cross it. 

"To do this adequately will require money; money that Star fleet 
will find impossible to allocate from its present budget. 

"If we are to use our resourceS to investigate totally unknown 
space as well a8 continuing to develop our present territory in 
addition to maintaining our defence alainst both the Klingon and 
Romulan frontiers. we will certainly require more funding. 

"This is a simple matter of arithmetic. gentlemen. The 
resources of Starrleet are already spread too thinly. We do not have 
enough ships. 

"We have only tweive Star Cruisers; the Klinlons are known to 
have at leaat double that number of vessel a of comparable type. and 
only th. Homulana know how many they have. 

"Gentlemen of the High Council. you all have the be.t intereats 
of your home plsnets at heart; you all wish to Bee more money 
allocated for the development of those planet.. Many of you look at 
Starfleet and do not see that we are of lamediate use to you. and 
therefore do not consider our budget to be of great importance. You 
forget that we are all that stands between the civilians of your home 
planets. and ot all your colony worlda, snd invasion by a ruthless 
and greedy ene.y. 

"To explore the space between the apiral arms adequately in the 
tame yoU Huggest will require the uae of all our aeout ves8els 8S 
well as half of our Star CruiHers. This will Ieav. our home 
territory serioualy under-defended. 

"Gentlemen. we do not say we will not aCCOMplish what you ask. 
However. with our present resource •• we o.nnot accomplish what you 
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ask in the t j",e you env i aagl>, .. 

Thl> opinion of Starrlee" Co",,",and "'alii, of course, overruled. 

F'IHed ",Ath the almost Impossible talik of .. xploring th .. spsce 
betwuen th .. spiral armB of the galaxy as wull a8 maintaining a 
reasonable presence In51de Federation spece, Komack finally asaigned 
four large survey shlpB to scout the direct route that would b .. uBed 
en rOII!e to the unknown stsrs 01 the other arm. 

I:ontact waB lout with all four ships, one sfter the other. 

Urged on by the High Council's demands, Komack sent three 
eight-ms •• scoutshlps and two four-man scouts into the unknown 
regions, Desiined as thuy weru to explore possibly houtiie 
territory, these smaller ships were faater than the larger survey 
vessels whoB" primary runetlon was to produce a reasonably full 
repo.'! all lIewly-diacovered habitable or exploitsble planets whose 
presence had been reported by the scout ships, Th .. dlsadvanta.e of 
using scouts for thia mission was that th .. y lacked th .. sophisticated 
scanning capability of the su,'vey vessels I their scanners "'ere 
capable only of very basic study, 

They, too, disappeared, 

It waS impossible to say just when four of the five vesse)s 
vanishedl but as it happened, StarbaBe 15 WIlS in direct co_unlclltlon 
wilh th~ fifth when contact WIlS lost, 

The Mllgellan wss in th .. middle of a ,'outine r .. port on one of th .. 
few blar systems in the stellar deHert belween the spirsl arMS when, 
without warning, a crackle of static intervened, blotting out the 
signal from the ship, The Communicstlons Offic .. " on duty at the time 
wa6 a highly .. xperienced man recently invalided out of active service 
due to a heart condition which, although making It inadvisable for 
him to serve aboard a ship, was not severe enough to render him unfit 
for a ground posting, Despite his best efforts, he WS6 unable to 
breAk through the static I •• turferencel and when it cleared, as 
SUddenly as it had begun, he was unable to restore contact with the 
Magellan. 

Sta"bas" 15 immediat.,ly ".,ported back to Slal'fleet Command. 

Admi i'" I Komack read tt, .. report from Comrnodo.·" Rosenberg and 
paR.ed it on to the High Council, •• questing additio',al funding to 
""pia"e the missing ships. Th" High Council immediatelY ordered him 
to find out what had happened - at the same time, ignoring his 
request for more money. 

When he received the I'e-ply, Komnck sworn, long and 
jtnuginatively, 

DNmn Ihe Higl, Coullcil! U .. re tl.BY were, now missing fuur 
valuable survey ships mnd five 5couts, and the High Council was still 
,·.,fuslng to admit that it was asking mol''' of Starrle .. t's resources 
thul Slal'fleet had to gi,e, In all conscience h .. could not send any 
mo,'. ~hjP6 Into the area - yet without sending at least one more into 
the ,o.d he had no way or finding out what had happened to them, 
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At the rate they were going, the Kllngon/Romulan Alliance wo~ld 
not. need to fight the Fedel'ation in order to take it ov.,,· - the Higl, 
Coullcll was in the process of handing Federation space over to the 
enemy by leaving it undefended. 

He thought things over for 80me time, but in the end he came to 
the unavoidable conclusion that he would have to send in one of the 
valuable Star Cruisers, Although not quite the nearest, the 
Enterprise's crew had the best reputation for resolving impossible 
situations. 

He therefore told Schwarz to prepare new orders for the 
Enterprise, along with what little information wss avsilable, 
Captain Kirk and his crew had been chosen for the unenviable task of 
discovering what had happened to the missing nine vessels. 

UNew orders coming in from Star-fleet Command. Captatn," Uhura 
announced, breaking the ailence that had gripped the bridge for fully 
hal f an tlOur. 

Kirk gave a grunt, half of annoyance, half of relief; the 
current mission - acting as a taxi service for routine supplies to a 
small minIng colony - was not particularly interesting, and he was 
bored enough to walcome a small diversion; but he knew from long 
experience that a change of orders like this most likely indicated 
aer.ious trouble. 

"Put it on the screen, Lieutenant." 

Komack's face shimmered into view. 

"Captain Kirk. Over the past ;,rear, a number of ships have tleen 
surveying the space between us and the neighbouring spiral arm, in 
the region designated Quadrant 236/69/8U6XZ. These ships have all 
disappeared without trace. You are ordered to abort ;,rour present 
mission and investigate these disappearances. All relevant 
information is being transmitted to ;,rour computer. 

"The Federation High Command is particularl;,r anxious that this 
problem 1e resolved as soon as possible. Kornack, Star-fleet Command, 
outo H 

As the familiar star-field reformed, Kirk closed his e,yes and 
took a long, deep braath. 
tJlciskl;,r . 

He counted slowly to ten, then stood 

"Mr. Chekov, plot a cours. for Quadrant 236/69/846XZ and execute 
immediately, warp factor eight. You have the con. Mr. Spock, Mr. 
Sulu, come with me. Lieutenant Uhura, call Mr. Scott, Dr. McCoy and 
Security Chief Baillie to briefing room three immediatel;,r." 

"Aye, sir." She spoke to the closing doors of the turbolift, 
sighed, and looked at Chekov as he moved to the command chair, his 
place and Sulu's being taken instantly b;,r O'Neill and Rahada, who, 
having called reliefs for themselves, left their own, less important, 
backup consoles unmanned for the brief time it would take for those 
reliefs to arrive. "What do you think, Pav?" 

"I think the Captain 
Chakov replied gloomily. 
trace, we cO\11d easily ba 

does not like the sound of these orders," 
"If several ships have vanished without 
the next. u 
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Kirk. Spook and Sulu made their silent wa¥ to briefing room 
three. Without facts to go on. Spack, of course. would sa¥ nothing 
unless in direct response to Kirkl but Kirk was obviousl¥ deep in 
thought. Sulu. after a quiok look at both faces. decided that 
speculation - at this point - was not called for. 

McCo¥. having the shortest distance to go. was alread¥ waiting 
when the¥ entered the briefing room. 

"What's all this about. Jim?" he asked immediatel¥. 1.gnol'ing the 
brooding expression on the Captain's face. 

"New orders," Kirk said tersely as he sat. Beside him. Spack 
wasted no time in flicking on the computer screen and calling up the 
information that went with these orders. 

The door swished open again. and Scott and Baillie entered 
together. 

"Captain?" Scott was clearl¥ agitated. 
happened?tt 

Kirk looked round the table. 

"Warp eight? What's 

t'We have a change of orders, Scotty,'· He ran his fingers 
through his hair. "Some of this... I've known about some of this 
for' a while. It's not quit.e classified information, but it's not far 
fr'om 1 t. 

"We all know that thH FederatIon's options for expansi<ln are 
slightly limited b¥ the Klingon and Romulan boundaries. Without an 
all-out war', we're st¥mied in that direction. Not even the Klingons 
or the Romulans want war - that's wh¥ they formed their Alliance. 
They don't trust each other fully even wit.h the Alliance, so you can 
guess how edg¥ the¥'d be without it. Howevex', it seems that they 
both trust the Federation enough not to bother with an¥ sort of 
official treaty other than the Organ1an onH. 

"Ves. I know we don't trust them, but they're not stupid. We
we defeated the ship the Romulens sent into Feder'ation space they 
lost face then, and they aren't going to risk that again in a hurr¥. 
As for the Klingons - the¥ won't risk clashing with the Orgenians 
agal.n. And neIther will we. 

"So the High Council ordered Starfleat to explor'e In the other 
direction; across the stallar desert and into tha next ar'm of the 
ga.laxy.Pi' 

"I'll bet they didn't give Start'leet any mora money for ex.tra 
ships." McCoy muttered cynicall¥. 

"1 wouldn't take yoU, Bones,'t Kirk replied. t'The High Council 
depends too much on the Organian Treat¥, and reckoned that they 
didn't need to bother with an¥ defensive presence other than the 
ConstItution clasa ships. 

"Karnack \4as rather mOr'e CQut:lous. Starfleet has sent - to the 
bes t 01' m¥ kn()wledge - no more than nine ships into that totaJ.lY 
unknown space in the past ¥aar. Karnack's orders didn't tell us how 
man}, wale'" involved. but I think m~ information is correct." 



"That f J;;; no' l')ad for an fH't':'}8 WhAr(~ thet'(:- at'on It Illan.v star's, n 
Scott commented. 

"Agreed. But that is the 'reason for OU1"> changr::!d orders. All 
nille have d138Ppeared.'t 

8~·()ck looked up from tria computer read··oui., "You are correct, 
Captain. Four survey ships were originally sent into the area, and 
.'after ·1 Le~' disappeared, five scout ships were l:.!ent in." 

"That would be. 
sounded horrified. 

around four hundred and fifty crew?" McCoy 

"Approximately, Doctor. The survey shirs each carried a crew of 
one I,undred and six! ·three of tt,e scouts were eight-man, arId the 
othel' two were four-man." He looked up. "Eight of the ships 
d:lsappear'ed without trace; their' last recorded reports placed them 
close to Quadrant 236/69/846XZ, where the ninth vessel positively 
disap~Bared in the middle of a transmission." 

"What tlappened?" Kirk asked. 

Spock returned his attention to the readout. "There was 
extended interference from static, which cut the contact; when the 
static "leared, Starbase 15 was unable to restore the conununlcatlons 
link with the Magellan." 

There was a short silance as his listeners absorbed the 
information. 

"Any further details?" Kirk aaked at last. 

"Negative." 

"Komack's not asking much, is he?" McCoy sald drily. "No 
informatlon, just the quadrant where one of the ships disappear-ad. 
Does ha even realise how big one quadrant is?" 

Kirk ignored the comment as rhetorical. 
others. "Any suggestions?" 

He looked round the 

"Until we actually reach Quadrant 236/69/846XZ, r do not belleve 
ao," Spock replied. 

"Unfortunately, I think you're right," Kirk grOWled. "The 
detaila concerning the number of ships involved is classlfled, of 
course, as wall as the reason for their preaence In that guadrant; 
but it won't do any harm to let the cr~w know we're on a rescue 
miasion. Dismissed." 

He watctled Sulu, Scott, McCoy and Bailile file out, followed by 
Spock; but he was not surprised when Spock paused and allowed the 
door to slide shut, turning back towards the table. 

"Tllis mission. "Kirk said. "r don't like the feel of it." He 
rubbed the back of his neck. "Something here is sayillg, Wetch outl" 

"1 1 too," Spock said. "I would be more confident i.f we knew a 
little more about the area involved." 

K11"l<. lool<ed at Ills Ji'irst fJfficel', his eyebrows liftec1. "We've 
gon& .ltlt() unexplol'(~d spa.ce before, tt he os1.d. "It's part of our job 
to go 'vvL(:.>pe no man has gone before'." 
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"Agreed, Captain. But in this case, we are not going where no 
man has gone befo~e. We are going where nine other vessels have 
preceded us - and vani8hed,tt 

As the Enterprise siid into the star desert Kirk ordered the 
long distance scanners to be put into operation. There was a chance 
- vanishingly small, but still a chance - that if one or all of the 
missing ships had been destroyed, they had managed to launch 
lifepods. There was aiso the chance that if the ships had exploded, 
there would still be detectable traces for the Enterprise's 
sophisticated scanners to pick up. 

It took almost a month before the ship approached Quadrant 
236/69/846XZ. They we~e, of course, unable to travel at warp eight 
ind(~t'inite.ly, but even when the~' slowed down to rest the engines they 
never dropped below warp six. 

Space was almost totally empty. 'rhere wara a few stars drifting 
through the parsecs towards the spiral arm they had just left -
gravity pulling them - but there was no trace of either lifepods or 
ship debr'is. 

As the Enterprise sl.id into t;he quadrant, Kirk ordered, "Warp 
one, Mr. Sulu. n 

"Warp one, 31 r." 

"Scanner's. Anythj.ng?" 

·'There is one star system in tilis quadrant, Captain," Spock 
reported. "A K1. star with six planets." 

One of the planets was a dwarf hurtling around the sun so close 
that tlad the sun been more active it would have been in danger of 
being burned by solar flares. Three were so far from the star that 
they could be nothing but balls of ice. One of the other two was a 
gas giant, but the last one was situated nicely in the ecosphere, 
such as It was; Spack estimated that for such a dim star the 
ecosphere was narrow 8nlj temperatures on the planet's B1Jrface were 
likely to De fairly low. 

"ff there are survivors, alld they had any warning of what was 
happening, they're most likely to be on that planet," Kirk said 
thoughtfully. "Mr. Chekov, set course for' it. Mr. Sulu, assume 
standard 0rbit when we get there.'· 

The Enterp.rie09 swung; into orb:l. t end began a sensor' searcf!. 
Almost immediately, Spack raised his head . 

.. Li fe .f'o.r·m readings, Capt: a1.n. Human. Kl ingon. .. Andor'ian ... 
and others. There are also Inetallic readings which would corr'9spond 
to tho wreckage of ships." 

ra il,gOD? 

"A Klingon base on our' back door?" Kirk asked. 

"Possible," Spack replied. a doubtful note in his voice. "There 
is, however, no indication of advarlcad technology such as I would 
expaet to find in such a base. In addition, the readings indicate a 
spJ it into two commun:l.ti.es, one much larger' than the other -. each of 



them consisting of mixed spe~ies." He bent over the scanner again. 
"Captaln, there a.z·e also some l.lfe fOl"'nl r'Gadl.nga of at least two, 
possibly three, species unknovJn to me. It 

"lJhura, open a channel. Let's see it they have - It 

off as the sl,ip jolted sharply. 

"We'r'e being pulled down, Captain!" Sulu exclaimed. 

He broke 

"We I,ave been caught In a s tr'on,i!; magnetic field," Spock reported 
almost at the same moment. "You could call it a form of tractor 
beam." 

Ki,"k reached to punch the intercom just as it bleeped. 

"Wha t to happening, Captain--l" 

"We're caught in a sort of tractor beam, Scotty. 
eight we'll try to pull away." 

"Aye, sir. It 

"8ulu, try to break orbit." 

The ship jerked, pulled away, and jerked again. 

Give me warp 

"It's no use, (~aptainf" came Scott's voice over the intercom. 
"We can resist the pull for at least forty eight hours, possibly even 
a 11ttle 1U0re, but after that.,. After that we'll go down, and 
there's nothing I can do about it." 

HHow long could a BUr'Vejl vessel, or a scout, hold au L against 
that pull?" Kirk asked. 

"Surveyor scoutY No time at all, Captain. They'd be pulled 
down inside - oh, ten minutes at the outside, if they had an~' 

warning. Probably a lot less." 

"Hmmm. 
ships, then. 

That would seem to explain what happened to the missing 
Uhura, send a message to Starfleet - " 

"1 can't, sir. Transmission is blocked by the magnetic field, 
All I can get is static." 

"Static!" Kirk's eyes blazed. "There's no more doubt about 
it. Our missing ships are down there - and it's up to us to find out 
why. Mr. Spock - can we beam down safely?" 

Spock frowned slightly. "No," he said. "However, I beiieve 
that a shuttlecraft would be able to make planetfall. It would of 
course be caught in the tractor beam and be pulled down more rapidly 
than is advisable, but since it is designed to travel through 
atmosphere and land, it would not crash. That cannot be said for any 
of the other ships that have been pulled down." 

"But we would of course be pulled down to wherever the beam is 
coming fr·om." 

"Of course." 

"Worth it. The crews of the crashed ships wouldn't know what 
was happening; I don't say they'd panic, but they wouldn't be ready 
to face an enemy; they'd be too busy trying to minimise the damage as 
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thelY came down. We, on the other hand, wAll be readlY." 
his hair back off his forehead, a subconscious action as 
consciously braced himself - mentalllY - for action. 

The intercom bleeped again. 

"Kirk here." 

lie pushed 
he 

"Scott, Captain. 
reversin~ polarity on 
repulaion." 

Wid could maybe gain .. wee bi t mOl'e time by 
the ship - holdin~ her in orbit by magnetic 

Kirk glanced at Spock. "What do you think?" 

"It could be dangerous, Captain. There are fluctuations in the 
strength of the beam holding UB. And tf the landin," party manages to 
cut of.r the power source of the beam, tt would be very dangerous 
since there would be no wa)! to Warn Mr. Scott of the impend in," 
change. I, 

"j heard that, Captain. It should be posstble to compensate." 

"Try tt." Kirk decided. "I'll leave it up to your judgement 
whether it's likelY to prove too dangerous or not." One constant in 
the universe was Scott's unwillingness to do anything that would risk 
dama,"" to the ship - or. more accuratellY, the en~ines. "Now - Spock, 
I'd like to leave lYour expertise here, to help Scotty defend the 
ship. but I'll need lYOU on the surface. Lt. Uhura, contact Mr. 
Baillie and Dr. McCoy and tell them to report to the hangar deck 
imrneuiatellY. Mr. Baillie is to bring two of his best securitlY 
guards." 

"Aye, sir." She tUl'>ned to her console. 

Captain headed for the turbolift, his First Officer at his 
heela. As he went, he said, "You have the can, Mr. Sul',," 

UAye, sir.n 

The 11ft door shut. and Bulu glanced over at CheKov. Chekov 
shl'ugged, saying nothin!t. ::lulu opened his mouth, then shut It again. 

There was, after all, nothing he could say that was not aiready 
obvious to the other senior officers on the bridge. And it would be 
no help to morale to let the juniors know that their' superiors had 
anything less than complete confidence in the Captain's ability to 
solve this problem. 

The landing partlY met outside the hangar door. Kirk looked at 
the two guards with aaillie, surprised to note that one was famale -
well-·touil t, bu t female. 

"Mr. Bail11e?" he asked. 

aaillie gr:Lnnec\ confidently, knowing what was 1n Kirk's mind. 
"Captain, Lieutenant Helmudsdotter has won tne securitlY section's 
last eight unarmed oombat competitions without any difficult)!. In 
tot,,], during thoae competitions, she has been thrown fewer than ten 
time8. She's also security's top marksman. sne's the best I've 
got." 
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ttThat I B some recommendation," Kirk 8c..'knowledged. 

"And Lieutenant Kral:U\ was runnel'-Up in the last six 
competitions," Baillie fini.shed. 

"Right, Let's get gOing." Although his own choice would have 
been for an ail-male landing party, Kirk was not gOing to over-rule 
the opinion of a section head, especially one as competent as 
Baillie. He turned and led the way briskly to the Columbia. 

TI,e shuttlecraft sank qulckly towards the surface. It "<as a 
contro.i.Led descent, however; Kirk's skill as a pilot, while tested, 
was not overstretched, and Spock, sittlng in the co-pilot's seat, 
remained relaxed even although his attention did not waver from the 
readings in front of him. 

The landing was not quite as smooth as the descent, however. 
They came in rather too fast and bumped as the shuttlecraft touched 
down; it rose several feet into the air and then Came down aga.in to 
hit the ground falrly hard. 

Kraiik picked hlmself up from the floor, rubbing his rear 
ruefully, as Baillie opened the door and jumped out, phaser at the 
roeady; Helmudsdotter was j llst behind him, and Kralik, r'emembering tlis 
duty, forgot his bruised rear and followed them befol'e any of the 
sen.lor off.leers COllld move. 

There was rIo sign of anyone. 

Kirk. closely followed by Speck and McCoy, joined the security 
guards, two of them looking round curiously. Spock's eyes were fixed 
on a t.ricorder. 

They were in a big clearing in what could only be called a 
woed. Around them were the wrecks of a number of ships. 

Kirk frowned as he looked round. 
be around here somewhere. " 

"Captain." 

"The source of the beam must 

Kirk swung round. 
one of their group. 

The voice was familiar, but it was not. from 

He knew the tall figure who stood there although it teok him a 
second to recognise I'im. 

"Kangt H 

"Welcome to Tortuga, Captain Kirk." 

"Kang, are you - the Klingons - responsible for what's been 
happening to our ships?" Kirk demanded. 

"No, Kirk. If too, am a v.ictim. But quickly - come. While you 
stand there, ~ou are in da.nger." 

H" t>eckoned them to follow Il.im out of the clearing anci among tl)e 
trees~ 

AS they went, Spock said quietly, "There is a small group of 
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life forme about a mile ahead, Captain - approximately twenty. Mixed 
races - r read Humane •.. Klingons .•. Andorians ••• Tellarites ... and 
others." 

"That is the group of which I am a member," Kang replied. 

"Oh." Kirk looked at the tall Klineon. "This Quadrant is a 
long way from Klingon space, Captain Kang - you are still a Captain, 
I suppose?" 

"You could say that," Kana said dispiritedly. "My superiors 
studied my report on the incident on Beta XIIA; then they studied 
yours. They decided, most reluctantly, to give me another chance -
unusual though it was to do eo. A Klingon Captain who loses his ship 
is normally disgraced for life. However, my new command was much 
smaller - in fact, it was a scout ship." His face was expressive of 
conflicting emotions - gratification that he had been given another 
command, shame that it was such an unimportant one. 

After a momentary silence, Kang went on, so Quietly that they 
could barely hear him. "In addition, my superiors chose to give me a 
missIon that carried - that appeared to carry - no opportunity for 
making a mistake, by sending me to investigate this almost empty 
space. There wasn't even any reason to send me here - the Klingon 
Empire isn't interested in a starless void. And then ... and then we 
were caught in a tractor beam and crashed here. 

"jl;ven if I should manage to escape from here, I will never get 
another command." 

"My report should exonerate you again," Kirk said. "I don't 
know yet what has happened, what is causing this - but r have every 
intention of finding out. 1 do know that no ship smaller than a Star 
Cruiser' has any chance of avoidinil: being pulled down by that magnetiC 
beam. Even the Enterprise has barely enough power to resist the 
pull, and - unless Scotty can pull off a miracle - ahe won't be able 
to hold orbit for long." 

Kang shook his head. 
be given a third chance. 
completely resigned about 
thex'e was no bitterness. 

"You are generous, Captain, but I will not 
It is not the Klingon way." He sounded 
it; whatever emotion tinged his voice, 
Then he went on, more briskly, 

"We do have some idea of what is happening. There are creatures 
hel'e who control the tractor beam. They seem to be able to detect a 
ship coming into orbit, but they don" seem able to tell how long it 
will take I'or their tractor beam to pull J t down. Once it lands -
usually crashes - they come to take the "rew prisoner. 

'fA few of us have managed to escape. The creatures haven't 
bothered with us - we're not even certain that they know about us, 
though we think that they probably do." 

"What happenf~ to the p.rieonEu:·sl"?" 

"They are forced to work for the creatures." 

Kang led them on through the trees until they reached another, 
but "",eh smaller, ciearing. A group of people waited ther'e, among 
them another two Kllngons - KLrk was glad to see that one of them waS 
Kan!:" wife Mara; wit.hout real,ising it, liB had been ever so sl.ightly 
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worried about her ever since discovering Kang's presence. There ware 
two Andorians, five Tellurians, three Tellarites, half a dozen Humans 
and sHveral aliens of species that Kirk couldn't recognise; and a 
tall girl, recognisable as a Mahlian by her blue~tinted skin and 
short blue hair. 

It was the Mahlian who stood aa the little group entered the 
glade. She moved forward to meet them. 

Her Starfleet uniform of science blue made her pale skin look 
anaemic. She wore a Lieutenant's band, and Kirk wondered at her 
confident attitude, since she waS clearly outranked, by Kang if 
nobody else. Yet in spite of her obvious self confidence, there was 
a haunted expression deep in her eyes. 

said 
who, 

"Vanora, 
quietly. 
I see, is 

this is Captain Kirk of the U.S.S. Enterprise," Kang 
"Also Mr. Spock, the Science Officer, and Dr. McCoy 
already at wo.rk." 

AS l.ndeed he was. His trained eye had immediately noticed that 
several of the group were clearly injured and, ignoring the girl, he 
had headed straight for the nearest of them. 

"I do not know the names of the others," Kang went on, almost 
apologetically. 

"M'r. 
Kralik." 

Baillie, Security Chief, and Lieutenants Helmudsdotter and 
Kirk finished the introduction. 

"My greetings," the Mahlian said quietly. 

studying her thoughtfully. "I am honoured to rueet Spock was 
you," he said. 
home planet." 

"I had heard that Mahlians do not readily leave their 

"That is correct, Mr. Spock," she replied quietly. "I am the 
only one who has ever done so voluntarily. It was not an easy 
deCision, but I had my reasons; they were valid ten years ago, and 
they are still valid." 

"And you are homeSick," Spack said softly. 

"Yea," st\e ,peplied. "I do not doubt that I always will be. 
I abide by my choice." 

BIJt 

Kirk looked at her, puzzled. In his experience. Starfleet 
personnel were footloose, people who were slow to put down roots; 
born explorers - the kind of people of whom it had once been said 
that they would always seek to see what was on the other side of the 
hill. To meet one who admitted to being homesick was akin to meeting 
a porpoise who was unable to swim. 

l)n the other hand, what Speck had said was true; as a race, 
Mahlian8 - while welcoming visitors to their home planet - almost 
never left it. Mahlian ambassadors on other planets were mostly 
hired outworlders; the few native Mahlians who served in that 
capacity did so only when there were important meetings, and they 
remained offworld only as long as was necessary for the meetings to 
take place, rapidly returning home and leaving their interests to be 
cared for by their employees ... who, despite their power, had never 
betrayed their employers. 

"I I,ave heard that Mahlian women are the only ones other than 
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Vulcans to think logically and unemotionally," Kirk said. 

"True, Captain," Spock ~eplied befo~e Vanora could. "It is most 
~efreshinlit to meet someone else who does think in that manner." 

McCoy, overhearing, called over. 
comp 1. Jment. H 

"He thinks that's a 

"It is a conlpliment," Vanora replied with a slilitl:lt smile. "The 
only difference between my race and the Vulcans is that we admit to 
the existence of what you might call the constructive emotions. 
However, we do not let those emotions influence our judgement, as I 
have noticed Humans often do." 

MaCoy looked disgustedly at her. "Jim, she's as bad as he is!" 
He tu~ned back to his patient. 

Kirk was already impatient with the courtesies. "Vanora, are 
you in charge here?" It was the only explanation for her attitude -
and i';ang's attitude towards her. 

She answered slowly. "I am the last free survivor of the first 
ship to be trapped here. As such, I am considered to be the general 
leador of this pitlfully small group who have escaped from the 
pir'a t es Who trapped us. However, we work a system where each of us 
does what he is best fitted for. The simple matter of surviving and 
remaining uncaptured means that we co-operate without anything other 
than token leadership beIng strictly necessary." 

"Without a strong leader, you can't possibly last J.ndefinitely," 
KJ l"k ea.id. 

She shrugged. "Within certain limits, I agree," she said. "T 
am handicapped, however, in being outranked by Several of the others 
.. Captain Kana: among them. They, on the other hand, have had their 
confidence in themselves damaged by lOSing their ships - even 
although their surviving crew members look to them. We have had to 
be tolerant and work by co-operation, with each small group inside 
our bigger one acting autonomously. I am thought to have the best 
knowl."dge of the Tortugane, therefore I am the general leade~; the 
one who has responsibility for our safety. None of us has thought of 
the long-term implications of such a mixed grOUp; we have not dared 
to. We survive from day to day." 

"We'll see about that," Kirk sa.1d. "All right, glve me soma 
background." He chose a fallen log and sat on it, iooking round. 
Most of the group had dispersed, .n~ were bringing in wood, obviously 
windblown, for none of the party had tools and none of the wood 
looked as if it had been felled, 

Vano~a followed Kirk's gaze. 
sal.el quietly. 

t'It gets verY cold at night," she 

Kirk nodded; he would not haVe called the temperature 
particillarly warm even when the sun was shining directly down on 
them; now it was sinking, throwing shadows. The temperature was 
already dropping. 

"htgt,t, th~jnf n he SQ,ido ftLat's have some fa,eta. 
Wc1r", un the f1rst "hip to be trapped here. What ship? 
ago'i And what happened to the others?" 

You saV YOIl 
How long 

"Survey vessel Discovery," she replied. ,tWe were sent into this 
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quadrant.. " She hesitated, clearly calculating. "It would be 
eleven months, five days ago in standard time; here, nearly fifteen 
months, putting the time into seven-day weeks and four-week months. 
There hadn't been terribly much for us to do - space here 1s pretty 
empty - and most of the crew were getting rather bored. Finding this 
planet was a welcome break in the monotony. 

"We had just entered orbit when we were caught .in a tractor 
beam. We dldn't stand a Chance. The communications officer tl'ied to 
call the planet, to tell them our ship couldn't land, but he didn't 
get any answer. That's been the pattern since," she added. "No ship 
has managed to communicate w1.th the pirates." She shrugged. "We 
came down fast _. too fast. When we hit, it was hard. Only a few of 
us survived the impact. Out of a hundred and six, only eleven 
survived, and most of them were hurt; two of us escaped with nothing 
more I:I)an brll.ising, but everyone else broke one or more bones. There 
was no pattern to the survivals, either," she added. "Six from the 
sciences; three from security; a.nd two from command. None of the 
medical personnel survived." 

Kirk's eyebrows iifted. 
any ship." 

"S.ickbay is the best protected part of 

"I know. Captain. But nobody ever thought of a starship being 
pulied down to the surface - fast - by a tractor beam. When she tli t, 
poor Discovery crumpled like paper. A lot of the casualties were 
caused by people being crushed in the impact. If Sickbay wasn't 
crushed. it was cut off and the people there suffocated or diad of 
thirst. 

"I guessed that the people responsible for the tractor beam 
would show up fairly quickly, and managed to get out. Ensign Maire 
had the same idea. We Were hardly out When we heard a group or 
people coming. 

"We knew they wouldn't be friendly; and we thought we'd stand a 
better chance of doing something to help any other survivol:'B fl'om the 
outside, so We hid before the pirates arrived. 

"They did seem rather taken aback by the extent of the damage, 
and none of the other ships hav~ hit quite so hard, so they mt,st have 
some way of controlling the force of the beam. Anyway, the~' aear'chHd 
through the wreckage. and carried orf nine prisoners. We couldn't 
get close enau\l:h to see who they Wel'e, but of course we saw the 
colour of their uniforms. 

"We followed the Tortugans. They have a SOl't of camp .. wooden 
buildings. sume of them well constructed, others quite roughly built 
and little morH than shelters - and if it hadn't been for their 
c!ontrol of ttla tractor beam I'd have thought that they were survivors 
from a crash too. They certainly don't look as if they're anything 
more than a refu\l:ee group, but they're totally ruthless." 

"(:Ithers in the neighbourt\o()d?'f Kl~k asked. 

"Nc)ne. ,Just the one camp of them. Thet'e 81"e near.l:,' a tHlnd,["ud 
j,n it ~e huven't been able to get a tllll count," 

"'rtle tractor beam could have been automatic, 
been pqllHd dOHn by it at some time in the past,tt 
when l' he,,>' explored and found it, the~ learned how 
1.t"1" 

arId ttley could have 
Ki'rk mused. t'Then 
it worked and used 
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"I thought of that." Vanora eald. tt8ut none o:f them seem to 
have the technological skill needed to ~un a space ship. That's what 
they use their prisoners fC)~ but I'll come to that. 

"The next sh.ip to crash was the Venture. She didn't hit quite 
so hard. Maire and I had Btayed close to the pirates, watching - at 
the time, they didn't know we were there - and knew something was 
happening; so we went back to the clearing where we crashed. We knew 
we wouldn't have long, and managed to get Sheval, HasteI' and An'rwn 
out and under cover before we heard the pirates coming. They pulled 
out another twenty-eight, again mostly injured. 

"The third ship down was the Star. With his broken arm, Haster 
couldn't help, but he stood guard while the other four of us got five 
of her crew out, including Commander Varden, the first officer. The 
pirates got fifty six that time. 

"The Beagle was next. Only her senior officers were Human - the 
rest c.f the crew was Andorian, Tellarite and Catullan. We only 
managed to rescue three that time, though; and we were nearly caught 
ourse.lves. We just couldn't get the Beagle's crew to realise the 
danger. The pirates carried off eighty seven prisoners. That was 
when, for the first time, they had any reason to think that some of 
us had escaped - Tellarites seem totally unable to keep their mouths 
shut, even when it would be in their best interests. 

"After that there were some Federation scouts. But the pirates 
were arriving quicker by then; the last five ships down, we've only 
risked sending one person to try to rescue those of the crew who 
managed to get out of the ships themselves. 

"Mixed in with the Federation ships have been several others; 
there was Captain Kang's, and we rescued all three survivors; and 
there have been several strangers." She nodded in their direction. 
"Two races we just didn't know at all. We haven't been able to 
commun:i.cate properly with them. As far as I can make out they're 
from the other spiral arm." 

Kirk glanced at Spack when he heard that, wondering how the 
Vulcan would react. 

[n fact, his reaction was minimal; a slanted eyebrow lifted, but 
the Vulcan said nothing. 

Vanora went on. "None of us has proper medical training, and as 
you Bee some of us were injured. I have some knowledge of Mahlian 
healln~ techniques, but these are not wholly effective for other 
races - the best I could do was ease the pain of the injured." 

Kil'k nodded. "MCCO¥f S one of the best." 

I can feel his c.rin~." 

Kirk watched as one of tt.e group lit a small fire, then changed 
the SUbject slightly. "You keep talking about Tortuga and 
Tor t ug.s.ns. May I ask why?" 

"I t was Maire who used the name firs t. He said that the people 
wt\O pulled UB down were pirates and that Tortuga wa·s a pirate 
stl ungt)old." 

KIrk had never heard of the place, but decided to take it on 
trU8(. "You said 80mething about them wanting technology?" 
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"Yes. We've watched them as (;loaely 8S we dare, Captain, and as 
f.ax· as we, can see they have no technology of their own except the 
tractor beam and some rather nasty hand weapons. But they do aeem to 
know thaL technology exists, and they want it. The prisoners have to 
work; 8rld from what we've seerl, the skilled men are closely kept. 
Only the relatively unskilled prisoners have any freedom. and that, 
not much. The injured ... ·' She gave a hopeless gesture. "At least 
there are Ohe or two medical staff among trle prisoners. Bu t a lot of 
the more severely injured died. A squad of security men closely 
guarded come out in the mornings to bury whoever has died during 
the night," 

"What do the skliled men work at?" 

"We don' t know. They work indoors; we never see Ulem. But I 
suspec~ they may be trying to build some sort of ship. The security 
guards are taken out to the clearing every second or third day and 
salvage what they Can from the wrecks - that's why you didn't see as 
much wreckage as you might have expected. Every now and then they 
uncover another body and bury it," she added softly; then, after a 
moment, she carried on briskly. "They take the salvaged bits back to 
the camp. tt 

Kirl< grunted. "What about the tractor beam?" 

"AS far as we know, it operates from a building close to the 
clearing where the ships have all crashed. We haven't been able to 
get into It." 

"But the - er - Tortugans can?" 

"Yea. We haven't been able to get close enough to see how they 
manage. Or rather, we dare not go close enough." 

Kirk glanced at Spack to see his reaction, and noticed irlstantly 
that the Vulcan was looking cold. 

"Let's go over to the fire," he suggested. As they joilled the 
group gathered round the almost imaginary heat of the small fire, 
Kirk lloticed that three of the group - Kang, a Human and one of the 
unknown aliens - remained a l.i.ttle way away, watchful. "Gual'ds?" he 
asked. 

"Of course," Vanora replied. "The Tortu~ans seem to stay 
indoors a·t night, but we daren't assume that they will. We stand 
guard 1.1 threes for an hour at a time during the night." 

"Sensible," Kirk agreed. He held his hands out to the fire for 
a momerlt. "You say that there's only the one group of Tortugans?" 

"As far aa we know," ahe agreed. 

"Ir there is only one group of them, the answer seems fairly 
Obvious." Spock commented. 

"'fhat the pirates themselves are not native to the planet?" 
Vanora aai,j. "We did think of that. But someone built the power 
house, and these beings lack the technology. The buildings in their 
camp are similar, of varying sizes - indeed one of them is quite 
large - but look as if they had copied the design whiie lacking the 
skill to do .l t properly. Yet, if :L t was not the pirates who buil t 
the power house, who was it? 
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"!>'or we have not found any remains as far' as we' VEl tr'ave~led -
not that we have been able to tr'avel far. We have found no other 
buildings, either' intact or in ruins. Just that one. No sign of 
artifacts, either, except the crashed ships." 

"lt is possible that the power house waa built many years ago by 
a spacefar'ing r'ace for some purpose, but was abandoned when that 
purpose no longer' existed," Spack said. "Perhaps the pull of the 
magnetiC! field is even incidental. an accident and not the main 
r'eason for which which the place was erected. It could have been 
abandoned when its builders discovered that it was actlng as a 
tractor beam." 

"In that case, wouldn't they have disconnected it?" Kirk asked. 

St)Qck nodded. 
agr'eed. 

"That would be the logical thing to do," he 

Kirk thought for' a minute. "If we assume that the power house 
was built by someone else, where do the ... er ..• Tortugans fit in?" 
he aSked. "Could they be the survivors of a crash? Of a ship pulled 
down by the beam?" 

"r would think not, Captain," Spock put in. "Miss Vanora said 
the Discovery was pulled down very quickly; moet of the cr'ew were 
killed. That it seems to have been the pirates themselves who, in 
some manner, managed to modify the strength of the beam so that fewer 
crew were killed with each successive crash. If the pirates' ship 
was pI,lled down, I would have expected it to crash heavily, with 
considerable loss of life. Yet there are many of them -
comparatively spealdng. As if the ",ntire crew of a fairly large ship 
had escaped with their llv",s.'· 

"O.K., l",t's talk around that a little longer," K.irk said. 
"Let's suppose that they @r~ the survivors of a crash. Or ..• could 
they be the survivors of an unsuccessful attempt to colonise the 
planet', Could we suppose, that they found the power house; activated 
the mechanism inside it in the hop'" that it was an emergency beacon; 
and (j.iscovered that it pulled other ahips down." 

"If all they wanted wa. help, why continue pulling ehips down?" 
Beillie asked. 

"And why keep the crews prisoner7'~ Spock added. 

"Wouldn t t there bE) ind.icatJ.o.na of an a"ttempt at colonisa.tion?" 
Vanora aSked. "There would surely be ruins - we fOUIld none. And 
they would have some technolog~ ot their OWl), wouldn't they?" 

"A colc;:.ny of fa.rmel"B mightn' t p n Kirk argued. ~"rh(~y .... '1ould know 
or the existence of technology - as you said - but how much would 
they know of how i t wOl'I,,~d'l' Tna crE';'; of th .. Enterprise all know that 
th<o sl)i.p ie power'ed by matter'/antimattel> ,eng:lnes, but half of them 
couldn't bezin to tell you how the engines work. No - ta.ke a group 
01' farmer'" de.,,,,er,,'!;e to get; home "gain, discovez'ing the tractor 
beam •.• u 

f'Wc)uldnit it have been easier to ask for help?" Vanora asked. 

"They couldn't; Lf' they h!lld no C!oromunlcations facilities," Kirk 
poLr.ted out. "Then when they di-scovez'Bd that the beam mad .. shipe 
crasll that they had k:Lll1iid - >chsy could hava been too aware of what 
they had done to ask for anythinK~1~ 
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"No, Captain," Varlora said. "You haven't seen them. They're ... 
vicious. The}, remind me of a little rodent that lives in the swamps 
on Mah.Lia. Luckil}' it's restricted to the swamps. for it: k.ills 
indiscriminatel},. and slaughters far more than it needs for food." 

Kirk grunted. 
askec1. 

"Have }'ou an}, idea of their aocial pattern?" he 

"The}, seem to operate a simple pecking order. Vanora replied. 
"That much we can be sure of. There isn't much co-operation between 
ind.iv.i.duals but a lot of bull},ing. The ii:uards at the power house are 
quite low .in the scale - otherwise the}, wouldn't be there. Such a 
monotonous task i.s not for the strong among them. It shows ever}' 
time the Tortugan manning the power house is changed. The guards 
positiveLy cringe. The half dozen who operata the place are 
defl.nitely among the strong ones - strong enouii:h that the}, onl}, have 
to show their teeth and the guards defer to them. On the other hand. 
those si.x al"e ver}' obvioua.l}' competinii: with each other." 

"Could these creatures be men tall}, unbalanced?" McCo}, asked aa 
he jo.ined them. 

"Per'haps, Doctor," Spock sald. "But there are races where 
strength i.s still the main source of power. We have an example of 
that amongst us." He indicated the Klingons. Far from being 
insulted, the two Klingons in the group around the fire grinned their 
apprecLation of the comment. 

"How are the injured?" Kir-k asked. 

t'I've done everything for' them that I can, down here," McCo¥ 
answered. "One at least won't survive much longer, though, unless 1 
can get him up to the Enterprise fairly fast. It doesn't help that 
the},' re having to be movee) every da},." he added. not qui te 
accusingLy. 

nWe have no choice, Doctor," Vanora said. "If we stay too long 
In one place. the Tortugans will find ua. now that the}, suspect some 
have escaped from the wrecks. T for one do not wish to be captured." 

"Then the sooner we deactivate the tractor bea.m the better," 
Kirk sal.d decisivel},. "Vanora. will you take us to it?" 

"Yes. 0 e cou.rse." she answered. 

Kirk looked round the group. assessing the eagerness of the 
faces tllat t,e COUlll see onl~' dimly in tt,e flickering flames of the 
sma]:! fire. "Bonea, you'd better stay t,ere - the injlJred tlead yoU.'f 
I-I:ls 11ps pursed. "How many gu&pds at the powel' house?" 

And the operator inside." 

"R.ight. Spock; Mr. Bai.1.1:l£'?;: Lt. Kraljk, Lt. Helrnuch:niottnr'." 

"l ttll coming too. Kirk." 

Kirk locked at Kang. realieil.g that more time than he had 
thought. IlIUSt have passed if U,e Klingon bad been relieved. He! 
thought he c01Jld guess why Kang was so anxious to be incllJded, and he 
SB.W no ,'eaSOl) why the Klingor> should not get a chance to salvage his 
pride. 

ttVer.':>-' well." f1 
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1 t was decided that it would be better' to wait unt 11 dawn before 
making their raid on the power house. They settled to sleep as best 
they could. curled up against the chill. 

it was in a dim half light that the group prepared to leave. 
"Good luck," McCoy said quietly. Kirk nodded. 

The small party disappeared into the shadows of the forest. 

It was not quite full light when they came in silOht of the 
building. 

Vanora had led them to the back of it; beyond it, through the 
trees, they could just see the shuttlecraft, still standing 
apparently as they had left it. 

The building was constructed of rough stone, fairly long and the 
we.1 Ls sloped inward until they met. Kirk paused for a moment to 
admi t'e the skill and workmanship that had gone into it. Vanora was 
correct; this was no crudely constructed buildinlO, it was the work of 
someone who knew what he was doing. 

There were no windows. 

Now that they had reached the power house, Kirk moved into the 
lead. and Vanora stepped back, willing to let him take over as she 
woul,j have been willing to stand down at any time for any of the 
"ff.icers senior to her, had they been ready to take command. 

They slipped round the side of the building, and halted where 
they could see the two aliens who guarded it. 

Kirk saw instantly what Vanora meant when she described them as 
reminding her of a rodent. They were bipeds, but their faces were 
muzzle-like; they gave the impression of being a crOBS between a rat 
and a fox, and Kirk decided that if he were asked to give a brief 
description or them, he would have to say that they struck him as 
having a sly cunning; that he would be Chary of trusting them as far 
8S he could see them, let alolla out of sight. 

Compared to the impression that the Tortug.ns gave, the Klingons 
warD positively reliable. 

"Those beings do not look ~o be of anthropoid origin," Spock 
murmured, so softly that Kirk could barely hear him. 

"Not all intelligent species are," he pointed out. 

'tNo. 
an t hr'opoid 

But most biped species that we have encountered are 
according to the biology of their home planets." 

Kirk nodded, taking the point. Parallel evolution did 
be the norm on most M-clasm planets. and although the build 
(:ap';,t)Ll1t:les of the var.iou.8 iapes' fr'om eae:h planet var.ied, 
aJ..I, :)ccOl'ding to tlH~ l.anguage o.f those planets, anthropo"ld. 

seam 
and 
they 

to 

were 

"That's the case foX' out' Bplra.l ar'm," Vanora 'put in. "We can't 
sa~' tJl~~ ~ama fot' the other- one. At lea.at one of the alien races in 
OtJP gr01Jp 1s VUlpine - and the memi)er of that race who is with us is 
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most lIelpful." 

"He doesn't know the Tortugans?" Kirk asked. 

"AS far as we can tell, no. But we haven't been able to 
communicate freely. We have a translator, but even it has not been 
able to make much sense out of his language." 

"Different spiral arm, different bases for conununication?" Kirk 
suggested. 

"Possibly," she agreed. 

They crouched for some time, watching the two guards. In this 
situation, guarding a building in the middle of nowhere on an 
apparently uninhabited planet, two Humans would have spoken, 
exchanged t;he odd comment; two Vulcans would probably have taken it 
in turns to relax and meditate. These two stood carelessly, slightly 
crouched, one at each side of the doorway - there were no windows at 
the front either - pointedly ignoring each other. 

There was a shining panel on the upper part of the front wall. 

"Vanora - you say there'll be one of them inside?" 

"Yes - one of. the stronger ones." 

"Spack, how long do you think you'll need to disconnect the 
tractor beam so that it can't be operated?" 

"Tt is difficult to say, Captain, without having seen the unit. 
Perhaps minutes: perhaps hours." 

"All right." Kirk rais81j his phase'r. "Phsaera on stllll. Let's 
knock tt\BSe two OU"t." 

fi't ve phaser beams lanced towards the two aJ lens I s l puck them. ~ . 

. and nothing happened for fully five seconda. 

it appeared to take the two Tortugans that long to realise that 
something was happening. Then, without even looking towards each 
other, each or them acting as if completely independently, they 
hefted their side arms and rushed towards the hiding group. 

Ki,'K made up his mind instantly. "Kang! Baill.ie! With me! 
Everyofle else t hide!t. 

He sprang from hiding and ran, slanting ofr at an angle. 
Baillie followed him instantly, and Kang, to give him hia due, only 
hesitated for -the barest of monlents before he, too, followell. 

One of the guards shouted. As Vanora tlad said, the translator 
failed to make sense of it. The being for whom it was intended 
understood it too well, however; the hiding group watChed as the door 
of the building opened, and a third alien appeared in the doorway. 

Ttl.is one seamed to be sl'lghtly larger than tr,e two guardB, but 
that could have been a false impression, created by his more upright 
stance. 

He watched the two guards pursuing the three fugitives, and Ilis 
lips twisted slightly, giving him an even more ugly expression. It 
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g;ave the impression that he did not trust the two CUares to capture 
the three men, and indeed its next move proved that, for it too becan 
to run after them. 

"Not very clever," Spock commented as he watched Kirk disappear 
among the trees. "Unless there is yet another of those beincs in the 
building?" 

"There never has been more than one," Vanora replied. 

"Come, then." Spock led the way into the building. Kralik and 
Helmudsdotter paused at the doorwav, watching; for the aliens' 
return. Inside there was a diffuse light - it was impossible to see 
where it came from. Vanora followed Spock to the bench of controls. 
The Vulcan glanced at the panel in the ceiling with some interest, 
wonde~ing how it worked. Then he turned his attention to the 
controla. 

They were almoat childiahly aimple. It took him only a moment 
to thpow a switch, and then remove a aingle component. 

"That will diaable it for good," he aaid softly. He turned to 
the door, then turned back and removed a second component. He caua;ht 
Vanora'a eye. "Insurance," he said. He could see a touch of 
.incomprehension in her eyes at thia, purely Human, action. A 
logical, pure-blooded Vulcan - or Mahlian - would never have taken 
that eecond part. 

Kralik and Helmudsdotter fell in behind them aa they left the 
power houae. They ducked back among; the treea and Spock flicked open 
hia communicator. 

"Spock to Enterpriae." 

"Enterpriae. Sulu here." 

"Ia the ship all r.ight?" 

"Yea. We had a rough few aeconds, but thina;s are all right 
now. tt 

"Dr. McCoy is approximately a mile from here with B small group 
of Dill' misaing pe~sonnel, two Klingona and some aliena. Some of them 
are injured, and requi~e to be beamed up immediately." 

"We'll see to it, Mr. Spack. What about you and the Captain? 
And Mr. Baillie and his arew?" 

"We're staying; down hel"e for the moment. Thero are mOI'e 

survIvors. but they are pl'isonere. We need to inveatigate fUrther." 

"A~e, air"." 

"Let me know when Dr. McCoy's par'ty has beamed up_ tt 

Tt)er'e was a ahol't Hi l.ance, then, 

"The},'ve beamed up, ~1:Lt'." 

"We could be in a. hazardous s.ituat.ion at any tJlne. Do not try 
to contact \ls.n Don't caLL u.s, IAJe'LL calL you. The old rrerran 
comment ente.r-ed hts mi rid wi th j t'res.i stable irrelevance. 
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"Very well, Mr. Spock.'t 

"Spock out. tt 

Spock replaced his communicator. He ~lanced at the others. 
"Stay here. I will be back in a few moments." 

He turned and walked away. After a few seconds he glanced 
round. He could still see the others; he went on a little further. 
This time he could not see them. He moved to one side and carefully 
buried one of the two components from the tractor beam mechanism, 
carefully notin~ landmarks. He misht, after all, want to retrieve 
it. Then he moved on and buried the other. That done, he carefully 
retraced his footsteps. Now only he knew where the two pieces of the 
mechanism were hidden. 

It was not that he did not trust the others; but what they did 
not know could not be tortured out of them. 

As he rejoined them, the third Tortugan reappeared, striding 
back towards the power house. It went into the building. A moment 
later they heard a howl of rage. The pirate came out, screamin~ 

almost hysterically. It tried to slam the door, but as a display of 
temper 1 t was far from satisfactory, fa!' the door seemed to have a 
spring whlch controlled its action, and it closed relatively slowly. 

The creature strode off, still gibbering to itself. 

"Come," Spock breathed. He led his party after the alien. 

Kirk, followed by Kang and Baillie, raced 
leading the aliens away from the powe,' house. 
Spock as much time as possible to sabotage the 
luck failed them, for they ran straight into a 
and we.re promptly caught. 

through the trees, 
Kirk wanted to ~ive 
tractor- beam; however, 
group of the pirates, 

The Tortu~ans who were chasing them caught up with them almost 
at once, and the aliens chattered to~ether briefly; a few words 
seemed to be enou~h to explain to the newcomers what had happened. 

SpOCK hadn't had enough time! Kirk struggled wildly, trying to 
delay the aliens; the other two were quick to copy him. They all 
received several deep cuts from the claw-like nails of their captors 
before they were finally immobilised. 

One of the creatures bent and began to lick at the blood running 
from the gashes on Kirk's arm. The others neither helped It nor 
tried to hinder it. Kirk sensed that the creature was becoming 
excited by the taste of the blood, and tried, uselessly. to pull 
away. Then the beast bit him. 

He felt the teeth sinking deep, tearing at his arm, and gritted 
his own teeth a~ainst makin~ any sound, ~uessing that if he did the 
alien would become even more blood-crazed. 

SIJrpri.slf}gly, one of the others intervened at that point, 
jabbering fiercely. The creature that had bitten Kirk trIed to 
speak, prasl~mablv to defend Itself t and was given no opportuJllty to 
do so. 1'he alien that had stopped it lashed out; parallel cuts 
appeared on the culprit's face. It shrank back, no lon~er attempting 
to speak, and Kirk realised that they had just been given a 
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demonstration of' the 'peckin~ order' Vanora had mentioned. 

Kirk opened his mouth to speak, to try to make contact, but just 
in time saw Kanit's face. The Klingon was mouthinit at him, silently 
and seernin~ly desperately trying to tell him something. He thou.e;ht 
for a moment before realising what Kanit meant. 

QuietI If they treat their own kind Like that for speakina. 
what wiLL they do to US? He simpLy objects to hts inferior damaatna 
us. 

Kirk nodded, and Kang relaxed. 

The three prisoners were dragged rou.e;hly through the trees as 
the alien who had interrupted strode back in the direction they had 
come from. Kirk saw it go, and could only hope that Spock had had 
enough time to disable the tractor beam. He wondered if they would 
be subject to illtreatment a.e;ain now that the apparent senior had 
gone, but the aliens who were left seemed to be completely cowed. 
They were merely taken to the aliens' camp, ungently but not 
particularly cruelly. 

The Tortugans' camp was very close to a steep, rocky hillside. 
Vanor'a's comments on it were correct; although made of wood, the 
buildings all bore a certain similarity of design to the stone-built 
power house, and several of them, particularly the largest, were 
well-built; but the others were crude constructions, looking off 
balance and as if it would not take much to knock them down. 

They were taken through an area where men - and women - of 
various races were working, pulling apart pieces of twisted 
wreckage. Even as they passed the workers, a closely-guarded party 
of eight prisoners, of three different races - Human, Andorian and 
one of the unknown races - brought in a large piece of metal, which 
they dumped close to the workers. Then they were hustled away again, 
their captors ignoring their very obvious exhaustion. 

Kirk stared after them, unable to keep his disgust at the 
Tortugans' callous treatment of their prisoners from his face; 
Baillie's expression matched his Captain's, and even Kang looked as 
if he, too, thought that the pirates were being unnecessarily brutal. 

The pirates hustled the three of them on, through the camp and 
towards the hillside. 

1'her'e, they sa.w a cave mouth. They were pushed into it. 

it was a large cave, lit by a diffused light; they could not see 
where It came from. Several pirates were gathered near the entrance, 
probably guarding it, for there were prisoners working here, too, 
building what looked like parts for a space ship. Humans; Andorians; 
Tellarites; a Catullan; two Klingonsl three or four of the various 
alien races that they had already seen - and several who were 
obvio\lsly of the same race as the p,irates themselves. Kirk looked 
curiously at them, noting that these Tortugan-race prisoners had a 
subtly different general appearance from the pirates. Where the 
pirates had a look. of cunning, these prisoners of the same race 
looked somehow gentler, though how a ratty, foxy face could look 
gentle was beyond Kirk's comprehension; and they had obviously been 
at the receiving end of a great deal of cruelty. for all of them were 
badly mar'ked by the parallel gashes left by the cla~ls of their 
captors. 
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Now why had the Tortugans imprisoned some of their own people? 

Speculation seemed pointless. 

Near the back of the 
watch.Lng the workers, was 
more vicious, than all of 
newcomers forward. while, 
king rat as possible. 

cave, resting on a 'couch' of branches and 
a Tortugan who looked altogether meaner, 
the others. The guards pushed the three 
it seemed, trying to keep as far from this 

Strange; to almost any race, it was usually quite difficult to 
tell individuals of other races apart. These Tortugans looked 
facially identical to Kirk - only their stance, which betrayed their 
social position, made it possible to differentiate. But this one did 
stand out; Kirk knew that he would recognise it again anywhere. 

The king pirate - for so it had to be - glared at them, hissing. 

"What pOSition you?" 

The voice had the unaccented quality that marked it as that 
produced by a translator, and Kirk's eyebrows lifted as he realised 
that the pirates had a translator that was better than any possessed 
by the Federation, for the Federation translator had been completely 
unable to make sense out of the alien language. 

Kirk hesitated only a fraction of a second, watching the 
creature's eyes. It was no use trying to dissemble; he would only 
suffer for it, and pointlessly. 

"1 am a ship's Captain," he said quietly. 

"Skills have?" 

He shook his head. 
all a ship's functions. 

"As Captain, I must: have some knowledge of 
r have no particular skills." 

The creature grunted and looked at Baillie. 

"Security guard. No skills." 

"Rrrrgh. And you?" It glared at Kang, 
Kirk, then at Baillie, back at the creature, 

who glanced first at 
and kept his mouth shut. 

"Tell!" The beast bared its claws, the threat clear. 

"Tell him, Kang," Kirk advised. "It's something you Klingons 
still have to learn - there's a time when defiance is fooliSh. 
These ... beings ... are clearly much stronger than we are." He ~lared 
at Kang, trying to send a message with nis eyes. P~atter them! Bide 
our time! Remember we have friends on the outside' 

Reluctantly, Kang mumbled, t'r also am a Captain.'1 

'rha pirate relaxed its claws, but with every appearance of 
~eluctance. They were left in no doubt that it would thoroughly 
enjoy ripping their flesh open. 

It looked past them at its cringing fellows and snarled - the 
translator either failed to cope with the comment or it ha.d been 
switched off - and they g~abbed the three men a.nd pulled them out of 
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the cave again. They were hauled over to the workers who were 
pullIng apart the wreckage theIr fellow prisoners had pulled in. 
There was llttle doubt that they were being set to work with the 
unskilled prisoners. Kirk could aimost admire the single-mindedness 
of the Tortugans; they certainly did not believe in wasting time. 

"See?" Kirk muttered to Kang. "If you'd stayed obstInate, you'd 
have been in there yet, beIng cut to pieces by those claws. As it 
is, you're out here without any more injuries. And yoU didn't tell 
them anything of importance, either. Just your rank - and that's one 
of the three things any prisoner is expected to reveal." 

"[ krlow, but I dontt like it," Kanz mu·ttered. t'Kl.lngons never 
J...i.ke tH~ving t.o surrender to anyone. However, 1 admit your advice was 
good. It 

That's quite a compLiment, KiI'k thought even as he said, "No 
better than yours to me a while ago." 

The~' began to work; but the short planetary day was drawing to a 
close. Dusk fell quickly, and when it was too dark for them to see 
properlY, the Tortugans herded them to one of the larger buildings. 

It was one of the more solid structures. Inside. it proved to 
be lined with metal, and the three new prisoners looked at each 
other, startled, in the same diffuse li~ht that they had encountered 
in the cave. 

This race was indeed B paradox, a mixture of the surprisingly 
sophisticated and the extremely crude. 

Two of the p.irates carried in a tub of an unpleasant-smelling 
mash, dumped it in the middle of the floor, and backed out. The door 
slammed shut. 

The prisoners gathered round the tub. Only extreme ',unger could 
persuade a.nyone to sat that mess, Kirk thought. 

The food - if it could be called food - was quickly eaten. and 
thUD the prisoners surrounded the newcomers. 

B,v this time, 
rarlk. "Captaill?" 
HWhat ship<?U 

the Federation personnel had registered Kirk's 
The speaker was a security lieutenant conunander. 

U.)ames 1'. Kit'k1 U. S. S. Enterpr.ise, tt Kirk r'epl:l.f-)d. 

I'here was a. confused t)abble of sound for a moman t., tt,en the 
8elf-a~r:ointed spokesman went on. "Erlterpri8e? Star~leet ~end out a 
star cruiser after us?" 

H{·'f cour'se. We cOllldntt. 1€:l8Ve thl~ Cl'(~WS of nlnf~' sllips 
11naC(;Oullted fol"'. fI 

HiD vary ci)eerfllinsa8 seemed to give them hope. "You haven't 

UNo. We were abJ.E1 to roainta.:ln ttll'UUt: agal.nst the tractor beam, 
t"h0Ugt· "')nJy ;Just. We -. n t}e .indicated 8a1.11.ia - "esrnG: down by 
chut t I<,ct'aft along with my science offi.cer. By now wIth tuck lie 
ha.c1 disabled the tractor beam and "i.~; worklng on some way to free us 
a. 1. 1 . (Jnfortlul8 t.el~. phaser-s don I t work on these crea"tur'es. fI 
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HE;) was interrupted by an I11:-H'08r outsJ.c:1e. TI}e door was flung 
open and two of the pira tee entered, g 1 ar'ing around tht-)fll. They were 
followed by kIng ~at. 

"Prisoner flew," he snarled. "Speak you." 

Kirk stepped forward. "Yes?" 

Who with?" 

Kirk looked at him, and indicated Kang and Baillie. 

"Whc' other?" The claws twItched threateningly. 

'tM~ s(~ience officer." 

"Where he?" 

"I don't know. We were seen and caught. He wasn't.tt 

The pirate lashed out furiously, moving too quickly for Kirk to 
dodge, although he had been expecting a blow. Blood ran from the 
gashes on his chest, soaking into his ripped shirt. 

Kirk straightened, glaring at the king rat, although he said 
nothing. He was not minded to give ground any further, even although 
he realised the stupidity of open ~esistance; the pirate dared not 
lose face with the others - it would claw him to death if it thought 
he was challenging - or eVen appearing to challenge - its position, 
and while he was willing enough to fight to prove hie point, should 
it be necessary, bare hands against razor-sharp claws weI'e far from 
even odds. 

The king rat snarled, then turned abruptly and strode out, 
followed by the others. The door clicked shut again. 

One Of the Federation prisoners pushed forwards. "I'm a 
doctor, tt he aaid. "Duffus, from the Beagle." He examined t.he ~ashes 
across Kirk's chest, and grunte("l. 

"Best to let them bleed," t)e said. 
ga.shes often become infected, ~"1Hb}eciaj l~l 

right away." 

"We've discover'ed ttlat thE-.'!se 
if we stop the bleeding 

Klrk nodded, then lookeCl pound ttle group. 
on the aitllstion h~re?t. 

t'Can yO\J fill Ine in 

"All v'a know .is that the prisoners are spltt into two grollps 
the onea who work Qutside the cave, bring.ing in the wrecKage from our 
ships or sorting j.t into bits, and ttlB ones who work 1n8i(j8 the 
cave. Heaven onl,), knows what they do, but all tile englneers a.re 1li 
there. n 

"1i'i.gul'es," K:irk sald. "They loOkod BH .Lf they were building 
bits of a ship _. uairlg the parts carlnibalised from the wreckage. f ' He 
.rubbe(j the back (Jf h l.a neck. "Some of the prisoners in th€:re look as 
if theytpH the Dame race 8S the pirates." He looked rOI.llld the blank 
faces and ~ea.LJ sed that nobod;,' else had ~ealiBe(j that. "BlIt l iley 
don't look as viciol!D,'t he adejed. 

'['IH~ j.>t~i8onera were 8.l.l vet'.)' t;ired; dE::8p:l le the exe! t.eIllHIlt.. of 
discovering that rencue COllld be near. ttley Boon settled (jown to 
sleep. 
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Kirk lay down witt. them, but he woo unable to sleep; the gashes 
on his chest, where the blood had finally clotted, were b8ginning to 
ache a~most intolerably. 

And then he felt a not familiar, but known sensation of 
faintness, and realised that Spack had returned to the Enterprise, 
and had turned the ship's phasers on the pirates' encampment. 

He regained consciousness on the Enterprise. 

As he blinked his eyes open he realised that McCoy was standing 
OVAI' him, with Spack on the other side of the bed. 

"How do you feel, Jim?» McCoy asked. 

"Not too bad. A little stiff." 

"What about those gashes?» 

Kirk considered. »Aching a little, 
way." He pushed himself more upright. 

but nothing out of the 
"Report, Spock." 

»The tractor beam was easily disconnected,» Spock replied. »As 
soon as that was done, I contacted the ship and had Dr. McCoy and the 
rest of the escaped personnel beamed aboard. 

»The easiest way to retrieve you and the rest of the pt'isoners, 
as well as capturing the pirates, was to stun everyone in the pirate 
camp. However, as we saw, ordinary phasers are ineffective against 
these beings. Miss Vanora, Lieutenants Kralik and Helmudsdotter and 
I remained on the planet until we captured one of the pirates - " 

"Were any of you hurt'?" Kirk interrupted. 

»No. They may be immune to standard phasers, but they are as 
suaceptible to a neck pinch as any other race.» 

"Of course," Kirk smiled. 

"We were able to establish what the difference was in his 
nervous system that gave the Tortugans immunity agaj.nst the phaser, 
and adapted the ship's phasers accordingly. Then we stunned everyone 
in the pirates' camp." 

"Some of the prisoners a.re tile same race as the pira tes," Kirk 
satd. 

"We suspected that," Spock replied. "However, we did not dare 
take any chances. All members of the Tortugan race are in the brig, 
but we kept the ones we thought might be prisoners apart from the 
ott)era. tI 

"I '11 know them, II K.i rk said conf idently, 

"Are you sure? Jim?" McCoy asked. "The~ all look alike to me." 

"Certain, Bones. 8,.t then, I only really need to identify one, 
don't I? He'll be able to identify the others." 

"As long as you piCk the right one," McCoy worried. 

"Sones, if when it comes to it I'm in any real doubt, all we 
need to do .is ask the other men who were imprisoned 1n the ca.ve." 
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"That's true." McCoy looked round the other beds ill the room. 
"You're the firs t to come round t t i)ough. tt 

nA few minutes more won't make that much difference," Kipk 
replied. 

He forced himself to his feet, swaying slightly, feeling Just a 
little nauseated as a side effect of the unusual stun. Forcing 
himself to ignore the sickness, he grinned at Spack. 

"Come along, Mr. Spack. We have some prisoners to free." 

Even ttlough they were UtlCOrlBCioIJS, the members of ttle Tortugan 
race who had been prisoners were qllite easily distinguished. They 
had indeed all been correctly identified as different from the main 
run of the pirates. All were more seriously hurt than any of the 
actual pirates, even those of the pirates who had been disciplined by 
stronger ones, and all that strangely gentle~ look to them. The 
actual pirates, even in unconsciousness, still had a more rat-like 
appearance. 

Kirk ordered his men to mOve the 'gentle' Tortugans to proper 
quarters, but left a guard with them, witt, orders to report in 
irumedial01;,' any of them showed slgns of regaining consciousness. 

Al~t,o"gh he was the first to regail' consciousness, Kirk did not 
remain the only one to do so for long. He assigned Chekov to listing 
the nameH of the Federation Burvivors for transmission to Starfleet; 
assigned Speck to trying to adapt a translator to cope with the alien 
languages; then, giving in to his increaaing nausea, he returned to 
his quarters with orders that he be contacted immediately one of the 
'~ood' Tortugans regained corlsciousnes8. 

He lay on his bed feeling inc~easingly miserable. The 
after-effects of a phaser stun were neVer pleasant, but this time 
probabl.:>' because of the al tel'ed .frequencies - they were far more 
unpleasant than usual. 

lie J1lmped when the interC()fn blee!}0Ij for Q'tterltioll. sat lJV, and 
fumbled tt\e connection open. 

"K.ir'k here. tt 

HGomez. sir. 

"On m,Y way. U 

Hc.~ fumbled the connect lul'i closed ag&.j Ii, and stood, swaying 
slig;tltJ.,!. Then he headed for· Ille door'. 

By the time he rea.ched the room WhE.'t'H tile 'good t 'I'o.rtugana wore 
sleeping off the eft'ecta of th., stun, "evera] more at' them had 
r'egain~~d conL:;Iciouanesa. As Kirk entel~ed the room, he saw that they 
were all looklng slightly disorientated, and wondered again at how 
different these beings looked from their pirate fellows. 

He Opf)fled hie mouth to E~peak, thHn heaJtated, sudd(~nl,v 

remembering that r'ederat.ion t-r'anslatol'B di,dn't; wopk with t.lleB€ 
be.i.ng,". 

One 01' tt~em looked up, saw l-~.irn, a!lll came ovep to him. 
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"Leader yoU?H 

Ah. The¥ all had the.ir vers.ion of a translator, then. That 
coule! be useful. 

"Yes. Captain James Kirk. You are on board the U.S.S. 
Enter·pr.ise, a star cruiser of the United Federation of Planets. We 
have some reason to believe that we come from a different spiral arID 
of the galaxy from the one that you do." He wondered .if the 
translator would cope with the complexities of that, but it seemed 
that it could. 

"G,'a t i tUde. Helped you us." 

"Why were you prisoners too?" 

He had to listen very hard to follow the explanation, for the 
translator, although it could cope, did so presumably following the 
rules of grammar of the alien race. 

The aliens' home planet was called U'lsw'rd. Thousands of years 
previously, their race had been hunters, feared by most species on 
their home planet. Finally, however, their diet had altered to 
include vegetable matter, and with the omniverous diet had come a 
more civilised way of life, 

However, very occasionally, individuals were born with the old, 
uncontrolled hunger for blood. 

It was difficult to know what to do with those individuals. To 
keep them in prison for life seemed unnecessarily brutal, yet how 
else to protect everyone else from them? 

For lack of any othel' answer, they had imprisoned these people. 
but once manned spaceflight had passed the experimental stage, what 
better way of getting rid of them in Buch a way that they would 
bother nobody than take them to an uninhabited planet and leave them 
there, to live freely in the way that suited them. 

They had been doing this for many years. They had built the 
power house on the planet to provide a source of light and heat as 
well a& the houl!les of the original camp. What they did not know was 
that one of the criminals had managed to adapt the power source, 
producing a magnetic field that was guaranteed to pull down any ship 
entering orbit. 

Their ship waB taking a batch of criminals to the planet When 
they were caught in the magnetic field and pulled down. The crew 
stood no chance at all against the brutality of the criminals, who 
were led by one of the most vicious of these throwbacks. 

But their ship was designed to land on the planet. The 
criminals were really surprised when later BhipB crashed. 

"Our ships are mostly desi~ned not to land," K.irk put in. 

With luck, they expected thiB to be the last group of throwbacks 
to be brought here, for they had discovered the reason for the 
problem; a genetic fault which could now be predicted through medical 
examination of the adults, and if such a prediction was made, the 
couple would be advised either to look elsewhere for their mates or 
choose not to have children. Since nobody wanted to breed a 
throwback, everyone affected accepted this restriction. Unfortunately, 
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away; and how could they disable it and leave these unfortunates 
here, on a planet where it became very cold at niiht? 

"We might be able to find another planet," Kirk said slowly. 
"But tell me - are there females among them?" 

"Not. Females affected not. Males only." 

"What is your life span?" Kirk asked. 

"Revolutions fifty." 

Around fifty years •.. and they were all adult. Say another 
thirty years at most. "Then there's no problem. We shouldn't have 
a.ny trouble finding somewhere for them. Then we'll get you home." 

Saying he wa.s gOing back to his cabin to change, Kirk left the 
H'lsw'rdian with Spock, letting the patient Vulcan discover, through 
the slow, laboured translations, where its home planet was; Spock was 
perfectly capable of doing that while still working on improving a 
translator. His general feeling of malaise had not lessened; if 
anything, he felt even worse than he had earlier, when he first 
re~ained consciousness. 

He had originally blamed the after-effects of the heavy stun, 
but nobody else seemed to have been affected; man after man had 
regained consciousness, and all of them seemed to be perfectly fit. 
He was the only one feeling sick; and the Tortugan-inflicted injuries 
were feeling hot and uncomfortable, particularly the ones on his arm. 

Kirk returned to his quarters, 
he changed. He felt hot and sticky, 
just cool him down. 

intending to have a shower before 
and felt that a shower might 

it didn't. 

Wear-ing only a robe, llS sat at his desk, toying absently with 
the repol'ts that sat on it, unable t.o summon up the energy to do 
anything positive with them. Finally, he gave up. He dropped the 
r'obe on the floor beside t.i8 t,ed, and crawled into it. 

Pr()l'abl~' all he needed was a good a.leep. 

A YlJick check of the H'law'rdian translator was all tllat Spock 
needed to adapt a Federation one to follow the alien tongus, and, 
with more fluent language, the problems of communi.eating with the 
H'lsw'pdiana diminished to almost nothing. 

H'lsw'rd was close to tt.e edge of the oth~r spiral arm, and ripe 
for contact. It was a promising start to the proposed Federatlon 
expansion programme, for the H'lsw'rdians had explored some of the 
systems closest to them l:ind (:o1l1d advise them. And the transLa.tor 
now also worked with the other alien races. They, too, were 
explorHrs, B-nd .impressed b.v the apparen-t ease with which the 
Enterpl·jse cr-ew had overcome the pirates; Spock took the opportunity 
to explain to them all the way in which the ~"ederat1on worked. 

The only real problem wa~; tt~e K~ingons. Certainly t.tlere were 
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only the five of them; and Kang seemed convinced that they would be 
forever dishonoured by the loss of their ship. Spack did not wholly 
trus t them, for they would surely be anxious for some t'hing;, anything, 
to redeem themselves in the eyes of their superiors. He urdered a 
surreptitious guard to be kept on their movements, then went to 
Kirk's cabin to report to him. 

When he received no answer to his buzz, he used his override and 
went in. 

Kirk lay in bed, tossina: restlessly; thinkina: that his Captain 
was in the throes of a nightmare, Spock put a hand on his arm to 
waken him, and stiffened as he felt the fever-heat that burned 
through the Human. He swung round and punched the intercom. 

"Spock to Sickbay. Dr. McCoy, please report immedi.ately to the 
Captain's cabin." 

rt seemed an age before McCoy arrived, although hi.s time sense 
told Spock that it was barely a minute. 

tfWhat'a wrong?" 

"The Captain is running a fever," Spock said. And only he knew 
the effort it took to make the statement quietly and evenly. 

McCoy checked Kirk quickly, hIs expression growing increasingly 
worried, especially when he saw that the badly mauled arlll was 
inflamed and swollen. 

"How did this happen?" he asked. 
this when I checked him out earlier." 

"His arm wasn't swollen like 

"I don't know," Spock replied. "The injury must have happened 
when he drew the Tortugans away from the power house. Perhaps Mr. 
Baillie can enlighten us." He reaChed for the intercom again as 
McCoy gave the Captain an antibiotic injection. 

"Mr. Baillie, please report to the Captain's cabin." 

"On my way," came the answer. The Security Chief aI'rived as 
McCoy, having taken possession of the intercom, was calling sickbay. 

"What happened to the Captain's arm?" Spock asked. 

"His arm was clawed," Baillie replied. "One of the pirates 
started licking his blood, then bit him. Then another one chased it 
off before it could do any mO're damal1;e." 

McCoy grunted. "I suppose there could have been an infection on 
the claws - " he began. 

Spack said slowly, "Perhaps not. Many of the prisoners were 
clawed, but nobody else appears to have had an adverse reaction. 
Besides, there didn't seem to be any species native to Tortuga to 
give rise to harmful bacteria. I suspect the bite." 

"You could be right. 

I will speak to Th'r's- " 

"Who?" 
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"The Captain of the H'lsw'rdians." 

"Oh." 

Before McCoy could say anything more, an orderly appeared 
wheeling a trolle~'. Spock helped McCoy lift Kirk onto it, and 
watched as it disappeared down the corridor. 

"Mr. Baillie, almost everyone taken prisoner by the Tortu2:ans 
was clawed. Has anyone else complained about their injuries not 
healin2: properly?" 

ttNot to me, air, but I'll ask round." 

Spock went off to speak to Th'r's, and Baillie. as 2:ood as his 
word, went off to speak to the survivors of the crashed ships. He 
quickly learned that there had been some fatalities - and everyone 
was someone who had been bitten. He hurried to tell McCoy. 

Meanwhile, Spack had obtained from Th'r's a sample of saliva, 
which he took to McCoy. 

Testin2: quickly showed that there was a SUbstance in the saliva 
that was poisonous to Humans, and Spack promptly set to work 
searching for a neutralisin2: a2:ent. 

Meanwhile, McCoy was busily testing Kirk's blood, seeking to 
discover if there was anything in it other than the alien substance 
in the saliva to account for his fever - he had a memory of reading 
somewhere that a lion's bite could carry an infection. 

He found traces of alien bacteria, but they were far from 
active; it seemed that they were too alien to survive in the Human 
bloodstream. 

So - the poison was the main problem. He wasn't even totally 
certain that it was a poison - an allergic substance seemed to be 
just as likely; people tended to think of allergies as not being 
fatal, but they could be. 

Meanwhile, Kirk's temperature was still rising. McCoy nibbled 
his upper lip for a moment, then injected a broad-spectrum 
ant i-hls1:amine. 

Then Spock returned from the lab, carrying a small phial. 

"Thl" should be effective, Doctor," he said quietl.'. 

"Tested?" 

"On a laboratory animal," Spock roplJ.ed. "It worked perfectly. 
I carlIlot of course be certain ttlat it w.ill be as eff~ctive on a 
Human." 

"All right." Although he would never admit it openly, McCoy 
trusted Spock's judgement. He took the phial, and injected Kirk. 

Nothin2: happened for what seemed a very lon~ time. At last, 
Spock indicated the diagnostic panel. 

"Hia temperature is dropping, 1:IQctor." 



They found a planet in another solar ~ystem that was suitable 
for the Tortugans. The Enterprise crew fabricated enough buildings 
for them, they were beamed down and left; then the ship headed tor 
H'lsw'l'd. 

They were half way there when the message from Starfleet, in 
response to their report on the Tortugans situation, caught up with 
them. 

"We've to wear our diplomatic hats," Kirk complained from the 
bed (in his cabin) where McCoy was insisting that he still spend part 
of each day. "Frankly. I'd rather be back on Tortuga!" 

Spack and McCoy looked at each other. 

If Kirk was complaining, he was all right again. 
comforting thought. 

It was a 



tc STRANGERS AT THE GATE 
When the transporter malfunctioned - somewhat noisily, and with 

a flash that materialised even on the surface of the planet -
everyone had returned to the ship except Kirk and Spock. 

"Landing party!" It was Scott's voice, slightly panicked. 

"Kirk here. n 

"Are you and Mr. Spock all right, Captain?" 

"Yes f Scotty~ Did the last group get back safely?" 

"Aye, but it was a close thing. I was scared you'd been caught 
in the backlash." 

"No, we hadn't got into position. How long before it's 
repaired?" 

"1 
dama.ge. 

don't know yet, sir. I havena' had a chance to check the 
Will I send down a shuttlecraft for you?" 

Kirk thought about it for a moment. It was an uninhabited 
planet; their surveo' had shown no dangerous animals. If they stayed 
put, it would give Spock a few hours' break. 

Granted, the Vulcan ate work and always refused shore leave; but 
Kirk often felt guilty about it. This would give Spock a short 
'leave', and he wouldn't even be able to continue gathering data 
about the planet, for all the tricorders had already gone back to the 
ship. 

"No, I don't think so, Scotty. We'll go and have a look at 
those caves we spotted just before beam-up. We'll stand by for your 
signal every half hour until you're ready for us." 

HAy-e, sir." 

Kirk returned his communicator to his belt with a satisfaction 
that he had some difficulty in hiding. 

Spack looked at him quizzically. "You could have asked Mr. 
Scott to send down a shuttlecraft. Why at'e you so pleased about 
staying here?" 

Kirk grinned wryly. He should have known that he could not. hide 
his feelings from his friend. 

He thought quickly, but it was not difficult to find an excuse. 
"I was just thinking - it's like playing truant. It's the same sort 
of feeling that I used to get when I was a kid raiding the 
neighbours' apple trees. Sort of ... guilty, but not guilty enough to 
stop. And .•. well, we didn't have time to check those caves. 
Without light we won't be able to go deeply into them but it will 
give us the chance to see something of them." 

"Without tricorders we won't find out much either," Spack 
poin ted au t. 



"It'll be like a good old-fashioned eKploration - the ~ind th.re 
used to be before tricordere we!!'e invented," Kirk insisted. 

Spock shrugged mentally. and followed the Human. 

The first thing they discovered was that the walls of the first 
cave they entered were glowing faintly. Spack peered closely at the 
rock. then straightened. 

"I could wish that we had a tricorder, Captain," he said. "This 
rock may be radioactive. If so, exposure could be ... dangerous. 
Certainly it does not have the appearance of a radioactive rock .•. 
but appearances can be deceptive." 

"The light will let us get deeper into the cave," Kirk 
suggested. "Supposing it 1. radioactive, Spack - how long an 
exposure can we risk?" 

Spack hesitated. "Possibly an hour or two ... " he said slowly. 
He, too, was beginning to feel curious as to what was beyond the 
limits of immediate visi.bility. 

"Then let's go into the cave for quarter of an hour - or until 
we get to the end of it, of course. Then we can turn and come back. 
That'll be within the limits of our check time." 

He set off; not unwillingly, Spack followed. 

The cave descended slowly, ctlrving slightly. 
minutes before they saw anything. 

It was nearly five 

They rounded a fairly sharp bend. and came on a cluster of 
stalactites and stalagmites, almost classically shaped, glowing 
translucently in the dim light. Kirk paused for a moment in open 
admiration. 

"They are beautiful,» Spock agreed, sensing his friend's 
thoughts. 

It took some moments to find a way to paas them without doing 
any damage; then, once past, they continued through the csve. Single 
stalactites and stalagmites dotted the tunnel, and here and there the 
walls were streaked with sheets of the same limey material, and here 
and there were patches of vegetation that Spack thought were 
lichens. There was nothing as spectacular as the cluster they had 
first seen, but the cave still held a faery beauty. 

"If we are to return to the surface in time for our first check, 
we must turn now," Spack said at last, reluctance colouring his 
voice. He thought he could see more stalactites ahead, in the 
distance. 

"I suppose so." Kirk agreed. There was no point in being 
foolhardy. and they really shouldn't miss a check. 

They turned back. 

It took only a few minutes for them to realise that they were 
lost. What they had thought was a single passage turned out to be 
forked and reforked when they tried to retrace their steps. When 
they finally came in Sight of a particularly spectacular stalactite 
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that both men knew they had not ssen before, Kirk stopped. 

"We're lost," he said bluntly, admitting it openly. 

"Indeed, I believe we are," Spock agreed. 

Annoyed with themselves, but not yet worried, they tried to 
retrace their steps, but it was hopeless. The passages seemed to be 
multiplying. 

"This is 
looked round. 
had just come 

impossible'" Kirk said after five or six minutes. He 
It was impossible to say which was the passage they 

down; just behind them, two passages led oft. 

The time for their check came and went. Kirk's taint hope that 
the Enterprise might somehow pick UP the communicator signal through 
the rock were unrealised. They could do nothing but blunder on, 
hoping that sooner or later they would emerge into open air again. 

When they did finally leave the tunnels, it was to emerge into a 
great open space; a huge rock hall. The roof rose sharply to a point 
where they could not See it; the walls diverged so rapidly that they 
were practically forming a straight line. Neither man could see the 
tar side of the great hall, yet they were still definitely 
underground. The glow was brighter here, shining with an unhealthy 
blUe light. 

Spock peered at the rock again. 

"It is definitely radio-active here," he said. 
away, or we will surely die.'· 

"We must get 

Kirk glanced back into the tunnel, strangely reluctant, now, to 
re-enter it. The very beauty of the stalactites now seemed somehow 
frightening, the shapes that had been so appealing, somehow 
threatening. He took a deep breath, opening his mouth to speak. 

"Captain - look'" 

Kirk glanced at the Vulcan, then followed his pointing rillger. 
Coming towards them were several humanoid Shapes. 

AS they drew closer, the two Enterprise officers could see that 
they had a standard biped shape - but their naked bodies Were a 
pallid, unhealthy, colourless grey-white, and their eyelids appeared 
to be fused shut. Yet they were making; their way ullerring;l~ towards 
the visitors, as contidentl~ as if they could see. Memories of blind 
cave fish rose from his subconscious mind, totally failing to 
reassure hi.m. 

The humanoids stopped, their leader a bare yard from Kirk. 

"Welcome, strangers." 

At least the translator was working;. But the voice was thin, 
hig;h--p:Ltched, and with a tImbre that sent a shiver down Kix'k's bac.k. 

"We're lost," he said abruptly, politeness forgotten .in "he need 
to get out of this place. "Can you show us II. way out, back to the 
surf aeet?" 

"The surface?" There was a note of alarm in the thin voice. 
·'The surface iB death.t' 



"Not to our kind," Kirk repliect. 

The humanoids muttered together, 
twitterin~ of birds, too high-pitched 
either man to di.st:l.nguieJh words. 

"Vour cavas are death to u •. ~ 

their voices soundin~ like the 
and shrill for the hearin~ of 

Finally th .. ",pOk®8rUO,n turned back to Kirk. "We will take you to 
the surf",ce, but we "mat prepare ourselves fi.rst. We must coveX' 
ourselvem so that tha killing radiation of Outside will not touch 
us. Come·- be our guests. Rest yourselves until we are ready." 

Kirk hesitatad, reluctant to ~o with them; more than reluctant, 
but he r •• lised that if they refused, they might find themselves 
deserted by these oddly repulsive cave-dwellers wl,o were their only 
possible> key to escape from the caves. 

Th., allel.esB hume.noids led them away from the rock wall and into 
the huge cavern. They must have covered at least a mile before they 
saw, ahaad of them, what looked like a small town; a cluster' of huge 
blocks of stone, with many of the humanoid forms moving about. 

As the party re.ched the 'town' the two visitors saw the beings 
clearly. Soma were small., obviously children; but KL"k suddenly 
found himself' wondering it' these creatures were, .tn fact, mammals 
despite the male configuration of the ones who had met them, for 
there were others, witt\o\Jt male sex\!al organs, who had no breasts; 
and then he realised what had perhaps instinctively repulsed him. 

Nona of the creatures had nipples. 

TheY looked like men but they were not men. 

The visitors were shown into one of the 'houses'. These blocks 
did not have the blue glow that the rocks of the cavern had, but 
windows cut into the sides of the block let the light In. Yet these 
could not be windows in the usual senae; the humanoids were sightless 
and did not need light. 

The humanoids brought in water and a peculiar greyish-looking 
substance piled high 00 a stone piate. 

"Food?" Kirk asked nervously when the¥ were alone again. 

"Probably licheos of some kind," Spack suggested. 

Nei ther fel t hungr'¥ enough to sample it; and al ttlOUgtl both were 
thirsty, they were not inclined to "lsk drinking the water. If it 
"8.me .from an und"k'ground spring, which seemed most likely, .1 t would 
certainly be lethal to them. 

There waa nothing to ait on but the ground. Side by side, they 
leaned back agaJ.lUJ;; one of the walls, waiting. Ki.rk yawned, and 
closed his eyes. 

A crackling sannd woke him. 

He raised hi~ h •• d with a jerk, amelling the smoke that curled 
und®r the door of hl~ room. Outaid~, he heard the terrified howling 
or hiB dog, a~d thea bla mather'~ anguished acream. 

!le IIt"""bled t",w",r'd" th" dool', groping for the handle, then 
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snatched hia hand away aa its heat burned hla fingers. 

The smoke was really thick now. and he coughed as it stung his 
throB t . How .cou ld he liIet ou t? 

The vtndow! 

He staggered and 'ell, choking, to lie ~til1 for a moment, but 
he waa too obstjnate to liIive up. Be had to reach the window ... 

II J imt 1/ 

How did the fireman know hIs name? 

ItJimttt The call came again, and this time he managed to answer. 

"I'm here," he croaked. 

Strong arms caught him. 
gratefully, , . 

Hs looked up at the adult face 

. .. and £rowned at the Bi~ht of the slantin~ eyebrows and pointed 
ea.rs. 

"Jim. t, 

The urgency in the voice dra~~ed him £rom the memory he bad 
buried beyond reach of conscious recollection and back to the 
present. 

"Spack?" 

"You were dreaming, Ca.pta.in." 

"More like a nightmare," he muttered. 
forgotten long ago. Thanks for waking me." 
remembered the helplessness ... 

"Something 1 thought I'd 
He shivered as he 

Several man-shapes pattered into the room. They were clutching 
what looked like stone knives, and Kirk knew instantly that bis first 
instinct had been right. 

The lichens might be their staple diet - but these creatures 
were flesh-eaters too, and he and Spack were undoubtedly being 
regarded as potential food. 

He whipped out his ph.ser, routinely set to stun, and fired. 

Th,. beam was weak, and failed even as his .finger· still pr'essed 
the button, but it felled their attackers. 

"The radiation must have drained the phsssrst'f Spocl~ Btlggested. 

"Naver mind that now! Lat's get out of hare. 
taking our chances with the caves." 

We'll be better 

They paused at the doorway of the stone block, peering out. It 
seemed clear; but a sound made Spack hesitate, and touch Kirk's arm. 
They w"ited. 

A chIld ran past. It, too, was clutching a knife, and Kirk 
realised that, part grown though it might be, it was probably totally 
self-sufficient, possibly learning from the adults but unlikely to be 
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Once it 
and begl!ln to 
they could. 

w~w out of $i~ht. the two 
waUt quick.ly blilick towarde 
When they were ebout half 

men slipped out Of the 'housL 
the c~ve~n wall. ae quietly as 
way, they speeded up t.o a run. 

There were weveral openinss. end nothin~ to indicate Which. if 
any. they had come out of. They hesitated, wondering which one to 
try, when a wound behind them decided theml the sound of pattering 
feet coming ever cloaer. 

It took them upwards fairly quickly, but sounds from below told 
them that their pursuers were following. 

The roof lowered, and they had to crawl for some yards. As they 
straig;htened al!:min, K:I.!'K mutt",r<!l)<!, "Any power lett in your phaseI', 
Spock?U 

'fhe Vulc~.n realised instantly what was in Kirk's mind. 
his phaser and aimed it at the roof at' the low passage. 

He drew 

There was just sufficient power to loosen enough rocks to block 
the low tunnel. 

"Right - come on!" 

They scr~abled on. 
hesit.ted. Tha!'. a.emed 
tunnel; Kirk turned into 

Suddenly the passageway 
to be 1l!I movement of air 
it :l.mmediately. 

forked. They 
from the right hand 

Within ten ya!'ds they knew :l.t was blocked by a rock fall. Yet 
there was air blowing through the fallen rock; this way must lead to 
the outside. 

"We must dl.!1: through the rock, Ii Spack said quietly. 
have been suggesting; going for a swim on a hot day. 

He might 

Ki!'k nodded, although he waa near daspai!' as he looked at the 
fallen rock. His ears st!'Blned, listening for the padding of feet 
coming towards them, for he W1l!IS sure tha.t the phasered tunnel would 
not stop those creatures for long. They probably knew a way round 
it, another passage leading to here. 

'fhey began shifting the rock, depoei ting it behind them, using 
it to block the tunnel in an attempt to defend themselves against the 
creatures. It was fortunate that it wes all rock, with no soil to 
complicate matters. Many of. the pieces were relatively small, though 
some were larger and it took all of Spack's strength to shift these -
the tunnel was h.rd~y wide enough for them to work side by side. 
Their fingers were eoon torn and bleeding. 

Memo!'ies from the past that he had long subdued began to run 
through Spack's head. He tried to ignore them as he worked doggedly 
on, his mu£cle", straining ll!l.a he hsul.ed at the rocks that were too 
heavy for the Human to attempt. But the memories, once roused, 
refused to be ignored. 

Singly, as he had li.ved them, the events he was involuntarily 
remembering h",d been bes.rli!ble Il>nd controllable; but all together the;y 



battered at his mind. draining his control until he began to 
understand why. in tha grip of his nightmare, Kirk had been threshing 
wildly. 

Grimly, he set his lips and laboured on. 

At first Kirk found the hard work keeping his mind occupied; but 
as he got into a rhythm, the enclosed nature of their surroundings 
began to beat on his mind, recalling the horrible occasion when, as 
an adventurous - over-adventurous - small boy, he had become trapped 
in a narrow drain he had tried to crawl through for a dare. The 
memory of his helpless terror fogged his mind. 

The drain had not been empty, either, he remembered. 
been -

There had 

A sudden hiss brought back the childhood memory tenfold. 

A colourless snake-like beast reared up on its tail from under 
the stone he had Just lifted. Kirk, already in the grip of the 
memory of terror, dropped the stone and turned as if to flee, 
completely forgetting that there wae nowhere to flee to. 

The sound of the stone thudding to the ground caught Spock's 
wandering attention. He caught Kirk's arm just as the Human began to 
move. 

U Le t me go .. , " 

UJj.mt Jt Then, 
Spocl< cant :Lnued. 

when awareneaa began to return to Kirk's e~eSt 
"What is it?" 

"Snake.~.H Kirk managed. 

Spock looked down. "There is nothing there but rock," he 
insisted, not altogether sure that he was Bpeakin~ the truth and far 
from sure whether he was speaking to convince Kirk or only himself. 
~tyou must believe tllat.v~ 

The hissing sounded again in Kirk's ears, and he struggled 
against Spack's grasp, oblivious of the bruising grip of the Vulcan's 
hands. 

H:YBter-ia? Spock wondered. 
unthinking terror. 

Certainly Kirk's reaction was one of 

l.~oncern for Kirk shattered the memol'.ies that had been beating on 
Spocl<'s mind, and he remembered seeing McCoy ctea1ing with a 
hysterical youngster who hact proved to be totally unsuited to 
Starshlp li.fe. 

He released C)ne of Kirk's arms and slapped his face hard. 

It worked. Kirk gave a shuddering gasp of relief, and relaxed, 
slunlpirlg slightly, fully aware once more of where they were. 

After a moment, Klr-k str.~aightaned l""esolutel.y. "Thanks, .Jpock. n 
He hes.Lte .. ted. "I kaep r'emembering things ... unpleasant things ... " 

nso do Ig Capta.in, Vi Spoclt. sa.id gui8tl~, "But we must .remember 
'ire only Ioemoriea. Tiley are events from ttle past, and they ar~ 

They cannot fJ.ffec t us now. It 
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Kirk turned b~ck to the rockfall. "What do you think is cQusing 
it'?" 

"Uncertain. It could be the radiationl it could be a •.. a 
weapon used by the cave-dwellers to trap their prey." He hauled a 
large stone ~rom the rockfall and pushed it aeainst the barrier they 
were bu1ldina:. 

"You know, that's something of e puzzl .... Kirk said. He was 
taking to keep his mind off his growing olaustrophobi.. "The planet 
has praotically no animals that those oreatures could us. for food. 
and th.y clearly don't like comina to the surface - didn't they call 
it 'death'? The obvious food source is liohen or possibly funeus -
yet they seem to be meat-eat.rs. How do they eet their meat?" 

"Perhaps animals wander into the c~ves for shelter in inclement 
weather," Spock suggested. "Or perhaps •.• " 

"Yes?" Kirk asked when Spock made no attempt to 'inish his 
sentence, 

"Cannibalism. They may eat their own dead, and ..• the cave 
system is extensive I there may be several groups 0' them. They could 
easily oonsider the members of other In'oups as legitimate prey." 

Kirk shuddered. "r didn't like them when I saw them," he said. 
"I think I like the thought 0' them even less now." 

"Captain, remember that that is only speculation," Spack 
insisted. 

"Yes. But I think you're right. Ah - " 

Spock peered past him. The stone Kirk had just shifted was the 
last one at the top of the rOCkfall. They were nearly through. 

It took only a few minutes to clear enoui:h of the rocks to let 
them wriggle through, and they set o.f aloni: the cave with renewed 
optimism. 

"Think they'll manage to 'ollow us?" Kirk asked. 

"They undoubtedly know the cave system well," Spack sa.ld 
thoughtfully. "However, this passage was blocked; they may not know 
it." 

They hurried on. And then, in his haste, Kirk stumbled over a 
loose stone. He lay still for a moment, unwilling to stand. to put 
any weight on the stabbing pain in his ankle; then through the rock, 
he felt the vibration of many 'eet. He sat up. 

"1 hear them," he said tii:htly. He scrambled up, and winced as 
he tried to put his weight on the injured ankle. 

Spack slipped an arm around his waist, pulling one of K:lrk' s 
arms round his own shoulders to support the Human, and hurried him 
on. 

Ahead of them, the dim blue light whitened and intensi'ied. 
They had reached the mouth of the cave. 

Outside, they looked over the ground that they had so recently 
been surveying. A shuttlecraft stood there; four security guards and 
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• yellow-clad fizure that Kirk reco~nieed as Sulu were checking 
tricorders. 

nSul u r t~ 

The five figures below them turned, and bezan to run towards 
them. Spack, still supporting most of Kirk's weight, started down 
the slight elope that led away trom the caves. 

The two parties met about halfway between caves and 
shuttlecraft, just as the first of the cave creatures emerged. 

nWhat - 7" 

Spack glanced back. "They're dangerous," he said. 

Two of the guards lifted Kirk between them despite his protests, 
and the group ran for the safety of the shuttlecraft. As soon as 
they were all in and sitting, Sulu took off. 

Below them, the creatures milled around for some moments, not 
knowing where their prey had gone; still aware of it, but knowing 
that it was retreating rapidly. The sun shone on them, too warm, 
burning their unaccustomed skin. Afraid, they abandoned the chase 
and returned to the welcome coolne""l of their caves. 

Sulu reported back to the Enterprise as the shuttle soared 
skywards, and McCoy was waiting when it landed and the hangar 
~'epressurised . 

"You two need keepers," he told them as he ran a scanner over 
them. "For intelligent men, yoU can be really stupid at times! 
Going into those caves ..... 

"Actually, Doctor, I suspect that the cave creatures were aware 
of us even when we were on the surface and put the thought of 
entering one of the caves into OU1" minds," Spack said. lo~all~ 

assuming equal blame with Kirk. 

McCoy grunted his opinion of that as he straightened. 

"You're both going to need decontamination," he said bluntly. 
"And that means a couple of days in aickbay." 

McCoy glared at him, and he subsided. 
turned to the intercom. 

The doctor nodded. and 

ftS:Lckbay. 
immediately." 

I want an orderly down here with a med trolley 

'VBones, I can walk - tv Kirk protested. 

"Go on a ty'olley and stay in sickbay two days, or walk and stay 
in sickbay four days," McCoy replJed. 

"Bones 9 that's blackmailf 9i 



Once in sickbay, McCo;V hustled both into bed. 
reading;s ag;ain, and r ..... ched for a hypo. 

He checked their 

The inj .. ctions given, McCoy put a support bandag;e round th .. 
twisted ankle. 

"Now, go to sl .... p ... McCoy instructed, knowinll: that they had no 
option; he had .iven them both a IIItrong sedative. 

He waited until ... soft snore broke the silence; then he turned, 
and went baCK to his office to fill in the inevitable accident 
report. 



Spock and McCoy halted their argument lon~ enou~h to acknowledge 
Ambassador Beauly's presence in the corridor, and picked it up again 
the moment they were past him. 

Beauly looked after them, frowning a little. He had only been 
aboard the Enterprise for a matter of hours, but this was the second 
time he had heard the two disagreeing. Forgetting that on a ship the 
size of the Enterprise the Doctor and First Officer could very easily 
avoid each other if they wanted to, he decided that something would 
have to be done about it. 

For an Ambassador, Beauly was very dogmatic, and he had the 
habit of jumping to immediate, unalterable conclusions based on first 
impressions. His first impression here was that McCoy and Spock 
apparently found it impossible to agree; it was therefore impossible 
for them to work together effectively. From the few words he had 
heard, combined with his knowled~e of Vulcan psychology - Which was 
mOre limited than he realised - he decided that McCoy must be the 
instigator of the ql.arrel; and without waitin~ to consult Kirk, or to 
aee anything of the working relationship between the two men, he 
followed the Doctor to Slckbay. 

McCOY glanced up from the tape he had begun to study as Beauly 
entered his office. "Yes, Ambassador?" he asked. "What can I do f()r 
you?" 

Even although at need Beauly could be as devious as the next 
beaurocrat, he was not a man who normally wasted words. He believed 
in coming straight to the pOint whenever possible; and on this 
occasion it was undoubtedly possible. 

"Doctor, .in tha faw hours I have been aboard I have beard you 
quarrelll.ng with Comnander Spock on two separate occasions." 

McCo~ stared at the Ambassador, opE-)n-··mouth(~d, too ata.:r·tled to 
say anything;. 

ttlt was obvious to me,'9 Beauly went on, "that you began those 
quarl~e18, and that it is therefore impossible t'or you and Commander 
Spock to work together in harmony. Accordingly, I will make it my 
business to recommend that you be transferred as soon as possible to 
another ship. I cannot understand why Captain Kirk has not already 
made t3uch a recommendatj.on. If 

before the stunned McCoy could recover enough to r'epl~t Beallly 
turned ,31H.i left. 

McCoy stared blankly at the closed door for Borne momenta; then, 
collecting his scattered wits, he went in search of Kirk. 

He found the Captain in his quarters, playing ct.ess with Spack. 
KIrk glanced up as McCoy entered, and be~an to smile a welcome, but 
the srn:l.le quickly faded as he saw the trol.Jble on the surgeon I 8 f/..i.ce. 

"BOlles! What.'s wrong?" 

He heard Speck and me arguing and thinks we ware 



serious about it. 

"He can't do tn&t," Kirk SGid. "Not if I oppose it." 

"I think perhaps he aan, Captain," Spock put in. "As an 
Ambassador, he has a great deal of influence and I did hear that he 
is related through marriage to Admiral Lewis, of Staffing." 

The three men looked at eaoh other. 

"I'll go and have a word with him," Kirk decided. 

The Captain was away for a very short time. 
when he returned. 

He looked furious 

"No use'" McCoy asked. 

"He acoused me af wantonly endangering the ship by condoning -
or at the least permitting - the presence of two officers in the crew 
who so dislike .... ch othar that they cannot agree." 

"Perhaps I should be the one to see him. Captain," Spock 
suggested. "According to what Dr. McCoy told me while you were away, 
he is being blamed for instigating the 'quarrel'. That being so, I 
am the logical onG to tell Mr. Beauly that our efficiency is not 
affected by our 'dis-agreements'.» 

"You can try," Kirk said gloomily. "But I tell yoU now, he 
won't listen. I've never met such an opinionated, self-satisfied 
idiot in my lifel" 

Spock buzzed at Beauly's cabin door, and on receiving a reply 
from within, he entered. 

Beauly looked a little surprised to see him. "Yes, Mr. Spack'" 

"Ambassador," Spock began, "1 beU.eve you may have reached a 
hasty decision regarding Dr. MaCoU. He and I, contrary to the 
impression you appear to have received, are on perfectly good terms. 
Certainly we disagree frequently, but never about anything important 
- and we both derive e considerable amount of enjoyment from these 
differences of opinion." 

"1 am prepared to admit that you do not appear to take offence 
at Dr. McCoy's attitude," BeBuly said slowly, "but then, Vulcans 
never do. My experience is that Vulcans do not realise when they are 
being deliberately insulted." 

"Your pardon, Ambassador, but I am half Terran. 
that wera the aase." 

I would know if 

"Very well, J can accept that - or at least that it could be 
so. But it did seem to me that Dr. McCoy was being deliberately 
insulting - ao subtly, however, that you may not have realised it." 

"Ambassador, he was not." 

"That is the forg.i.vinii; Vulcan nature, Mr. Spock. I am afraid I 
must hold to my opinion. Your efficiency may not suffer, but McCoy, 
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to my mind, clearly does not regard you with friendly eyes. His 
competence to proceed with I.is work in an efficient manner must be 
suspect. I feel I must hold to my original decision, and recommend 
to Admiral Lewis that he be transferred as soon as possible." 

"Ambassador, we do work well together," Spock insisted. 
"Vulcans do not lie. Dr. McCoy and I are not serious when we 
disagree, any more than two wrestlers are when they indulge in a 
sparring contest ... " 

"YOll, pert\sps, are not," Beauly repeated. "but I think you are 
mistaken in your view of his attitude. That will be all, Mr. Speck," 
he added, seeing that Spoc!k was preparing to advance yet another 
argumen t . 

"Yes, sir .. " 

Kirk and McCoy were waiting in the corridor for him as he left 
the Ambassador's quarters. He looked at them and shook his head. 

"He wouldn't listen," he said. "He thinks I was defending Dr. 
McCoy because Vulcans do not take offence." 

"You tried, Spack," McCoy said, rather dully. 
that." 

"Thanks for 

"We c:an try letting hi.fi see you working together," Kirk 
decided. "Bllt from his dogmatic attitude, I don't hold out much hope 
of it b01ng S\lccessful." 

For several days thereafter Spock and McCoy refrairled from 
exer·cis.ing their tongues on each other. Beaul~' saw them together on 
a number of occasions, and remained obstinately unimpressed. 

"It says a good deal for Commander Spack's patience and good 
nature that he permits Dr. McCoy to Use him like that," Beauly told 
Kirk eventually. 

Ki.'k tried again. "Ambassador, McCay isn't using Spack. 
Neither is patience nor good htlmOur necessary. Itve known them for 
years, sir. Neither of them will admit it openly, but they do have 
considerable affection for aach other. It does sl.ow - sometimes. 
They argue as their way of expressing that affection, and everyone on 
the ship knows it. Dammit, if' they really didn't get on together', 
would McCoy be so anxious to stay here? Would Spoc~< want bim to?tt 

"I'm afraid that's too complicated for me, Captain," Beallly 
rep.ll.ad. "Men who are friends do not argue in the terms I heat'd Dr. 
McCoy using to Mr. Spack." 

Three dave later the Ente.rprise ,'eached her immediate 
destination and swung into a standard orbit round a planet which had 
been investigated by a Research vessel some months previously. The 
crew of the Ulysses had reported the native Acrons as being ex.tremely 
nervous and suspicious of strangers; indeed, they had been unable to 
get near them. Acron Was well off the usual beat of StarrIest 
vessels; nor was it anywhere near Klingon or eVen Romulan int'luence. 
There was nothing to indicate that the natives knew anything about 
other races, yet they were nervous of strangers. Starfleet felt that 
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this fact was unusual enough to warrant investigation. 

Sensors indicated a not very plentiful, well-scattered, 
intelligent humanoid population living at a pre-industrial level. 
Farming appeared to be the main pursuit. 

"We'll beam down," Kirk decided, not surprisingly. As usual he 
chose Spock and McCoy to accompany him. Beaul¥ made no secret of the 
fact that he considered Kirk'a choice injudicious; Kirk stood firm. 
At laat, he said, 

"Would yoU care to accompany us, then. Ambassador'? You would 
then be able to satisfy yourself of the competence of the landing 
party. We three work well together, we understand each other; I 
would not choose them otherwise." 

"Very well," Beaulll snapped. "But I warn you, Captain - one 
sign of inefficiency and I'll have you out of the service for 
endangering 1I0ur command. Does that make yoU change your mind'?" 

"Ambassador, I have selected the two men with whom r work best, 
and who, in my opinion, work effectively tos;ether." 

Beauly merely snorted. 

'rhe landing party materialised in an open, sparsely-wooded 
stretch of country. They looked round, moving slowly forward as they 
did so. 

"There's a path here, Captain," Spock said. 

It was very faint. "How recent is it'?" Kirk asked. 

Spock shook his head. "Pifficult to say, precisely, Captain. 
It may merely be an animal track, of course." 

"But you don't think so." 

"I would say that an animal track would show more obvious sign 
of use, Captain." 

"Do we follOW it'?" McCoy asked. 

Kirk nodded. "But ca.refully." He glanced up and down the path, 
a.nd gestured. "Choice of direction will have to be arbitrary," he 
said. "'rhere's nothing to indicate which way would be best. Let's 
go this way." He g;lanced consideringly ... t Beauly. Th1S man was the 
weak link in their team; not Spock, not McCoy. Where best to place 
him so that he could cause the minimum amount of trouble? "Mr. 
Spock, you go first; then yoU, Bones. Ambassador, if you follow 
McCoy, I'll bring; up the rear." 

'rhey went on in silence for some distance, then Spock stopped. 
Kirk moved up beside him. 

"What is it, Spock'?" 

"A village, Captain." 

Ahead of them, just recognisable as a sattlement, was a cluster 
of primitive huts made of woven sticks and reed thatching. The place 
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seemed deserted. 

"This could be why the track looks unused." Kirk mused. 
people have left) migrated to another area, perhaps?" 

"The 

"I disa~ree. Captain," Spock put in. "The area around the huts 
bears a look of CUltivation - primitive. certainly. but 
unmistakable. People are unlikely to leave a region before they 
harvest their crops." 

McCoy nodded. "He's right, Jim. 
so mUch that they just ran." 

Unless something scared them 

"If they were simply frightened away, they would soon return," 
Spock objected. 

"Perhaps not," Kirk said slowly. "I know that, logically, once 
the cause of their fear waS gone, you might expect them to come 
back ... but the Captain of the Ulysses reported that the Acrons were 
very ne~vous. A race like that might keep on running." 

"What could frighten them?" Beauly asked. 

"A rare but very dangerous life-fopm? McCoy suggested. 

"I would think not, Doctor," Spack said. "TheY were reported to 
be suspicious of strangers. Humanoid beings. accustomed to a 
danil:erous native life-form, no matter how rare, would not necessarily 
be suspicious of another humanoid." 

Kirk looked at him. ttSpeculation?" 

"A possibility that they are familiar with a dan~erous alien 
humanoid - or at least have encountered such a race. We ourselves 
are familiar with several humanoid races who are, to say the least. 
unfriendly." 

Kirk nodded. 

"But that doesn't explain why the Act'ons, tlaving run, didn't 
eventllally come back." McCoy protested. "They must have left het'e 
weeks ago." He glanced round the weed-thick passages between the 
huts. 

"1 know, Doctor. I WOll.LeI theNdore suspect that this ",,,tative 
race 1s extremely dangerous; the natives may have begun to rurl, i.hen 
all been killed. It may also be a race we have not before 
encountered; we are very near an unexplored spiral arm. and it would 
be foolish of us to aSBume that the Kllngons and the Romulans are the 
only inimical species in the galaxy." 

The party moved on slowly. half expecting someone to spring out 
at them ft'om one of the huts, deserted though they seemed to be. But 
nothi.lg stirred in the empty settlement, and they reached the other 
side of it without incident. 

Once there. something caught Kirk's attention, and he led the 
way throllgtl ttle ~rass to a barren area. The vegetation, crushed, 
El,"orched by extreme heat, waEl just: beginning to sprout again. The 
patel, was several times larger than the mark left by a shuttlecraft. 
Spack t, l"'ned his tricorder onto it, 

"What caused it, Mr. Spock?" Kirk Bskeel. 
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"There are traces of fuel- deposits, partially burned," Spock 
replied slowly. "This mark was left by some kind of Vehicle, 
presumablv a flving onel whatever kind of enaine It has, it is not 
particularly efficient." 

"Efficient enough to cet around in," NeCov commented drilv. 

"It certainly supports your theory about a dang;e.rous race," Kirk 
told Spock. "And certainly not native to this planet." 

"Indeed not," Spock agreed. 
indicate anv flight potential." 

"There is nothing on this world to 

"The next question is, what makes them dangerous?" 

"Slave huntinlif?" Beaulv sugs;ested. "That would explain whV 
there aren't anv of the villagers around; any that did escape would 
be scared to come back." 

"Surely there is a limit to the number of slaves an;>, such 
culture requires?" Spook aaid doubtfully. "Unless, of course, the 
death rate amon. them is very high." 

Kirk shook his head. "That doesn't follow, Spook. Did Vulcan 
ever have a period when there was a slave-owning cultUre?" 

"No. In the distant past.,." 

Kirk cut in before the Vuloan could elaborate. "Well, Earth 
did. and remember that 'Roman' culture we encountered a while 
back? Slave-owning oultures never have enou~h slaves. Possession of 
slaves is a si~n ot wealth! that was part of the reason why Rome, 
back on Earth, eventuallv tell, Too many slaves. The oitizens 
hadn't enough to do. Even their fightin~ was all done, eventually, 
by members of conquered races.,. and the slave population outnumbered 
the free population by ••. I oan't remember the exact figures, but it 
was dOZens to one ..• But I think we're entering the realm of 
pointless speoulation now." He pulltld out hie communicator. "Kirk 
to Enterprise. Is there any sicn of mechanisation on any part of the 
planet's surface?" 

"Nnnooo, Captain." Uhura sounded doubtful. 
indications of another ship nearby, but we can't 
Nothing else." 

"Any chance that it's a ship on the li:round?" 

"There are 
pinpoint it. 

"It's possible, Csptain, " Scott's voioe cut in, "but if it is we 
can't s;ive you s position. The readins;s are fluctuatin~, fading in 
and out, and very faint even at their stronaest. More like a sensor 
ghost than any thins else." 

"Richt. If yoU do loasht anvthing positive, let me know." 

"Aytl, sir." 

"Kirk out." 

"Is th .. t another track?" McCo;>, asked, pointin81' 

"Looka like it," Kirk Baid. "Let's see where it ~oes." 

The went along it fairly quickly. After a While it forked, 
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three branches leading off it in different directions. 
equally unused. 

All looked 

"Spock, you take that path," Kirk said. "Bones, you take the 
middie one. Ambassador, you and I will take the other. Be careful. 
Contact each other at the first sign of anything - anything at all. 
If you find nothing within, say, three hours, beam back to the 
Enterprise." 

The others nodded acknowledgement and set off. 

Kirk and Beauly found nothing. Their path led only to the 
fields around the village, and after about an hour of wandering 
around trying to make sense out of its meandering route from field to 
field, getting increasingly annoyed by Beauly's assertive 
suggestions, none of which appeared to have any positive foundation, 
Kirk contacted Spock and McCoy. McCoy reported that his path also 
appeared to be nothing more than access to the fields, but Spock was 
making good time on his track, which definitely seemed to be going 
somewhere. "Most probably to another village," he concluded. 

"Right, then," Kirk decided. "Bones, beam up. Wait for us, 
then we'll all beam back down to join Spock. Kirk to Enterprise. 
Scotty, you have all our coordinates? Beam McCoy, Beauly and myself 
up, then down again at Spack's position. Energise when ready." 

It seemed no time at all before they materialised in the 
transporter room. McCoy moved back onto the platform to join them, 
and they returned to the surface. They materialised beside the 
barely-marked track, to find no Sign of Spock. 

"Scotty, have you got the coordinates right?" 

nAye, Captain." 

"Kirk to Speck." There was no answer. 

Kirk and McCoy looked at each other, concern showing clearly on 
both their faces. 

"Could somethinK have attacked him - knocked him out?" Besuly 
ask(~(j . 

"Unlikely," Kirk replied. He looked pound. 

McCoy moved a few paces, and stopped. "J.im." 

"Yes t Bones?" 

As Kirk joined him McCoy bent and picked up Spock's communicator
f'rom where it was lying at ttle side of' the track. Beauly joined 
them. 

UYO\,l ma.y [laVe been right ~.f tar all," Kirk t:010 the AmbaErsador. 

"Whoever - or' whatevel' 
"It's ollly aecotlds since we 

it was can't be far away," McCoy said. 
t.alked to hIm." 

t'YC)U wotJld think so," Kir'k ag,peed, "but in that ca.a8, W~ ShOIJld 
be able to hear something, sur-ely. I "El'" thea!" anyttdng ... " 
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"Could he have been transported away?" Beauly "aked. 

Kirk looked at the Ambasaador. 
sugi1;estion. 

At laat oe had made a useful 

"Kirk to Enterpriae. Any word yet on toat unidentified sOip'" 

"It could be on the ground quite near you," Scott answered. 

"Spock's theory about a hostile race seema pretty well proved," 
Kirk went on. "It also seems as if oe's been caught by it," he 
finished arimly. 

"So what are we waitini1; for'" McCoy said uri1;ently. 
to rescue him •.. " 

nIf we're 

"Hold on, Bones. a, We don't know that that i. what happened -
it's still speculation. b, We don't know where this ship is. And c, 
it won't help Spock if we blunder into the same trap." 

"All riaht, then. Let me set myself up as a decoy, then you and 
Ambassador Beauly can see what we're up against; and if. I'm caught 
too, expectina it, I might be in quite a good position to help 
Spack." 

"I know, Bones," Kirk said sympathetically. 
Spack may already be dead. It won't help any of 
killed. It's too big a risk." 

"But remember, 
us if you're 

"Isn't Spack worth it'" McCoy demanded f1.ercely. 
at him sharply. 

Beauly looked 

Before Kirk could reply they became conscioua of a aweet, sticky 
smell, then all collapsed unconscious. 

Kirk slowly became aware of lying on something hard, and then of 
a steady hummini1; sound. He opened his eyes and looked around. 

Beauly and McCoy lay beside him, still unconscious; a few feet 
away, Spack was sprawled limply. They were in a small room with 
metallic wallsl a gratini1; near the ceiling looked like part of a 
ventilation system; apart f.rom that, the walls looked solid. At a 
guess, they were inside the alien ship. 

Kirk scrambled up and bent over Beauly, then McCoy. Both were 
stirring, and would not be long in rei1;aining consciousness. He 
crossed to Spack, and rolled him onto his baCk. 

gven his untrained eye could see that something was far wrong 
with the Vulcan. Spock was breathing heavily, and his face was an 
unnatural blueish colour. Kirk crossed back to McCoy and shook him. 

"Bones! Wake up, Bones!" 

McCoy grunted and opened unwilling eyes. "Jim. What •.. " 

"Spock," Kirk said tersely. "Something's wrong with him." 

McCOll sat up abruptly at that, looking round. As Heauly opened 
his eyes MCCoy was moving over to Spock. He bent oVer the Vulcan. 
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"Well?" Kirk asked anxiously. 

McCoy ~roped for his medical kit and found it missing. He 
reached next for his communicator, and failed to find it either. "It 
looks like some sort of allergy," he said, his voice worried. "I 
can't think of any known Vulcan allergy, but that doesn't mean there 
isn't one somewhere. Without instruments I can't even begin to guess 
exactly what's wrong - or to treat him. We've got to get him back to 
the Enterprise." 

"How?" Kirk asked bluntly. "My communicator's gone too. 
phaser. I can't see a door in this place, either." 

And my 

"I don't know how," McCoy said irritably. "But if we don't get 
him back to the Enterprise, and soon, he'll die. This ..• allergy .•. 
or whatever it is, is affecting his lungs. It's becoming more and 
more of an effort for him to breathe, and unconscious as he is, he'll 
soon reach the point where he hasn't the ability to make the effort." 

Kirk bit his lip. "Any idea what might have caused it?" 

McCoy shook his head. "Unless whatever we were gassed with. He 
must have had a dose of the same stuff. Blood with a copper base is 
very rare - the vulcanoid species are the only intelligent ones r 
know of with it. His blood could have reacted to the gas in a 
diffe['ent way from the one iron-based blood would. And if that's the 
case, his lungs are probably the first place where the reaction would 
show up.n 

He felt for Spack's pulse, adjusting his grip on the Vulcan'S 
wrist until he found it. "Heartbeat's slowed, too. If I even had my 
kit I could give him an anti-histamine injection. The longer I am 
getting him treated ... " He trailed off, not needing to finish. 

"Any possibility he's managed to put himself into some sort of 
tra.nce?" 

McCoy shook his head again. 
that, Jim. It's not a trance." 

"Not even a healing trance?" 

"His breathing's too laboured fo·r 

"No. BeeJdes, he needs a few seconds to prepare, and he 
wouldn't have had the time. Remember how quiCKly we were knocked 
out? It was almost instantaneous." 

tf'f'hat'a true." 

With startling abruptness a door that had been invisibie until 
t.hen a.lid open. Four ... creatures ... eIltered. 

They resembled nothing so much as a praying mantis; Beauly, the 
diplomat, took an automatic step backwards. They were humanoid, in 
that they were biped and tWo-armed and stood reasonably erect; but 
they had a secondary pair of rUdimentary arms culminatirlg in tiny 
claws, which looked as if they might still be functional when the 
creatures fed. Their heads we['e insect-like, with two bulbous eyes 
set at the Sides, short antennae, no noses and lari';e mouths, They 
had no obvious ears. The actual shape of their bodies was dlfficult 
to determine, as they wore 100Be lon~ robes; but from the way they 
moved it seemed possible that they had large abdomens p['otruding 
behind .. or below·· wh,,,,'e their' legs joined their bodies. Their arms 
were connected to their bodies at the front of their chests, and 
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terminated in tentacle-like fingers. 

As Kirk moved forward, his attention was drawn back to McCoV. 
The sureeon was bending over Spock, his mouth covering the Vulcan's. 

"Sones?" 

"He's past •.. making .•• the effort ••. " McCov jerked out as he 
workea, gasping out the woras as he arew another deep breath to force 
into the Vulcan's lungs. 

Kirk whirled to the aliens. "You've eot to let us get back to 
our ship! Our 'riena is avinCI" 

The aliens seemea to communicate with 
heard nothing save a series of meanineless 
moved forward, holdine out a communicator. 
nearly dropped it in his haste to open it. 

"Kirk to Enterprise - four to beam up. 
standinc by." 

each other, although Kirk 
clicks. Then one of them 
Kirk snatched it, then 

Have a medical team 

They were caught in the familiar transporter field. 

Once on board the Ente.t'prise McCoy and the waiting medical team 
rushed Spock off to Sickbay, leaving Beauly staring after the 
whirlwind with an almost stupified expression until Kirk attracted 
his attention. 

"1 must admit," the Ambassador said thoughtfully, "that Dr. 
McCoy's reaction to Mr. Spock's condition has surprised me ... and yet 
it is wholly in keeping with what you - and Mr. Spock - told me. 
Perhaps I was wrong after all ... •• 

Kirk managed to smile. "Yes, Ambassador. It does show -
sometimes." He clanced at the door, wantins; to follow, knowing that 
duty must come firs·t. "You and I must now consider what to do about 
those aliens down there." 

Beauly straightened almost defiantly. 
Ambassador," he told Kirk, unnecessarily. 
and attempt to make contact with them." 

"I am a fully qualified 
"It is my duty to return 

"I f"lly agree, sir. Their readiness to let us go, after they 
had captured us, seems to indicate that they started off by thinking 
us natives; once thev realised we weren't, they probably wanted to 
see what we'd do. fI-

The two men beamed back to the planet, taking a tr'ansla tor uni t, 
to materialise in the little room they'd left so short a time 
before. The insectile aliens were waiting, looking almost as if they 
hs.dn't moved during the interval. Of course, Kirk thought, patience 
is a uirtue aTnonQst carniveroua insscta like the prayin.Q man.tia ... 

Kirk faced the aliens. "1 thank vou for permitting us to remove 
our friend. Mav I ask whV vou captured us? You must have known that 
we were not natives." 

"We did not know." The translated lsnguas;e came over in a 
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series of clicks, sounding very unusualj both men found they had to 
listen hard in order to follow the alien speech. "Your species all 
look alike to us." 

Well, that figured, Kirk thought; these aliens all looked alike 
to him, too. 

"When we examined the small devices you carry, we soon .realised 
that yoU must be representative of a more advanced culture. It took 
us some time, however. to decide that you must be like us, travellers 
f'r'om another world." 

"Do yoU know why the natives are so frichtened of strangers?" 
Beauly asked. 

Kirk's first thought, that that was a stupid question, quickly 
faded as he realised that the Ambassador was right; the aliens were 
making no threats, had in fact treated them very sympathetically. It 
seemed unlikely that theY would behave so to one race while preying 
on another. 

"We have been removing them from this planet and taking them to 
another world." 

"What'" Beauly sounded horrified. 

nWe have a. reason. Come, we will show you." 

The two men followed their hosts to another room, where there 
was a viewscreen. One of the aliens manipulated a control, and 
pictures begsn to form on the screen. 

"This is five years ago, when we first arrived." 

The pictures showed a mountain range. High, snow-covered hills 
stood out clearly all:sinat the sky; trees climbed half-way up the 
slopes, marching in serried ranks. 

"Our sensing devices showed instability in this ground. We 
waited, and watched." 

"Instability?" Kirk exclaimed. 
million years'" 

"Those mountains look good for a 

"Four years ago," the insect said evenly. 

It was the same ranll:e of mountains, but now two of them were 
smoking and red lava was pouring fluidly from one of these. The 
trees on its lower slopes were burning, the fire spreading rapidly on 
each side of the stream of lava that was destroying them. 

"Three years &goo" 

It was all:ain the !!lame viewl but now it was terribly changed. 
Now, at least half the peaks were showing 6ilCn .. of incipient 
vulcanism. One of the new volcanos was throwing out great lumps of 
rock; ve.t'Y few trees WE!:X"e left. 

It had to be the same scene, Kirk realised. Had to be. But it 
was so altered as to be almost unrecogniaable. The whole outline of 
the mountains was different, and every mountain there was breathinll: 
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smoke. One was almost gonel in its plaoe was a voloanio crater, the 
pitiful wreck of a once-proud giant. It must have exploded, Kirk 
decided. He glanced at the aliena. 

"The natives took fright When all this happened?" he surmised. 

The insect manipulatinK the oontrol turned its head in a 
swivelling motion to the right. "Thia range of mountains is in a 
deserte~ ~egion. There waa no-one living nearby to flee in alarm. 
Thie i8 only one of many SUOh areas. For 80 many volcanoes to appear 
over euch a small area so quickly, indicates great instability. We 
inveetigated. studied the planet oarefully, and realised that it is 
beginninc to di.sintegrate. We estimate that it will explode within a 
few weeks. These are the only intelligent people we have found in 
twenty years of travelling to the starsl we wanted to save them if wa 
could." 

"So you becan to carry them off?" 

"Them and their domestic animals. We take them to a planet of a 
nearby system. The planet resembles this one closely, and those we 
took there first hava settled down wall. But it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to catch them. The ones who are left do not 
believe us when we try to tell them of the danger, and run from us." 

The two men looked at each other. 
aliens ... 

Fear of insects ... of 

"Perhaps we could help," Kirk suggested. "The natives might 
listen to us - you say we resemble them sufficiently that you can't 
tell us apart." 

Beauly shook his head. "The crew of the Ulysses couldn't get 
near them, remember, Captain? But ... " he glanced at the alien, " 
have you ever thought of bringing back some of the ones you have 
settled, and gettinSl; them to tell the others you mean no harm?" 

The alien swivelled its insectile head a~ain. 
would be effective?" 

"Do you think it 

"Well, if they see some of their own people happy and contented, 
they might be more inclined to listen." 

"Where are you taking them?" Kirk asked. 

The alien clicked what must have been a set of coordinates, but 
it failed to translate. No referentB, Kirk realised. Oh wen" they 
couLd Bort that one out :from the Bhip. 

"How long does it take?" 

"Five of our days to get there," was the doleful reply. 
four of our ships are available to aSSist; our home world is 
away for any further help to reach us in time." 

"Only 
too far 

"I'll see if any of our shipe are near enough to divert." 

Beauly remained with the aliens when Kirk beamed back to the 
Enterprise. His first thought was to contact Sickbay. 

"McCoy here." 



,tHow is he, Bones?" 

"Breathing." McCoy's ·/oice was carefully controlled. "We've 
run tests, but we can't come up with any cause, although 
anti-histamine shots did help, and he seems to be throwing off the 
effects all right. Don't ask me when he'll regain consciousness, 
though." 

Sati.sfied, Kirk went to the Bridge. While Chekov checked out 
the nearby systems to discover which one was being used for the 
r'eset t lement, Kirk contacted Starfleet Command and arranged for the 
nearest Federation vessels to be diverted to help the evacuation. 

Wlth the assistance of several of the transplanted Acrons, the 
remainder of the evacuation was successfully carried out by a mixed 
fleet of Federation Bnd alien vessels. 

Beauly left with the insectile Jaaniks to provide liason between 
them and the Federation. This was a friendly species worth 
cultivating, despite the initial mistrust the insects' appearance 
engendered. 

"I am pleased U.at the Ambassador decided not to recommend your 
transfer, Doctor," Spack told McCoy some hours after they left the 
asteroid belt that Acron had become. "I would have .•. missed ... the 
entertainment that I derive from the illogical workings of ,your 
mind. n 

McCoy grunted. "I knew I should have jumped at the chance," he 
said. "I might never get another." 



IF I FORGET YOU 
The planet call~d Thoreten had been settled for nearly half a 

centllry. The colony on Thoret.en was well established. Its economy 
should bave been flouri5hjn~, It should have been expanding. 

Instead, it had b"en first static, then failing, for two or 
three years; now it was collapsing. 

Governor MasterH was known to have .reached his level of 
inefficiency on Thorstan; ha had baen a Hatisfactory enough assistant 
governor, but once he was in .. situation where he had nobody to pass 
the buck to (should it prove nacessary), he proved to be of an 
irreHolute nature, but he waH not incompetent enough to be removed 
from office. To be incompetent, a man has to do Homething, make Home 
decisions, usually wrong. and he did neither. He simply coaHted 
along, letting eventH taka their courHe, and for several years they 
did so without any trouble. 

Then the titaniulll mines began to show a growing drop In 
production. 

Since they had no valid reason to deprive him of orfice, 
Masters' superiorH in the Colonisation Office kept pressuring him for 
raasonH for the lack of continuing expansion in the titanium mines, 
in the hope that the conHtant harassment would encourage him to 
resign - especially since he was nearing retirement age. 

Masters, to give him his d, •• , did make an attempt, as persistent 
as hIs rather easy-going, vacillating nature would permit, to 
disuover tha reason for the poor production figures from the mines 
that were the main source of income for the planet. But incompetent 
leadership does not encourage conscientiousness among his unde.rlinga 
unleHS an mnbi·tious one Hees an oppo.rtuni ty to bring his face to the 
attent:ion of those in supreme power; and there was no opportunity for 
that on ThorHten, since all reports to the Colonisation Office, and 
from them to the Federation Council, went through the governor. 
Masters' department headH had become lazy, giVing only the appearance 
of brisk efficiency when he was around, knowing that their superior 
lacked the drive to do anything positIve about it if indeed he even 
noticed their negligence. 

And then Masters, who for sO long had been too irresolute even 
to decide to remove himself from a position that he found unbearably 
demanding, finally made a positive daciHion and took early retiral, 
driven to it at last bV the continual pressure from his superiors. 

The power's that be at the Colonisation Office breattled a 
collective sigh of relief and put their heads together to select a 
succeHsor. Thev discusHad qualification"" this time looking for 
someone wt~o had proven experience in colony governorship rather than 
an .HHistant applying for promotion. 

After much thought, the decision was make to appoInt Roald 
Dorcas to ttl. post. 

Daspite a well-deserved raputation for being able to get 
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satisfactory work out of a stone, Dorcas had always maintained a good 
relationship with the men under him. He went to Thorsten quite sure 
that within a month the planet's problems would be at an end; he was 
convinced that these problems were all the responsibility of the 
previous Governor, whose reputation - or lack of one - had become 
well known throughout diplomatic circles. 

He wa.s wrong. 

Not only did his arrival fail to improve the situation; within a 
very short time he realised that matters were growing rapidly worse, 
Despite every incentive he couid offer, production of titanium 
continuecl to drop. The miners claimed that they were producing 
almost as much of the ore as they had ever done - there was 
dissatisfaction over certain of the working conditions and a work to 
rule in operation - but the weight of titanium leaving the mines was 
steadily diminishing. 

His study of the figures led him to the unwelcome conclusion 
that the miners were lying, although he could not understand why they 
should. An inspection of tile mines showed that the veins of are were 
still rich. Certainly the miners had had Borne genuine grievances, 
none of them particularly major - Masters' vacillation and 
unwillingness to commit himself to any concession that he might have 
t.o justify later were responsible for many of them - but Dorcas 
quickly managed to resolve most of these and promised to look into 
t.he X'E;ruainder'. The work to rule was suspended. It had made no 
difference to the production figures. 

Unlike Masters, Dorcas was not afraid to admit tha't a situation 
had become impossible. His report to the Colonisation Office listed 
everytt,ing that he had done in an attempt to resolve the problems as 
well as -the few things tbat Masters had managed to suggest. and 
finished with a request that an experienced negotiator should be sent 
to Thorsten in an attempt to discuss the situation with the .,iners' 
leaders, for he was still reasonably aure ttlat he had nothirlg more 
than a labour dispute to blame for the trouble. 

Perhaps predictably, tho Colonisation Office reported t.tlG lack 
of progress on 'l'horsten t.o the F'ed€)ration Council, which ill tupn 
(~rdere(j Starfleet Command tC) Do Somett,lng About It. 

StarfLeet - also predict.abl~' 
by selldJ.rl~ in a Starship. 

responded jill ta IIHual fashioll, 

JanlU0 T. Kirk scowled irl'ltably 8a Aeimiral Fitzger'8Jd's image 
bla.nked ()u t, to be t'eplac<~d tJ,)/ tho ever c.::tHlnging G t:af.'rJ.(~ld. Who did 
Starfiest thitlk he was - Stlerlock Holmes? 'l't)is aituatl0n 11~erled atl 
InduuLl'lal negotiator J p08oib.lJ everl Olle GI(·I.lle~ in lrldl.lstr"l.al 
8sp.ionf.tge; ttle situation seemed to Kirk tc bear all the hallUH:il"'hr-J of 
t:yplcal commerc.ia.l sa.botage. 

';Grtainly it was difficult to think or an~ group wt.o would be 
able to benefit from a falled {redel'ation mifling colony; before a 
private group was permitted to take over any Federation"··fundod 
project. it had t.o pay back ail the mQne~r the Fedel'ettan had .eP{;)Ht in 
developihg that venture as wel.L as showing tl'IBt it was wea.l.th~r enougtl 
to do Bomething positjve wil.h Lt. ,r'ew industrJal g;'rouI-"G, \"JO mattE:"!!' 
how BI.\CCf::~8H flA 1, [Jos8Hssed t.t!l3 t SOl.,t of money. 

Wh,ai: of' one oj' Lhe member' pLan.ets of' t.J~e Vederotion? f-ras:o';ed 
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through Kirk's mind. He shook his he3d. The likelihood was 
vanishingly small, for the failure of a Federation undertaking meant 
loss to all member planets. 

He rose abruptly and crossed to the science station. "Opinion. 
Mr. Gpoc}(." 

The Vulcan shook his head. "The situation is unprecedented," he 
said quietly. "This is not a normal industrial dispute, that is 
certain; the miners have made no impossible demands, and while they 
did have certaln grievances these would now appear to have been 
rectified. It is not a strike nor, now, a work to rule; the miners 
Bay they are worklng normally, that the ore is being produced. 
Therafore the problem is one outside the industrY - despite Governor 
Dorcss's suapicionse tO 

Kirk nodded gloomily. "I tend to agree," he muttered. He 
sighed. "Just what Starfleet Command expects us to do •.. " 

Spock glanced at him, the faintest gleam of mischief in his 
eyer;. "It is your own fault, Captain. You have never yet failed to 
rer;olve whatever problem Starfleet has assigned to you. If you do 
not want to be assigned these impossible missions you should 
endeavour to fail occasionally - " 

"And have them think I'm incompetent?" Kirk responded in kind, 
hiD mood involuntarily lightened by his friend's teasing even 
although the indignation in his voice was only half feigned. 

The gleam in Spock's eye intensified. "Then it is a matter of 
pride, Captain? You complain, but you are also proud to be aSSigned 
these 'impossible missions'?" 

am, n 
"Demmit, Spock - !" 
he admitted ruefully. 

Kirk gave a resigned shrug. 
"Not for myself. though .. 

"1 suppose I 

" 

ttNo, not for yourself,~~ Spock said softly. ftIt's for the 
Enterprise, isn't it? You're really quite proud that Starfleet 
automatically thinks of the Enterprise whan there is a difficult task 
to be undertaken." 

"Yes. Yes, I am." He glanced round the bridge. 
- and the best crew - in the Fleet." 

"'rhe best ship 

AS the Enterprise swung into orbit around Thorsten Kirk swung 
the command chair round to face Uhura . 

• tContact the Governor, Lieutenant," he ordered. 

There Was a brief pause, then, "I have Governor Dorcas, sir." 

"On the main screen.~? 

The face that shimmered into view looked tired, although Kirk 
Imew that Dorcas had only taken over his position a few weeks 
Pt·E~vi.ouslyo 

"J ames T. Kir.'k. commanding the Starship Enterprise, Governor," 
he introduced himself. 

"Captain Kirl,. You are most welcome~H 



"I unders tand you ~ 1""9 ha.v i ng Borne problems, Governor'." 

"Yes, Captain. If you would like to beam down we can discuss 
them with the figures in front of us." 

"By all means, Governor." He glanced over at Spack. 
the co-ordinates, Science Officer?~ 

"Yes J sir.H 

"You have 

He stood. "We'll be strai!1;ht down, sir. Lt. Uhura, contact 
Security and tell them that the landing party is to report to the 
transporter room immediatel;,'. Mr. Sulu, you have the con. Mr. 
Spock -" He headed for the door, the Vulcan at his heels. 

The four securit;,' guards were alread;,' waiting in the transporter 
room when the Captain and the First Officer walked in. 

Security duties were normal 1;,' undertaken in rotation, but 
because of the nature of the mission, Kirk had ignored the Quty 
roster on this occasion, and selected four highly experienced men to 
accompany him. Inexperienced men sometimes made the most elementary 
of mistakes; althou!1;h they were well trained in both armed and 
unarmed combat there were times that it seemed that the men and women 
who specialised in security WBre taught nothing else. It never 
failed to horrify him when he discovered how little Bome of the new 
crewmembers knew about possible dangers on alien planets. 

The group materialised in Dorcas' office. The Governor began to 
move forward to greet them, but paused when he saw that his Vulcan 
guest carried a tricorder which he was studying even as he st,immered 
i.nto existence. 

As the guards scattered to doors and windOWS, Spack scanned the 
room carefull;,' with the tricorder, then nodded to Kirk, who was 
alread;,' wiping sweat from his forehead. 

"It's clear, Captain." 

"Clear?" Dorcss asked, puzzled. 

"We wished to ensure that there were no comruuni.cations devices 
Burreptitiously embedded 1n, or on, your furniture," Spock explail,ed. 

"Oh. 'tou mean bugs?" 

"'ies 9 Governor, U Kirk agreed, smiling apologetically. 

"I can see why, I think, but do you reall;,' chink :l twas 
naceSS8r'Y? Who would want to bug m;,' office?" 

HUff'hand I can't t:hiuk. of anyone, but you never know." He 
indicated Spock. "Mr, Spock ie my First Officer - al80, 
incidentall;,', my Science Officer. I've ,11scussed this situation with 
him. We're agreed tllat it has to be caused by something more than a 
simpl.e labour diaplJte - .9 

HCaptain, tI Dorcas interrupted wryly. ".labour di.ep1ltes aX'e seldom 
simple, bu t I am now forced to concur. 'fhe m.inet'8 had 6oml~ 

J.egllinlste grievances, but most of thes,) were easily dealt w:lth. Ar~y 

that ara still outstanding Bre being neg"tiBted, There is no reason 
for the miners to be disrupting the output ot' titanium ore. Indeed, 
they Bay the~ are wOI'kinz full. tim~ and pr'{~(lucll)g a full quota of 
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ore. 

"r don't want to disbelieve them, but the production figures 
have been dimlnishlng steadily." He indicated a wallchart that 
showed a steadily dropping line. "The colony was almost 
self-supporting; when this started, Captain, even with Masters' 
mismanagement. The eax'liest drop in income wasn' t big enough to 
thr'ow the colony :t.nto the red, but as it continued... Another six 
months like this and we'll be showing such a loss that we'll be right 
bacle to square one; fifty years away from being self-supporting." 
Dorcas ran a distracted hand through his hair. "I've got a good 
reputation, Captain. I'll admit I don't want to lose that. But 
there's more than that; colonists who settle a new planet expect to 
have to work hard - it can be practically slave labour in the first 
few years, depending on how much money has been invested in it in the 
first place, and there was a lot invested here. I don't want to see 
all the hard work of two generations of colonists thrown away; I 
don't want to see the present generation condemned to nothing but 
constant hard work at a time when they have the risht to be expecting 
an improvement in their standard of livinS, increased leisure 
time ... That's another reason I don't want to disbelieve the 
miners. I can't see them being willing to lose a higher standard of 
living. Yet I have no choice but to disbelieve them. 

"There have not been &ny demands by an outside bod .... or threats 
to an ... personnel on the planet that I know of. Just this impossible 
drop in output." 

Kirk grunted. 
he said, 

Dorcas has his p1"ior1, t; ies <'ight. he dec ided, as 

"Governor, the Klingons could be responsible for quite a 
surprising amount of disruption without even letting themselves be 
seen. In their eyes, bankrupting a Federation colony could be a 
legitimate move in the power battle between us." 

Hot as it had been inside the office, it was even hotter out of 
doors - a sticky, humid heat that all of them - even Spack, whose 
home planet was dry - found enervating. Within secoIlds the Humans 
were all sweating profusely, and Spack, whose metabolism was geared 
to preserving body moisture, found himself wishing that he oould 
sweat - anyttLtng, even the loss of precious body fluid, that would 
relieve the d:LstreBs of the unpleasant heat would be welcome. 

Dorcas took them to the mines, where the manager, Karl Unger, 
showed them round. The men weX'e all hard at work, and watching 
them. Kirk decided that the Governor was correct; he did not want to 
disbelieve these men. I·'rom the way they Were working, there was no 
reason for the drop-off in produotion. Their morale was not good, 
which was hardly surprising under the circumstances, but they 
responded to Unger~B praise, his occasional joke, in a manner that 
showed that the mine manager was well liked. 

Yet when Unger showed them the production figures. calculated 
from thO! &mount of OI'e taken from the grading sheds, these indioated 
clearly that production had fallen quite sharply. 

Kirk said little until they ~ot back to Dorcas' office. 
in the blessed relief of a mere eighty degrees fahrenheit, he 
slowly, "When waa the last shipment sent out?" 

'l'here, 
said 
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"They go monthly. The last one was three weeks ago." 

Kirk turned to the Vulcan. "Mr. Spack - I'd like you to take 
two of the guards and check out the storage areas here. Compare 
what's there with the figures for the last three weeks that Mr. Unger 
showed us. u 

"Yea, 
Donnelly. 

sir.n Spack looked OVer at the guards. 
Come with me." 

"Tadden; 

The three men went out, and Kirk turned his attention back to 
Dorcas' recorda. 

He began to look over the records, discussing them with Dorcas. 
They gave him a history of the colony that he found quite 
fascinating, and he was soon deep in a study of it. He eventually 
raised his head from papers showing the first signs of the 
incompetence of the unmissed Masters to the realisation that fully 
two hours had passed and there was no sign of Spack's party coming 
back. 

Surprised - checking the storage 
half that time - but not yet worried, 
communicator and flipped it open. 

areas should not have taken 
Kirk reached for his 

"Kirk to Spack. Spack? Come in, Spock." 

There was no reply except a faint crackle of static. 

"Strange," Kirk muttered. "Kirk to Tadden ... Kirk to 
Donnelly . .. " His frown deepened When neither replied. 

He glanced over to where the two remaining guards Were standing 
by the wJ.ndow, gazing out and exchanging spasmodic conversation. 
They looked bored, and in all honesty he could not blame them if they 
were. 

"Dixon! fi'aaleur t " 

The two men jumped, but recovered quickly, turning with every 
appearance of alertness. 

"Sir." Fasleur was a man of' few words; Dixon answered for them 
both. 

"I can't get a reply from the rest of the landing party. We'd 
Detter go to the storage sheds and see If they're all right. 
Governor, I'll calIon YOlI again tomorrow; but tor the moment I must 
check lIP on niY men." 

"Yes, of course, Captain. Ir there's anything loan do .. " 
"If there's any trouble, I'll take you up on that, but I imagine 

there's a simple enough explanation, though offhand I can't think of 
one. H 

He nodded a rarewell and led the two remaining guards from the 
office into the intolerable heat of outdoors. Even the clouds that 
had begun to gather did not chill the air when they passed in front 
of the s.ln. 
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They found the storage area easily enough. It was 
cluttered-looking, dirty and with a strangely hopeless appearance of 
neglect - but it was deserted. To call these buildings 'sheds' was 
not wholly accurate, for they were quite big, but they were built of 
wood and had a not-quite-permanent air - as if whoever had built them 
in the first place had intended to replace them at the first 
opportunity with something more durable but had never found the time 
to do so. 

The three men looked into shed after shed, noting the depressing 
emptiness of most of them, but finding no sign of the missing trio. 

At last Kirk called a halt. He scowled x'ound at the 
unresponsive buildings as he flicked open his communicator. 

"Kirk to Enterprise." 

"Enterprise. Lt. Uhura here." Her voice had a background 
accompaniment of crackling. 

"Lieutenant, has Mr. Spock called in?" 

"No, sir." 

Kirk hadn't really expected an affirmative. "Ask Mr. Scott to 
beam down a full search party - Mr. Spock and two of the guards are 
missing. Initiate a sensor scan - " 

"Scott here, sir," the Chief Engineer's voice interrupted. 
"Sensors arena' working properly -" The signal faded completely for 
a moment, replaced by a hissing crackle, then strengthened. "This 
planet has a heavier than usual magnetic field and it's disrupting 
the signal." 

"Damn. 
l'here' B only 
like to make 

All right, cancel that. But get a search party down. 
about an hour of daylight left, unfortunately, but I'd 
full use of it." 

"Aye, sir." 

Klt'k replaced ttle communicator on hia belt. Moments iater, he 
heard the hum of the transporter as the first ~roup of security 
guards materialised. 

In the hour befo.t'e i·t became too dark to see properly, the 
Enterprise's security guards searched the area around the ~rading and 
storage sheds as thoroughly as WaS possible without the help of 
tricorders. There was too much atatic electricity in the air; it 
disrupted the tricorders as much as it had the communicator' si~nal, 
and as the sky darkened the static interference worsened. Kirk could 
feel - or thought he could feel - a tinglin~ in his body that 
corresponded to the crackling of the electricity in the air. 

Finally, reluctantly, Kirk gave up for the night. 
ship again. 

"Landing party ready to beam up, Mr. Scott." 

"I wouldn't - @.+*'@@&, - disruption. " 

"! didn't quite catch all that, Scotty." 

"@ •• %&%I - working properly, Captain." 

He called the 
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"Captain Kirk." 

Kirk swung; round. Intent on his attempted conversation with the 
ship, he had not heard Dorcas' approach. 

"I wouldn't recommend trying; to get back to your ship now, 
Captain. The magnetic interference isn't impossible for most of the 
day, but it gets worse at night - there's a build up of electricity 
during the heat of the day. It dissipates during; the hours of 
darkness. You'll be able to contact the Enterprise again in the 
morning. Meanwhile, I can provide quarters for yOU all. The huts 
that were put up for the building workers are still used from time to 
time so they're in good condition, and I've a spare room at my own 
house where you can stay, Captain." 

Well, that explained why he had been able to communicate with 
Dorcas when they arrived without the annoyance of static crackling 
disrupting half of what was being said. 

"Thank you, Governor." He was not happy about the situation, 
but realised that it would be ungracious to complain. He was 
beginning; to dislike this planet, he realised, as he wondered why, in 
almost fifty years, nobody had thought to include information about 
the nig;htly magnetiC disruption of the atmosphere in the recorded 
data for Thorsten. Probably because most of the contact and loading 
of ore was done early in the planet's day. Well, once he returned to 
the Enterprise, he would personally see to it that the information 
was entered in the data banks. 

Kirk saw his men assigned to the currently empty workers' 
dormitory Dorcas was offering them. It was at least clean; an air 
conditioning system had been switched on, and the hut, while not 
exactly cool, already had the worst heat off it and, according to the 
Governor, would soon reach a tolerable temperature. Kirk nodded 
politely as Dorcas added, "There'll be a meal ready soon in the mess 
- " he indicated a door on the opposite side of the corridor - "and 
there's a common room along; there. I think you'll be comfortable 
enough." 

Kirk hung back slightly as Dorcas turned to the door, glancing; 
at Lt. Gulkin, the ranking member of the search party. 

"If you have any pX'oblems let me know rig;ht away," he murmured. 

"Aye 9 sir .. t9 

Kirk followed Dorcas out. In some ways he would have preferred 
to remain with his men, but he realised that this would be the 
perfect opportunity to talk over the situation with the Governor in 
guaranteed privacy. Despite their failure to find any bugs in 
Dorcas' office, he had become quite suspicious of the security on 
Thorsten. 

The search was resumed at first light. 

Several hours later a tricorder trace led a pair of searchars to 
a p.11e of rubbish in a narrow alley between two of tha sheds. 

Tadden's body was roughly buried among the empty boxes and sacks 
of anonymous, mixed waste. The back of his head was smashed in. 
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Lt. Cappas reached for his communicator. 

"Cappas to captain Kirk." 

"Kirk here." 

"We've found Tadden, sir. He'S dead." 

"What about Lt. Donnelly and Mr. Spock?" 

"No sign as yet, sir. We've only just found Tadden. About to 
resume the search in this area. We're beside the stora2:e sheds, 
air." 

"I'll be ri2:ht there." 

Kirk paused only long enough to order all the search parties to 
the storage area and call McCoy down. 

Dr. McCoy bent over Tadden's body. scanner busy. 

"Killed instantly," he said with the professional impersonality 
that he assumed at such times to cover his sorrow at the waste of a 
young life. "He's been dead at least twenty four hours." 

"An), other injuries?" Kirk asked. 

"No," McCoy replied. "I suspect that someone came up behind him 
and killed him before he even realised the danger." 

"In that case - ., Kirk's voice was grim - "the other two shoUld 
be around here to." 

"We don't know that they were all killed," McCoy protested. 

"If whoever killed Tadden was 2:oing to bother with prisoners, 
why kill one of them with a blow from behind?" Kirk asked. 

"Over here!" Gulkin called harshly. Kirk moved instantly, McCoy 
behind him by barely the second that it took him to rise. 

Donnelly lay at the other end of the pile of rubbish. 
had also been crushed by a heavy blow. 

His skull 

"He's the same?" K.irk asked unnecessarily as he bent over the 
dead man. 

McCoy nodded. UYea. Killed instantly about twenty four hours 
ago." 

Kirk straightened and looked round. The rest of the men had 
resumed the search, but Gulkin was still standing looking down at 
Donnelly's body, the expression on his face showing with brutal 
clarity the effort he was having to make to maintain his 
self···control. 

"Lieutenant?" he asked. 

He saw Gulkin's adam's apple bob as the security lieutenant 
swallowed before he looked up. "It's just ..• Dave Donnelly was a 
good friend, sir. Even while we were still searching, I'd hoped ... " 
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killed Donnelly. Lieutenant," Kirk promised. 
The pile of rUbbish was being moved steadily 

alley as the search for the missing Vulcan 
continued. 

Behind him he heard McCoy talking, then the hum of the 
transporter. A moment later, McCoV joined him. 

"I've sent the bodies up to the ship," he said. "I don't think 
there's any need for an autopsy. The cause of death is self
evident." He fell silent again as he watched the rUbbish being 
shifted. 

Even before it had all been moved, it was clear that Spock was 
not hidden there. 

Kirk ordered the search extended again, not sure whether the 
lack of a Vulcan body was good news or bad. Then he turned and began 
to make his way back towards the Governor's office. Dorcas should at 
least be informed of this development. 

As he went, he noticed that the area was strangely quiet. 
Surely there should be someone at work? Even though the mines were 
apparently working at less than half capacity, there should be some 
ore to grade and then move to storage. 

He rounded a corner, to see a group of four or five men 
loitering in the roadway ahead of him. Despite his belief that there 
should be some work to do, there seemed to be no reason for their 
presence, and he felt uneasy, not lilting the look of them; there was 
an air of watchfulness about them. He almost hesitated for a moment, 
almost turned back, then changed his mind and strode onwards. There 
was no reason to feel nervous; hadn't he just been thinking that 
there must be some work for the non-mining men of the colony to do? 
If they were not working, it must be because, in the present 
uncertain economic climate of Thorsten, they were unemployed and 
merely looking for some way to pass a few hours, and possibly 
regarded him with some hostility as a representative of the 
Federation which had so far failed to produce a solution to the 
problems the planet was facing. They might have it in their minds to 
rough him UP a bit, but if they did try to start something, he was 
confident that his training would enable him to defend himself 
without any great effort. 

He watched them surreptitiously as he walked briskly towards 
them, alert for any hostile move. 

He had almost reached them when somethin~ heavy landed on his 
head, and he collapsed. 

K:Lrk regained consciousness to the awareness of a throbbing; 
headache. He opened reluctant eyes, and closed them again hurriedly 
as the dim electric light hurt them. He lay for some moments, hoping; 
that the throbbing; in his head would ease, but it remained 
obstinately severe, preventing him from thinking clearly. 

At last he opened his eyes again, very cautiously, and glanced 
round tt,e small, filthy and - he now realised - really very dimly lit 
room, moving h:Ls head carefully to avoid aggravating; the ache. 

He forgot about it, however, when he saw the man who Was sitting 



beside him, apparently guarding him. 
grinning foolishly. 

He pushed himself upright, 

nSpockt'n 

His First Officer looked blankly, unrecognisingly, at him. It 
was quite clear that the name meant nothing; to him. 

When Spock, with Tadden ""nd Donnelly, left Kirk they headed 
straight for the storage area. They soon left the mine offices and 
entered an area which bore a slum-like appearance, unlikely though 
that seemed in a colony as recent as this one. It seemed more like 
part of an ancient city, hundreds of years old, decrepit and 
desperate for renovation. 

The place had an unsavoury atmosphere and even Spock glanced 
round uneasily as they made their cautious way through increasingly 
litter-strewn streets, past the grading sheds to the ones where the 
graded ore was stored. 

As he looked round, it seemed to the Vulcan that the area had 
been designed for maximum inconvenience. The sheds were an awkward 
size, too big; to be totally efficient yet, at the same time, not big 
enough; fully stoc.ked, each would hold too much for one freighter but 
not enough for two. The streets between them were too narrow for 
safety. too; should fire break out in one of the sheds the streets 
would be useless as firebreaks. The entire area would go up like 
tinder. 

He knew that the ore was taken to be graded. then to store, in 
wheeled transport; he would have thought that the streets were too 
narrow tor any wheeled vehicle to negotiate easily. Certainly it 
would be impossible tor two such vehicles to pass. 

Spock led the way round a corner, and stopped. 

A truck, long but narrow, was drawn up at the entrance of one of 
the shedsl several men ,,,ere busy, loading it with what had to be some 
of the meagre stock of ore that was in storage. Although they had 
been told that one was not expected for other week, a freighter must 
have arrived unexpectedly_ 

And yet ... He had just left Dorcas, and if anyone was told that 
a freighter had arrived, it should have been Dorcas. These men had 
obviously been working for some time. In addition there was 
something about them - .. furtive quality that attracted Spock's 
attention. It was almost as if what they were doing was not 
official. 

"What are they doing, sir?" Tadden asked softly. 
anything about ore being moved." 

"Nobody said 

"1 know, Lieutenant. I believe that we should check this with 
Mr. Dorce.s. u 

He had his communicator half out when they were jumped from 
behind. Three iron b",rs were bt'ought down almost simul taneously. 
The two Bumans collapsed, both killed instantlYI Spock slumped to the 
grouJld, unconscious4 

One of the atte.cl'{ers growled, HGood work, Mason, Dram," aa he 
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b .. nt to .. xamin .. th .. thr .... bodies. 

"These two are finished - shove them somewhere out of the way 
where they won't b .. found too quickly. Brin~ the Vulcan alon~ - he 
could be a useful hostage." He straightened. "Looks like our time 
here has about run out. That bastard Dorcas was bad enough, noseying 
in where he wasn't wanted, but now that he's called Starfleet in ... 
Still, we've done pretty well; this goose has been pretty well 
plucked for the moment. It's about time to move on. We'll get as 
much away as we can while the boys in red are runnins: round looking 
for their pals then if we have any trouble getting away ourselves we 
can use buster here as a lever." 

"Why not just kill him now, Boss?" the man called Mason aSked 
uneasily. "Vulcans have good memories; he'll remember our faces - " 

"Mason, a dead hostage is a useless hostage. 
him alive until we get away. After that ..• Well, 
were going to let him go after we ~et off planet, 

We need to keep 
I never said we 

did I?" 

When the Vulcan regained consciousness and struggled into a 
sitting position it was to find himself in a gloomy, dirty room with 
three masked, armed men glaring at him. He blinked at them, 
oonfused. 

"Your name?" one of them snapped. 

n I .. . " He shook his head, puzzled. "I don't remember." 

"What is Dorcas planning?" 
voice. 

There was impatience in the rough 

Spock considered the question. "I don't know what you're 
talking about," he said at last. "Who's Dorcas?" 

"I knew it was a waste of time bringing him here," muttered one 
of the other two. "Kill him now." 

"No." The first speaker held up his hand. "Vulcans do not lie, 
even when it would be to their advantage to do so." He turned his 
attention back to Spock. Reaching out, he twisted Spock's head round 
to face the light, not bothering: to be gentle; he peered into Spock's 
eyes. "Can you remember anything?" he asked, a calculating note in 
his voice. 

Spock looked at him. "No," he said at last. "Who am I? And ... 
who are you?" Even lacking his memory, instinct told him that he did 
not know these men. 

The man glanced at the other two. "He's lost his memory." He 
stated the obvious with a gloating satisfaction. "That could be .. 
very .. useful." He thought for a minute, then addressed Spack 
again. 

"Your name is Vulcan," he said. uNow listen; you were attacked 
by a government a~ent, for no reason except cruelty. The government 
of tl,is colony is corrupt, and we're trying to do something about 
it. 'iou could help us. Will you help us? We found you ly.ing 
unconscious where you had been left by your attacker. We brought you 
here to tend your hurts. In return, will you help us to destroy tllis 
evil gov~1rnment and PU"t e. new one into power?" 
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Spock continued to looK at him: his words were oddly at variance 
with his facial expression and even the tone of his voice; somewhere 
deep in the Vulcan's mind a question tried to formulate itself, but 
his head ached too much; thinking was so much of an effort that it 
was easier not to think. 

He could only take the words at their face value. 
after all, no logic in lying. 

There waSt 

"Yea," he Baid~ He hesitated. "What will I call you,," 

"My name is •.• One. That is •.. TWOI and this other friend is 
Three." The Vulcan would never be able to tell the three of them 
apart anyway as long as they kept their masks on. (In fact, he 
COUld, for their heights were different.) "Rest now. We'll bring in 
some food shortly." 

He went out, followed by his two men, leaving Spack alone. 

"Are you sur* this is safe?" asked Mason, the man designated as 
Two. 

"Of course it is!" laughed One. "We've got him convinced 
already. Think of it - Vulcans are very strong. With a tamed one to 
help us load up we'll get double the stuff away in the time we have 
left. The idiots from Starfleet will be too busy looking for their 
missing pals to bother about the miSSing are - we'll just have to 
make sure we take are on its way from the mines rather than after 
it's graded. It's a pity, because we'll get a proportion of 
low--gra.de are runong it. Still, even low-grade titanium are is fairly 
valuable, and we'll probably be able to sell it to some hick planet 
that doesn't know the difference till they start to work it." 

"And what if the Vulcan regains his memory?" Mason insisted. 

"Mason J you I re a wor·rier, n the third man said. 

"Too right, I am!" Mason admitted. "It's kept me alive, too, 
Drem, and out of a rehabilitation centre. I'm happy with myself the 
way r am. I don't want any shrink poking around inside my skull 
telling me what a bad boy I am and how I'll need to change my ways." 

"I don't think there's much risk, and I do think it's worth what 
risk there is," One said decisively. "Remember - while they're 
looking for him in the last place he was known to be, they won't be 
looking for us. u 

What Spack had chanced upon was the theft of titanium are. 

With the arrival of Governor Dorcas, the man who had introduced 
himself to Spock as One had quickl~ realised that their days of 
carefree larceny on Thorsten were numbered. 

He was not particularly upset. Despite the impression that he 
had carefully !l:iven hie men, he had been aware for some months that 
it was only a matter of time before the inefficient Masters was 
replaced b~ someone with more drivel indeed, if anything he was 
surprIsed that the replacement had not arrived earlier. 

Greed, however, had persuaded him to continue gathering the 
titanium are for as long as possible and even to extend the range of 



his activities. Where they had originally done nothing but raid the 
stocks of ore at the grading sheds, in the last two or three weeks he 
had taken advantage of the total lack of morale in the colony to 
remove much of the ore that had gone into storage to await transport. 

The interruption they had received when Spock and his men had 
appeared had caused the gang to retreat with their truck not quite 
half full. One was determined to make up that half truckful and - if 
possible - collect still another truckful of ore. 

The next day saW the gang joining the ore trucks being loaded at 
the mines, quietly adding their truck to the line of vehicles being 
loaded. 

"This is the source of the government's power," One told Spock. 
"They have a monopoly, and sell it at an inflated price. We plan to 
sell it at a proper price and use the money to help undermine the 
tyrants." 

Spock accepted what he was told. 
begun to formulate had gone, apparently 
easiest to accept what he was told. 

The half thought that had 
beyond recall. He found it 

He spent most of the day helpinll: to load ore in·to a truck, and 
when it was full and driven away helping to load another, only half 
aware that he was working harder than any of the other men. He was 
verY tired when at last the work was finished and he was taken back 
to the dingy little room that was, apparently, home. He was only 
half aware of the sound of the door being locked. 

His head still ached, and when he lay down on the heap of sacks 
that was the only possible bed, he discovered that there was a 
painful place on the back of it. The aching made it difficult to 
concentrate, and he felt quite ill. 

He could remember very little, even of what he had been doing 
during the day. One half memory did remain; he thought he remembered 
One saying that they would tend his hurts, but no-one had done so. 
And at the back of his mind WBS a strangely empty feeling, as if 
something that should be there was missing - but he had no idea as to 
what it could possibly be. 

As it happened, Spock was given very little time to rest. 
Barely fJ.fteen minutes had passed when he heard the grating sound of 
the key turning and the door opened again to admit One, closely 
followed by 'rhree, who was carrying an unconscious man siung over one 
shoulder. Spack scrambled to his feet; Three strode over to the 
sacking bed and dropped his burden ungently onto it. 

"Special job for you, Vulcan," One sa.id, a note :tn his voice 
speaking of some emotion that Spock was completely unabJ.e to 
identify. "This is a government spy we've just captured. He has to 
be g;ua.r-ded. He's unconscious :Iuet now, but even when he cornea round 
he shouldn't give you any trouble. If by any chance he does ... kill 
him. tt 

"K.l.l.l~? " Something in the empty mind rejected the order', 

"Remember that government men tried to kill you. ko)rnember that 
tI,e government is composed of corrupt men. We'd like him alive for 
the moment to get :information of the government's plans out of him, 
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but it's not vitali you'll be doing the oountry a service if you do 
kill him." 

One and Three left, ",nd Spock heard the lock grating as the key 
was turned again, securing the door. This time it registered. 

Why are they Locking me in? he wondered, dimly but without any 
real interest, as he sank back onto the sacking bed. He looked down 
at the unconscious man without recognition, but somehow liking the 
look of the prisoner. He would not want to kill this man. 

With a mental effort that left him shaking, Spack decided that 
the man did not look like the representative of anything corrupt. 
And ... he also had hurt his head. It gave Spack a strange sympathy 
for the prisoner as he reached out and touched the cut on the 
unconscious man's head very gently, remembering the still untreated 
injury on the back of his own head. Was this what hi. head injury 
looked like? An open cut, with the brownish-red of dried blood 
surrounding it? 

Then the captive's eyes opened, and shut again quickly. Spack 
found himself sympathising. The prisoner also must have an aching 
head from the blow that caused that cut. 

After a few moments, the man's eyes opened again, slowly and 
carefully. He looked round. 

"Spock!t' he said. 

But the sound meant nothing to the Vulcan. 

Kirk looked thoughtfully at his First Officer. Th1s, then, was 
the answer to one question; something had happened to make Spack 
for'get who and what he was. But what? For a moment he wished McCoy 
was there; then, remembering the possible danger of his position, he 
was glad that the doctor was safe. 

"Spock,t. he said again, his voice gentle, 
remember me at all? J1m Kirk - your Captain. 

soothing. 'tDon't you 
Your fr'iend." 

He began to sit up, to be stopped by the more than usually 
impersonal note In the other's voice as he said, "You will remain 
still, tyrant r or - tt 

"Tyrant?" Kirk exclaimed, surprise making him speak louder than 
he had intended, and winced as his own voice made his aching head 
pound. He noticed the Vulcan's eyes closing momentarily as an 
involuntary spasm of pain flickered across his face. 

p .. ,in? What on earth had happened to Spack that he would show 
pai n so openly'? 

But Spock was looking at him onCe again with that cold, almost 
threatening, expression that forbade liberties; a hostile stranger. 

Fighting the throbbing in his head, Kirk began to speak. He 
spoke of the past; of the years that they had been together. He 
spoKe of the dangers they had faced side by side, of work they had 
done together. Spock listened, his face still expressionless, neVer 
takIng his eyes off Kirk's face. 
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No memories stirred in the injured mind ... but the voice was 
kind and gentle - so much more pleasant to hear than the rough, harsh 
voices of One and his men. He felt that he wanted to trust this 
man ... but government men had injured him, and this was a government 
man ... If only he could thinkl 

Kirk's voice eventually faltered to a stop. 
him nowhere. 

This was getting 

He closed his eyes again in a futile attempt to ease the 
pounding in his head while he wondered what else he could do to reach 
his friend. At last, without opening his eyes, he said, "Spock, what 
are you trying to accomplish here? You and these others?" 

"We seek ... " Spock hesitated as he fought to remember the lies 
One had fed to him. "We seek the downfall of a corrupt i:overnment," 
he managed at last. Kirk's eyes opened abruptly at that. "Its 
supporters are wicked men who must be stopped before everyone is 
destroyed." 

"It's the men you're with who are wicked," Kirk protested. "The 
government is doing the best it can for everyone in spite of the 
selfish actions of these men here." 

"You insult my friends, tyrant." The words came automatically, 
but to Kirk's ears Spock's voice somehow lacked conviction. 

"Are they your friends?" Kirk asked, speakini: more gently. 
"What are you getting out of all this? Anything? What are they 
giving yoU for your efforts? What will your reward be? Have they 
ever said?" 

Spock frowned. "I want nothing," he said. 
right to defeat tyranny." 

"It is enough for 

"Can you be sure that right will defeat tyranny?" Kirk asked. 
"Do you - 08n you - trust them all? How much do you know about them, 
Spock? How well do you remember them?" 

Spack looked puzzled. "I •.. " He hesitated for a long time. At 
last, he said slowly, "I know nothing about them. But they have been 
g:ood to mel they brought me here to tend the hurts that a government 
ag:ent g:ave to me, and they have sheltered me ... " 

"Can you remember that a g:overnment ai:ent hurt you?" 

A lonjj; pause. 
must have hurt me, 
logical. " 

"No. But why should they lie to me? An enemy 
and only friends would help me. That is ... 

"'ies, that would seem to be lOjj;ical," Kirk agreed. "But Spock, 
Humans are often not particularly log;ical. Humans are among the 
galaxy's greatest opportunists. Suppose they hurt you themselves -
and when you they discovered that yOU couldn't remember, pretended 
that it was someone else who hurt yoU, in order to gain ~'our 

confider)ce. You're ver~ strong, Spock. Have they used your 
strength?" 

Slowly, Spock nodded. 

"Asked you to do more than your share of work, and you Btill 
recovering from an injury?" 
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Spock nodded again. 

"Would f.riends ask that of you'?" Kirk's voice was very g:entle. 

There was another long: silence while Spack struggled to make his 
rebellious brain consider the question. 

'tNo,t. he said at last. 

"I wouldn't ask it of yoU," Kirk said softly. 

Spock tried to consider Kirk's statement, confused by the 
conflicting 'facts' he had been given since he regained consciousness 
to a world in which there was no past. 

At last, remembering the long monologue of we went ... we did ... 
that the captive has glven him, he asked, "Who are you?" 

Jim Kirk. 
my closest 

You are "Before you were hurt, ¥ou knew me well. I'm 
one of my closest friends, Spock - indeed, you are 
friend. And as your friend, I think that yoU have 
being hurt. You should be 1yinz down, resting." 

not recovered from 

He reached over to put a gentle hand on Spock's arm. The Vulcan 
stiffened suspiciously, and Kirk remained very still. Spock relaxed 
slightly. 

The Human was irreslstably reminded of a dog he had once owned, 
when he was still a boy. It had been a stray, and very nervous; it 
had taken a great deal of convincing that nobody would hurt it. But, 
its confidence once gained, it had been so friendly ... 

He waited, ignoring the throbbing beat inside his head, until 
Spock was completely relaxed once more. 

"Spock," he said as gently as he could, "will you let me - your 
friend - look at your injury?" 

He waited, hardly daring to breathe. He could tell that he had 
made Spock start thinking, had made him a little suspicious of the 
men who held them. He sensed that Spock wanted to trust him, yet was 
so convinced by the lies he had been told that he was afraid to trust 
his own instincts. 

After a moment, he smiled at the Vulcan, allowing the very real 
affection he felt to show clearly. 

Spock continued to hesitate for what seemed an age, then he 
g:rasped Kirk's right hand and held it firmly. 

"You may look." He turned his head. 

With his left hand, Kirk carefully moved aside the blood-matted 
hair, struggling to focus with eyes that he now realised were 
persisting in trying to see double. 

The wound looked nasty, swollen and inflamed. Klrlc felt round 
it carefully with jl;entle fingers. He was very aware that the limited 
training in first aid given to all Starfleet personnel was completely 
inade·:juate to permit him to do anything useful for this iJljury. 

"llo11es should SBe this," he saJ(1. "It needs skilled attent:ion. 
It must be very painful?" His tone made it a question. 
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"Yes," Spack admitted. "And my head aches." 

Kirk nodded slightly, although Spack couldn't see the gesture, 
and, slightly clumsily because he was using onl¥ his left hand, 
pressed the sides of the wound more firml¥. A fair amount of 
unpleasantl¥-coloured pus oozed from the cut, and Spack drew in his 
breath with a gasp of pain. 

"Sorr¥," Kirk said. It was obvious now that Spack had forgotten 
even pain control along with ever¥thing else. "Is there any water?" 

Spack had not thought about water since his capture. Even 
injured, his desert-born metabolism required very little liquid. "I 
don't think so." 

Startled, Kirk asked, "Didn't they give yoU anything to drink?" 

"No." 

Suspicion flared. "What have you had to eat?" 

Spack had not thought about eating either - the food promised 
him the day before had not appeared - but even without memory, 
instinct had controlled him. The body of a Vulcan who was sick or 
injured normally rejected food until he had had the opportunity to 
initiate a healinll: trance. "I have not been hunj;ry." 

"That isn't an answer, Spack. Have they Il:iven ¥ou an¥ food?" 

"No." 

Kirk's lips set in an angry line. He kept the anll:er from his 
voice however as he said, "I can't really do anything to clean this 
cut up without water." He pressed the swollen sides of the Il:ash 
again, and more pus oozed from it. 

"Let my hand lOa, Spack. 
cloth to mop this uP." 

I need to tear my shirt to Il:et some 

Spack hesitated for a moment, then obeyed. Kirk began to worry 
at the hem of his shirt, mentally swearing at the obstinacy of the 
material as it refused to tear. His shirts usually tore far too 
easily, according to Stores. 

And then he heard the familiar hum of the transporter. 

As they materialised on the transporter pad, still in a sitting 
position, Spock BWUIlg round. "Where are we?" Then he re~istered the 
presence of two phaser-armed security gua.t'ds as well as two other 
men. Anger on his face, he reached out for Kirk's neck. "Where ... '? 
Traitor! You tricked me nicely, tyrant, with your false words of 
friendship. But you won't fool me all:ain!" 

Kirk grabbed at his arms, desperatel¥ holding him off, grateful 
- in spite of his concern for his friend - that Spack seemed to have 
been slightly weakened by his injury. McCoy leaped forward, waving 
the security men back. A hypo hissed; Spack swayed and fell forward 
against Kirk, who broke hIs fall, steadying him with gentle hands. 

'fW))at caused that?" McCoy asked. f'Oh, my God!" 
his scanner and checked the Vulcan's head injur¥. 

He Il:roped for 
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"HEI seems ·to have lost his memory, It Kirk explained. 

McCoV grunted and glanced towards thEl control console. "Scotty. 
call sickbay for a medical trolle;v." He looked back at Kirk. "What 
about you. Jim?" 

"I'll do. Just give me something; for a headache, and - " 

"Liar," McCoy commented without heat. "If you have a headache, 
you won't 'do'. Just how did yoU get your headache, anyway? To say 
nothing; of that gash." He turned the scanner onto Kirk. 

"WelL .. " Kirk hesitated, unwilling to let anyone know how 
easily he had been caught. 

"Someone clouted you over the head, right?" 

"r. .. 1 think so." 

"1 think so," McCoy grOWled as he checked the reading. "Jim, 
you don't get concussion by accident. You only get concussion 
courtesy of a blow on the head - It 

"Which oould have been an accident," Kirk offered in a very 
smal.l voice, well aWare that the doctor couldn't be fooled. "1 
didn't Bee anyone." 

"Don't try playing word games, Jim," McCoy said. "Tadden and 
Donnelly are dead because someone clouted them over the head with 
more force than was needed just to knock them out. You could have 
been lyina; there dead too and then we'd be reportina; in for a new 
Captain." 

"Yes, I know," Kirk said quietly. 
just ... " 

"Sorry, Bones - I was just .•• 

"Jim, the only way to kElElp me from worryina; about you is to make 
sure that I've nothing to worry about," McCoy said bluntly. 

Kirk looked at him, hesitated, then said, "How did you find us?" 

"It's planet morning, not quite dawn. The maa;netic interference 
is at its lowest." He glanced over at the Chief Engineer. "Scotty 
tried looking for Vulcan readings - a;ot 'em without too much bother, 
too. So we just beamed Spack up along with the Human who was with 
him. We had expected it to be one of the people who were responsible 
for his disappearance; it was sheer good luck that it happened to be 
YOu." 

The door swished open and an orderly hurried in, pushing a 
trolley. McCoy helped him to lift Spack onto it. 

"Ria:ht, Abrams. I'll be right behind you." 

"Yes, Doctor." Abrams left as quickly as was consistant with 
a;iving the patient .. smooth ride. 

"You, too, Captain." McCoV offered Kirk his arm. "I'll spare 
you the indignity of a ride, but you need time in sickbay." 

"Bonea, we·ve got to let Porca.a know - n 

"I'll See to that once you're in bed," McCoy told him firmly. 
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"You can fill me in as we go." 

"Not that I do know much," Kirk said ruefully as McCoy steered 
him towards the door. He called back, "Well done, Scotty," as the 
door opened, continuing as it swished shut behind them. "As far as I 
can make out, once the men who captured Spack discovered that he had 
lost his memory, they spun him a tale about a corrupt government, 
that they'd rescued him when he was hurt. I'd just begun to convince 
him that they were no friends of his and that he could trust me when 
you beamed us out." He shrugged. "Now he seems to think I've ... 
well, kidnapped him, wouldn·t yoU say?" He shrus;ged. "At the same 
time, I don't fault Scotty for beaming us out. Spack's rather 
desperately in need of medical attention." 

"So is Captain James T. Kirk," McCoy told him bluntly. 

"Just close the cut and !l;ive me something for the headache, 
Bones .- U 

nUh-uh. No way. You don't fool with concussion, Jim." 

They turned into sickbay and McCoy gestured Kirk onto the 
examination table. With a resigned sigh, Kirk took his place on it. 
McCoy checked the cut with gentle hands, and Kirk winced. 

"Still say it'll do?" McCoy growled. 
answer, he closed the cut. 

Without waiting for an 

"Spack's worse hurt than I am," Kirk protested with a worried 
glance at the bed where Abrams, helped by Nurse Chapel, was settling 
Spock. 

"Don't try to sidetrack me," McCoy growled. "If I attend to you 
first while Chapel's gettin!l; Spack into bed and cleaned up a bit 
that'll get you out of the way; then I'll be free to concentrate on 
trying to re-wire the circuits that that Vulcan computer calls a 
brain. Now - how bad is your headache'?" 

Kirk hesitated, then settled for the truth. "pretty bad." 

"I wouldn't have believed you if you'd said anything else," 
McCoy commented drily. 

"Give me something for it?" Kirk asked. "Please?" 

nSorry , 

concussion. 
Jim. I can't give you any medication; not with 
You should know that." 

Kirk made a face, but he did know that McCoy was ri!l;ht. The 
doctor watched as the Captain, realising that he was not going to 
fool his friend about his condition, closed his eyes. McCoy nodded 
·to himself, seeing in Kirk's behaviour a clear indication of how ba.d 
he really felt. He couldn't let Kirk sleep properly - but he could 
let him snatch a brief nap. 

He stood looking down at Kirk for a moment longer before he 
turned to the bed where Spack was lying. Hearing the sound of 
McCoy's feet moving away, Kirk opened his eyes and watched him, 
allowing himself to relax now that McCoy was attending to Spack. His 
only real wo.rry now wa.s his First Officer's memory - or rather. lack 
of one. If the Vulcan did not regain his memory, his CBreer in 
Starfleet was finished ... but at least he was alive. 
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That'a ..• something, he reflected as his face twisted in grief. 
If Spock never regained his memory, Kirk would miss him, and miss him 
badly, both personally and professlonally. But at least he would 
know that Spock was alive. 

Without realising it, he drifted into sleep. 

He was wakened about half an hour later. He looked up, seeing 
McCoy's face peering down at him, and closed his eyes again. It 
seemed that he was no sooner asleep than he was wakened again ... and 
again ... and again. 

Finally, he woke more fully, to the realisation that the 
pounding in his head was fractionally less. He tried to sit up, 
realising that he should beam down to see Dorcas. The moment he 
moved, however, McCoy, who was studying his readings, pounced. 

"And where do you think you're going?" he demanded. 

"I forgot - I have to report to Dorcas - " 

"Not in person yoU don't," McCoy told him. 
to that, you can't report to him at all yet." 

"What do you mean?" 

"Not tonlght. 

"Forgotten the evening loss of communication?" 

"Evening?" 

Come 

"You've catnapped all day, Jim. 
worst right now." 

Communications are at their 

"Oh." He glanced across to the other bed. "Spock?tt 

"He's come round, but he's hostile. I've had to use security 
restraints. It hasn't helped encourage him to trust us." 

"No, I suppose it hasn't. Is he conscious now?" 

McCoy shook his head. "I sedated him an hour or so ago. Not 
that he was violent or anything like that, but he was obviously 
agitated and he needs to rest." 

"His head injury?" 

"There's no fracture, for what that's worth, and we've got the 
cut cleaned up. There was a slight infection, but that's dealt with 
too. There's no obvious pressure on the brain to cause the amnesia, 
so ... dammit, Jim, there's nothing else I can dol" 

"Haa he said muct~?" 

"Nothing that made sense. Just rambled on about corrupt 
governments having to be stopped. What you said he'd been told." 

"Mm. I thought I'd got through to him, persuaded him that the 
mell who told h.im that weren't to be trusted; obviously I didn't." He 
rell silent again, glad that his mind seemed to be working again - at 
at least fifty percent efficiency. "When yOU beamed us tip, Scotty 
didn't think to send a security detachment to where we'd bean found?" 
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"Yes, he did, ... 1t happens. Wh<ltn you didn't i:ive any orders 
about it, even he guessed you were in a wor.e state than yoU were 
.. dmi-oting and that it was up to him to do something. It was just an 
empty building, a few scraps of furniture in one or two of the rooms 
and no sien that anyone was makins: it any sort of base." 

"Figures. Keep the prisoner. away from their real base, 
someplace that could be abandoned at a moment's notice. Did he tell 
Dorcas we'd been found?" 

"r think so - yoU did say something about letting Dorcas know 
before I aot you off to sickbay." 

UYes, I remember. Bones, how long was I missing?" 

"Best part of .. day and a halt." 

Kirk thought about that for a moment. "I must have been 
unconscious for quite a while," he admitted. "The room we were in 
didn't have any windows - at least, they'd been boarded over - and we 
were in artificial light. But I'd have said - guessed - that I was 
only there for two or three hours." 

He yawned, already bored with his sojourn in sickbay. 
chance of releasinll: me to my quarters?" 

"No." 

"Please, Bones - I'll behave, I promise - " 

"Any 

"Jim, I've heard that before. You go off with perfectly good 
intentions, but someone sees you gOing into your cabin, the grapevine 
gets to work, and half an hour later you're being contacted because 
there's some sort of emeri:ency. And because it's an emergency, you 
forget you're off duty, forget you've promised to take things easy, 
and you're diving straight in to whatever crisis has developed. 
Right?" 

"Well ... " Honesty wouldn't let Kirk deny the charge, slightly 
exaggerated though it Was. 

McCoy grinned at him. 
this time." 

"Try to get some sleep. Proper sleep 

"More sleep?" Kirk asked, a note of disbelief in his voice. 

"The more you sleep the quicker you'll get better," McCoy told 
him. then turned and moved back to Spock. He studied the r'eadings on 
the diagnostic panel thoughtfully. before continuing. "On the other 
hand. I don't see any reason why Spock can't be moved to his 
quarters, as long we we leave someone with him. Chris Chapel. I 
think - he won't have an., reason to distrust a woman. The familiar 
surroundings might do something for his memory." 

"But he was belted over the head tool" Kirk protested. 
lost his memory I Surel¥ he needs to be kept monitored?" 

"He's 

"Christine can do that with a medical tricorder. The blggest 
problem was the lack of immediate attention. That made the head 
injury seem worse than it actually is." 

Kirk looked unconvinced, but McCo¥ ignored him. 
inter·com. "Abrams I Chapell" 

He punched his 
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The orderly hurried in. "Yes, Doctor?" he was asking as Chapel 
followed him through the door. 

"I want a trolley. We're taking Mr. Spock to hiE) own cabin." 
Abrams hurried out again. "Nurse. get a medical tricorder; keep him 
monitored. I'll send in a relief in B couple of hours." 

"Yes, Doctor," she oBid as Abrams wheeled in a med t.rolley. 
McCoy helped Abrams to lift Spocl< onto the trolley while she 
collected a tricorder; then she followed Abrams out. 

McCoy paused, looking down at Kirk. 
wa.nt a sedatlve?tt 

"Going to sleep, or do you 

"I'll sleep, I'll sleepl" Kirk assured him. closing his eyes. 
He gave the Captain one last suspicious glare, and left hastil~', half 
running to catch up with Chapel and Abrams. 

Kirk waited until he heaX'd the doors swish shut, and opened his 
eyes again, wishing that it was possible to read his own diagnostic 
panel accurately from a sitting position, or even lying with his head 
to the foot of the bed. 

HoW does Bones think I can possibLy sLeep with aLL this Qoina 
on? he thought irritably. 

It seemed quite clear that the difficulties on Thorsten were the 
result of a deliberate campaign; but just what was the motive? Was 
it in fact political, as Spock had been told, or had the criminals 
merely picked on a 'reason' that they guessed the logical Vulcan 
would accept without question? 

No; it could hardly be political. No demands of any sort had 
been made. Political agitators were usually very vocal about the 
'improvements' they wanted. Usually all that that meant was 'I - or 
my leader - should be the boss rather than you'. 

The miners said that production was still as high as it had ever 
been; the amount of ore in stora.ge was low. 

80 _. someone must be stealing ore. How they managed to steal it 
without having been noticed was one mystery. How they got it off 
planet was another, for he would have expected an unauthorised ship 
to be detected. 

Old that mean - could that mean -- that the leader of the thieves 
was an official here? Someone who could suppress a report ... 

Who in the Governor's office might that be? He acquitted 
Masters and Dorcas, if only because the thefts spanned the terms in 
office of both men. It might be possible to clear some of them the 
Governor's heads of department for the same reason, but it still left 
several of them as suspect. 

His eyes felt tired, and he closed them. 
asleep. 

Almost at once he fell 

McCoy returned a few minutes later. 
cheer'full~, "Well, that 1 s got Spock -- " 

He strode in, saying 

He broke off as he reaiised that Klrk was asleep. He moved 
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quietly to his desk, and sat, starting to bring his notes up to date. 

Time passed. McCoy finished updating his notes and began to 
read through his latest medical journal. After a while he left his 
desk, moved to check Kirk's readings, and, satisfied, returned to his 
seat again. He immersed himself once more in a report on new 
va.ccines. 

The intercom bleeped, and he flicked it open. 

"McCoy here." 

"Kyle, doctor." He sounded slightly groggy. 
down a few minutes ago - and he took Nurse Chapel 
knocked me out when I tried to call security." 

"Mr. Spack beamed 
with him. He 

McCoy 
the time. 
diminished 

muttered a near-silent curse as he made a quick check of 
Yes, enough time had passed for the interference to have 
to a safe level. "Do you have his co-ordinates?" 

"I've Eat the co-ordinates he beamed down to, but he's not there 
now; he's moved awa.y." 

"All right, Kyle - I'll get the bridge sensors on to tracing 
him." He flicked the switch again. "McCoy to bridge." 

"Bridge. Scott here. n 

"Scotty, Spack's managed to beam down to Thorsten with Chapel. 
Can you pick up his readings?" 

"No problem, Leonerd." 

McCoy closed the channel and rose, crossing to collect a hypo. 

"Bones? I heard that." 

McCoy paused beside his patient. "We'll soon pick him up, Jim -
and just as soon as We do, I'll get him sedated. Then I'll bring him 
back here and this time I'll keep him under restraints." 

t'I'm coming with you. 't Kirk sat up. 

nNo you're not. Your place is in bed - n 

ttBones, one of my crew is injured. He might cause injury to 
another member of' the crew. I've got to 2;0 down I I'm the Captain -
it's my responsibility." He gave a wry smile. "You know perfectly 
well that Komack won't accept 'injured' as a valid reason not to go 
down under those circumstances- at lea8t, not without a far more 
serious injury than I've got." 

"Jim, you don't play with concussion. tt 

"Tell that to Komack." 

McCoy knew perfectly well that Ki.rk was quoting tligher authority 
simply to overrule the medical authority that would otherwise have 
been used to keep him on the ship. 

"Jim, that's cheating." But he surrendered. ConcUSSiOJl alone 
was not in fact serious enough for him to pull medical rank on the 
Captain; if they had been in routine flight, he would indeed have 
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released Kirk to his cabin. 

Kirk dressed quickly and the two men made their way to the 
transporter room. Once there, Kirk called the bridge. 

nScotty? Any word on Spock?" 

"Yes, we've !l;ot him, Captain. There are a dozen or so Human 
readings with him, thou!l;h. They're movinE." 

on 
"Richt. 

the !l;round. 
Feed the co-ordinates to the transporter. 

Kirk to Security." 

tlSecurity. Lt. Peden here." 

We'll follOW 

"Lieutenant, I want twenty men for landin!l; party duty, in the 
transporter room in two minutes. I think we've found the group that 
killed Tadden and Donnell¥." 

"Ria:ht away, sir." 

The men arrived inside the two minutes. Kirk glanced round 
them, seeing two or three faces he remembered from the search -
includln!l; Gulkin. 

"Shouldn't some of you men be back to the end of the duty 
roster?" he asked, his eyes fixed on Gulkin. 

"Everyone volunteered for extra duty on this one, Sir," Gulkin 
told him. "We ran up a new roster just for it - names out of a hat -
because everyone wanted a crack at whoever killed our men and hurt 
Mr. Spock and you." 

Kirk looked round at the men. "I ... I appreciate your loYalty," 
he told them. "Now, this is the situation -" He explained what had 
happened as concisely as possible. "We want to a:et those men alive. 
and we want to rescue Mr. Spock and Nurse Chapel unhurt. So-· 
phssers on light stun. The idea is that we stun ever:VOlle in the 
area; be ready to move in as soon as everyone is unconscious." 

"Rl!l;ht, sir," Gulkin acknowledged, and headed for the 
transporter pads, gesturing to the three nearest guards to join him, 
Kirk and McCoy for beam down. 

They beamed down a short distance from where Spack's Vulcan 
readings had been detected, and waited until the rest of tIle guards 
Joined them. As they waited, McCoy said softly, "Jim, let Lt. Gulkin 
lead this one." 

Kirk looked at him. ".sone.o - " 

"You don't fool with concussion, Jim." McCoy was beglnning to 
feel like a repeat loop recordin~. "I'd let ~ou do light duty - v.ry 
light duty - if you were still on the ship, but you're not fit for 
anyl.hl'lg more than that. You eIther let Gulkin lead, or- I knock you 
out. tt 

Kirk stared disbelievingly at the phaser McCoy held. 
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"I mean it, Jim. We can't afford to lose our Captain as weLL as 
our First Officer - and Gulkin is trained for this sort of 
situation. You're not. You're good at unarmed combat, but; it's not 
your job." He saw that Kirk was unconvinced, and added, "You want to 
give Spock the best chance of surviving this. don't vou?" 

Mutely. Kirk nodded. 

"Then let the trained professional fighter lead." 

Kirk took a deep breath, and for a moment McCoV thought that he 
was about to object. Instead, he said quietlv. "You're in command, 
Lieutenant." 

"Yes, sir.n 
of it. 

If Gulkin was aware of the debate he gave no sign 

Once everyone was down, Gulkin, clutching a tricorder that he 
consulted frequently, gave the signal to advance. The guards fanned 
out. Kirk began to move forward. and McCoy grabbed his arm. 

"Let them do their job, Jim." 

Inwardly rebellious. Kirk allowed McCoy to hold him back, not 
wholly resigned to the situation but encouraged to accept it by the 
renewed throbbing in his head and the sick feeling that had begun to 
accompany it. 

He could still function, but honesty compelled him to admit that 
if things got much worse, he would find himself completely unable to 
dO anything with any degree of competence. 

He had not had such a severe migraine for a long time. 

The security guardS advanced cautiously, Gulkin's eyes stiil 
fixed on his tricorder. When the readings told him that the readings 
were stationary, he signalled to his men to spread out and surround 
the buildinl/: that the men they were following had entered . insofar 
as it could be surrounded, for one side was attached to the 
neighbourinl/:. derelict building. At least, Gulkin assumed it to be 
derelict, for there were no life readings from it. 

Moments later his communicator bleepe(j. 

ttGulktn. " 

"All in place at the back, sir." 

"Right." Gulkin paused to examine the building. 
back for windows?" 

"How's the 

"8evE'Jral a.t ground level." 

"Split into small groups alld each group take a window. 
IllY signal." 

The communicatol' bl.eeped again. 
set at tile aide." 

"Anders cutting in, 

no in on 
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"Two. ~o 

"Usa them both; get in <!i.S flOat as ¥ou can." He glanced at the 
men with him, lowering the communicator. "Chanll:, Hardy - talte the 
right hand window. Gundarf, Larssen, the left hand one. Preston, 
Sykes, through the door with me." 

Without waiting for the muttered acknowledgements, he raised his 
communicator again. nAil units ¥~ got" 

He replaced the communicator on his belt as he ran forward, 
steadying the tricordar with ona hand as he want, his two men at his 
heels. 

The door opened easily, and he found himself in a small 
hallway. Several doors opened off it, and a flight of wooden steps 
led upwards. The readin!!:s ha;d indicated that their quarry was up 
those stairs, and he took them two at a time, Preston and Sykes close 
behlnd him. They were half way up when the first of the doora opened 
and two more of his men ran through, to follow them. Before Gulltin 
reached the top, the guards were all on the stairs, having, by virtue 
of entering at different points ensured that all the downstairs rooms 
were empty and spread themselves out 130 that they were not getting in 
each other' 8 way as they "eaded up the B teps. 

But so many feet on the wooden steps could not avoid malting a 
great. deal of noise. It was inevitable that a door 011 the landIng; at 
the to~ of ttle stair at)ould open and a man come out. 

SyKes gave him no time to fire the phaser that he was holding;, 
but relIed him with a quick burst of the phaser he waa holding ready. 

GulKin h"rdled the collapsing body on hia way into the room -
and et:opped short. Behind him, the other guards alao stopped aa they 
registered the Bcene inside the room. 

Spock lay still, accepting the medical attention that he was 
given almost without interest and certainly without trust. It did 
register that One's erntwhile prinoner had been as good as his word 
about attending to his hurts or at least getting them seen to - but 
he could not forget that the prisoner had tricked him. 

The man who fUBsed over him had seemed friendly too, even 
concerned~ but had asked tlim too many gUBstionso Doctor though he 
appeared to be, he had to be • government spy sent to discover One's 
plan". So he pr,"tended to be more confus<ld than he really waa even 
while he muttered about ~?corrupt goverllments t9 in the faint hope that 
the SPV could be made to see the govex'nment'a faults. 

He had expected to be kept under strict guard, but no; he had 
clearly succeeded in fooling them. They took him out of the area 
where his hurts ware tended and through several corridors to • fairly 
sma.Ll room where they put him to bed ... with only a single women as 
gUB1'd t 

Spack could hardly believe his good fortune. 

It was the work of only a moment to sLip out of bed while her 
b8~k was turned and captuI'e her. 

She gasped ae he caught her arm. "Mr. Spock!" she exclaimed, 
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but her voice was weak as she fought to keep from fainting at the 
pain of his grasp on her arm; it was clear to her that he had 
forgotten his strength. "You're hurting me!" 

He ~elaxed his grip slightly. 
told he,', "How do I get back to •. 

"I want to leave this place," he 
to where I came from?" 

"Tllis 1. where you came from, Mr. Spock," she protested. 

He ignored her comment, which made no sense to him. 
get back?" he repeated. A faint memory, triggered by the 
connected, "1 must .•. there is a machine .. ,n 

"You need to go through the transporter," Chapel said 
reluctantly. 

"Take me to it." 

"How do 1 
beam-up, 

As he forced her to the door, Chapel debated tile wisdom of 
taking him somewhere other than the transporter room, but she could 
not guar'ant.ee that there would be someone to help her in any given 
part of the ship, for though the grapevine would have let the whole 
crew know t.hat Spack had been retrieved, only a handful knew of his 
condition. In addition, he might have amnesia, but he would remember 
if she tried to lead him directly back to sickbay, and the alternate 
route Leej past the transporter room. 

No she would have to take him to tIle 
hope tllat Kyle, who did know tl.e situation, 
act wtn:'J!1 the;,' walked .in. 

transporter room, and 
would be quick enol1gh to 

Hc- waun' t. 

Rather', Spack was too quick for h1m. Before Kyie could react, 
Spack nerve pinch forgotter. had knocked him out. 

Jie U~agged Chapel over to the control oonso1e, and looked down 
at the controls with a puzzled expression. It Was c1ea~ to the Nurse 
that he knew he ought to know how these worked, but his [!lemory 
refused ll) co'-operate. 

"We Ilse th.is to travel, do we not?" be asked. 

She debated lyirlK, but realised that it wouldn't work. "Yes." 

"SE9t t.he contr'olu, t9 fie tol(j her. 

·'I'm not terribly aure " she began. 

rty{)l~ work here. You know hoW to eet them." 

Even Chapel realised that the logiC was suspect, but she decided 
not to a.'gue. She could at least set the controls to take them down 
to the surface. Then, as she depressed the control lever's, st)e aaid, 
"Onto tile pads, quickly," 

spoc;, drall:ged her with him, They had almost no time to waJt 
before II", transporter beam took effec t.. 

They ~emateriali8ed on the surface close to the mines. There 
Wa.H a Ll"Uch. bein2; loaded, supervised by a maIl that Speck recognised, 
by his general build, as Ono. The Vulcan promptly crossed to him, 
pullillg Chapel with him. 
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One starad at him, annoyanae on hie race. 

"Itm aQrry~ One,~q Speck maid. 19 1 was captured b¥ government 
agents. But I've brought back a host •••. " 

One turned his attention to Chapel. An amnesiac priDoner was 
one thing, but .. n alert member of Starf'leet Was something else 
altogether. He grunted a. he recognised the medical insignia. A 
woman - unLikeLy to be a doctor. his male-dominant mind decided; 0 
nurse, then. But even a '''oman could be a danger to him, for even the 
stupidest of them wa" likely to b .. able to identify him. 

Irritabl¥. he gestured to hi'" men. Mason scrambled into the 
drlver-'s seat of the truck and began to drive it away, while One 
said, "Come," haY'shly end began to walk briskly away. Still pullinjl; 
Chapel, Spack followed him, with the other men close behind. 

One took them to an apparently derellct building not too far 
from the mines. There had been furniture in it - once - but much of 
it was now broken. Once inside, Spack released Chapel and turned to 
face One. suddenly apprehensive. There was an ujl;ly look on the man's 
face, and the Vulcan could not help but compare it with the much 
gentler expressions he had seen on the faces of the 'government 
agents' from whom he had so recently escaped. 

Was It possible that he had made a mistake? 

WouLd a /,riend oBk that o/' YOU? .. 1 WO'U Lan' t; ask it of you •.• 

TIle w()rds Bounded faint:ly 1Tl his milld. 

Just; you Lie there and rest .•. The other one, the doctor, 
spesking In gruff tones ·that nevertheless had carried - he now 
realised - a would-be-hidden caring. 

One reached out and grasped Chapel's arm roughly. "You've done 
well, Vulcan," he said, but Spock was no longer fooled by the feigned 
friendliness. 

Yes - he had made a mistake. 

!~Donft hurt her,t~ he 8sj.d i hnowiJlg that aI.one he was powerless 
to defend her against HO many enemies. 

One laughed harshly as Chapel triad to pull herself free. He 
twisted her e.!'m vicJ.ouHly, and .ehe cried out with the pain. 

Spack flung h:Lmself forward, but before he could reach One, Dram 
snatched up a broken table leg and struck at him with it. The blow 
landed heavily and Spc'ck cr"umplecl. Chapel tried to pull free to go 
to him, her nurse's instincts roused, but One hald her easily. 

It was then that the door was fJ.ung open and the Enterprise's 
security men buret in. 

Gulkln took in the situation at a glance even as One hauled 
Chapel roughly 1n front af him B. B shield. He reckoned without 
Gulkin's pragmatism - or perhaps he had just forgotten that a phaser 
could be set to stun. Gulkin fired; Chapel went limp in One's grasp 
and the conti,ndng Btun be"'l1 caught the criminal. He collapsed, face 
dow", not quite on to., of Chape1. 
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surrender. When Kirk and McCo~ arrived seconds later, it was to find 
ever~thing over. 

"Nurse Chapel's just stunned, Doctor," Gulkin I-eported, "but Mr. 
Spack was unconscious whet) we broke in." 

McCoy crossed quickly to the Vulcan, reaching for his scanner as 
he went, Kirk close at his heels. 

·'Bones?" 

"He's been knocked out .. " McCoy sounded slightl~ doubtful. 

Kirk swung round to the prisoners, wincing as the sudden 
movement Intensified his headache. "What happened to him?" 

The men looked at aact) other doubtfull~. Finally, one of them 
said, "He was going to attack One. Drem there hit him." 

Kirk looked at them in disgust and turned back to McCoy. "Get 
Spock and Chapel up to the ship, Bones. Gulkin and I will see to 
things down here." 

Mel.'c)y nodded, croBsed 
;-Jpock, t.hen spoke into his 
shimmel'eel away. 

to Chapel and lifted her over to beside 
communicator. Moments later the three 

"Right," Kirk said. "I..:i.eutenant, w~:'ll take our pr'isoners to 
GoverrlOr" Dorcas first -- he ma~ reco£niae aome of tt)em. Then we'll 
take tl1em back to the Enterprise." 

"Yes, sir." 

Kirk indicated the still unconscious figure on the floor and 
addre8Bed the prisoners. "Two of you carry him." Then, when none of 
them nloved, "You - and you." 

The two moved reluctantly, but they moved. As they picked up 
their leader, Kirk aaw his face for the first time. 

"UIIger!" he ~aBped. 

Vaced with Dorcaa, it was not lon~ before a couple of the 
prisorlers cracked and told the Governor where the atolen ore waa 
hidden. Much of .it was indeed still on-planet, hidden In one of the 
worked out levels of the mines; as mine manager, Unger had been in 
the perfect position to know where these levels were. It transpired 
that he had planned to charter a private ship and uae it to lift the 
ore wher. he finall~ decided to leave. 

But KirK was tired, and worried about Spock. He pleaded the 
aftel' effects of h.ia concussion to ~et away from a ~rateful Dorcas 
and B relieved colon~, and returned to the ship, where the prisoners 
had already been taken. 

II" went strai~ht to sickbay, worry about Spock keeping him on 
his feet. In the turbolift, he leaned a~ainst the wall, ~rateful for 
its support, and when the lift doors opened he stared at them for 
some moments befo.re he registered that he should ;:at out of the 
lift. III the corr-idor he pauBed for a moment to orientate himself, 
then set off, headed for sickbay. 
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McCo¥ clanced round a/ll he entered, and moved st.t'aight e'er to 
him. 

"Jim, you've been doing too much. Here - onto this bed." 

Kirk tried to shake his head, and the movement was too much. 
His body finally rebelled and he doubled over as his stomach emptied 
itself. 

His retching had one good effect; it eased his headache 
considerabl¥. When it finall¥ eased off, he straightened, feeling 
much better. 

"Spock?" he asked as McCoy urged him to the bed. 

"Just coming round," McCoy assured him. 

"Doctor? Why am I under restraint?" Spock's voice interrupted 
him. 

Momentaril¥ forgetting Kirk, McCoy swung round. 
are you feeling?" 

"Spock! How 

"I was under the impression that yoU preferred to tell me the 
current state of my health," Spack replied. 

"Spock," Kirk said. "How much can you remember~tt 

"Remember'" Spack fell silent for a moment. 
loaded ..• and then something hit me from behind." 

"And that's all?" 

"Yes." 

"A 10rr'1I being 

"Well, you've had qu:lte a busy time s:lnce then," McCoy told 
him. "But now isn't the time to d:lscuss it." He looked from one bed 
to the other. "You both need rest n He broke off, seeing that 
KIrk had already fallen asleep. He looked at Spock, and indicated 
their sleeping Captain. "He's exhausted, Spock. Just take my word 
for it -, everything's worked out fine. We'll tell you what happened 
- in the morning. For now - you'd be better of a sleep too." 

Spock nodded. He lay for a moment assessin~ his physical 
condition. Yes - he did require rest. 

Obediently, he closed his eyes and allowed himself to sleep. 

McCoy looked from one to the other. 
orderly to clean the floor. 

Then he turned to call an 



JOURNEY FROM BABEL 
Kl,'h relaxed for the first time in a full fortnight. 

For a fortnight he had known the terrible diplomatic strain of 
carrying an explosive group of Ambassadors and thair retinues, and 
trying to keep the peace between them. His personal view of their 
behaviollP waS unprintable; the only one who seemed to behave 
accol'dJ.ng to his status was Sa.'ek - and Sarek had spent the major 
part of the trip in sickbay. It would have been diffJ.cult enough if 
he had been fully fit, Kirk ,'eflected; but he also spent part of the 
journey in sickbay - though not as long as McCoy would have liked him 
to .,pend, if he had had hi., way, 

Several factors had combined to force McCoy to release the 
Captain from sickbay. The Importance of the diplomatic mission, for 
one; it was essential that the various Ambassadors did not fully 
"BalisB how near they had all been to extinction. In addition, Kirk 
felt - and at heart, McCoy agreed with him - that since Spock and 
3arak bad not spoken a., father and son for eighteen years, it would 
be only tactful to give them the opportunity to communicate fl'eely, 
and privately. 30 McCoy agreed to let Kil'k leave sickbay after two 
days, on condition that I.e spent very little time on duty, and a 
maximum amoun t of -time in his quarter8, fJt'e1.'erably in a hor-izontal 
positio". 

But in spite of doing a minimum of work, there had beer, 
considerable strain on him. The diplomatic personnel quarrelled like 
Children, he reflected, and with as little real provication. In his 
more charitable moment." he gave them credit for being sensible 
people under working conditiorls, and tried to convince himself that 
the petty quarreliing was caused by their reaction to the difficult 
condi tlolls under which they worked. In his more ir~'i table moment:s, 
he decided that they werB a bunch of undisciplined idiots 
masquerading as useful members of society. 

And although he had been taking things easy, in accordance with 
hJ.s promise to McCoy, he was feeling very tired. Maybe he had been 
doing too much .•. except that he was sure he hadn't. He had felt all 
right ... well, reasonably all right ... when he had first come out of 
sickbay, His back had been sore, especially when he moved unwarily, 
but now he felt plain tired. It was an effort to stand up 
straight ... come to 'that, it was an effort to slt liP straight. 

Oh, well, the last of the Ambassadors were on their way down to 
Babel now; the crew was due some leave now. 1 t would be very 
pleasant not to have any r'esponsibilities for a day or two, othel' 
than the routine ones connected with the running of the ship; and 
even so,., Spock would be back on duty in a couple of days. He would 
take a lot of weight off Kirk's Shoulders. 

Uh\.u'~ turned from the communications COllSO].e. 

ttMessaze from Starbase 11, Captairl." 

"O/)# no. tt he thought. "Don't Ba:f:j it. Don't say they're (;Jo-tnQ 
to Bend us out uQain aLready without a break." Aloud, he said, "On 
audio, Lleutenant.'9 
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He was right. They were ordered out again, without a break. 
They had to make a rapid rendezvous with a survey ship that had found 
• supply of a rare drug much in demand for the treatment of heart 
conditions in certain races of the Federation. A surveY vessel could 
not travel nearly so fast as a StarshiPI the Enterprise was assigned 
to plck up the drug and rush it back to Star Base 11. 

"Acknowledge, Lieutenant." 

He allowed himself to slump down in his seat for a moment. It 
would be a routine enough trip, he reflected; no annoying diplomatic 
persollnel to complicate matters. No strain. Perhaps he would ba 
able to rest. 

He left Sul.u with the can, and made his way slowly to the rec 
room, where ha got himself a cup of coffee. He debated getting 
80methinc to eat as well, but decided that he was not hungry. 

He was sitting drinking it, and wondering just what was wrong 
with it, when McCoy joined him. 

"I've just heard from the Vulcan medical authorities ttlat Sarek 
will definitely be O.K., Jim. My experimental surgery was fine -
even with you throwing the ship about like a ... a ... " he stopped, 
looking closely at Kirk. "Jim, are you feeling all right? You 
l-l8ven't been overdoing things, have you?" 

"I'm fine. Bones. Just a bit tired; too man~' diplomats, I 
reckon. Tha.t lot would ha.ve exhau!::3.ted a statue." He yawned. ".l'm 
thinking of going to bed now; we've a rel1dezvoua to make, bllt we 
don't leave until morning. HOW's Spock?" 

"Be&inning to wonder if you've forgotten he exists," McCoy said 
drily. "I'm letting him out of sickbay tomorrow for restricted 
duties, same as you." 

Kirk sighed. "Yes, I suppose I have neglected him recently," he 
admitted. "Those blasted diplomats ... You too, Bones - I could have 
found more time to come and see him if you hadn't made me promise to 
spend so much time on my back. And anyway, I didn't want to butt 
in." 

"An odd five minutes wouldn't have been butting in," McCoy 
pointed out. 

"Bones, you agreed with me that we should give him as much time 
as possible with hls father." 

"Yes, I know, but this last couple of days 1 got the impression 
that he'd have liked to ... welL .. show you off to his father." 

McCoy nodded. "You're his, Jim. His friend, found without any 
parental influence. Unlike his prospective wife, who proved to be so 
worthless. Of course he wanted to let his father see the worth of 
the frlend he found for himself. If I'd had the sense to realise it 
quicker, 1 wouldn't have let you out of aickbay at all. And don't 
say that's a Human reaction. Spock's Human enouch to want to do 
that, even though he might not ever admit it. He'd come up with a 
logl~al reason for having you and Sarek socialising. But that's his 
real peason. By letting yOU out. I prevented YOU and Sarek from 
s(~eing much of each other; and by staying away so much, you kept 
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Barak from seeing ¥ou. Oh, they both realised ¥ou had ¥our duties, 
and that you were far from well ... Sarek knows you nearly killed 
your-self pretending you were all right so that Spock would be free to 
give ttle blood for the operation." 

"Meaning that Spock knows too." 

"come on, Jim. 
you in bed before I 
enough'?" 

You're looking far too tired. I'm going to see 
leave you. Are ¥ou sure you've been resting 

K1r-k got up wearily. "Yes, r've been resting. I've been 
resting until it's a wonder I haven't put down roots and got stuck to 
the bed." 

"Then maybe I'd better get you back 1nto sickbay for a check." 

"Bones, give me a break! 
diplomats." 

It's just nervous strain from too many 

"Sure, Dr. Kirk. I'll let it go for tonight, but if you're 
still as tired tomorrow, I'm having you back 1n before you can say 
'Babel', So take your warning. If you have been overdoing it, stop 
it now." 

He ~ettled Kirk in bed, waited ulltil the Captain had fallun 
asleep thel' left quietly. 

Kirk woke next morning feeling unrefreshed. His back was 
aching; tlis head throbbed. He was having trouble seeing, too -
everything was biurred a little, and he definitely had to concentrate 
on focussing;. In addition, there was a humming sound .in hia ear-s. 
He waa hot, too hot- yet he found himself shivering. He had to 
force himself to his feet, and once upright, had to hang onto the bed 
to keep from falling. 

The intercom bleeped for attention. He forced himaelf over to 
it. 

"Ki.pk here." 

"Message for you from Starfleet Command, Captain," Uhura's voice 
came. There was an odd note in her voice, he thought. 

"E-'lJt it through, Lieutenant. tt 

The message was brief ... he found himself unable to assimilate 
it properly, aware only of a deep, cutting grief. His mother ... it 
was so long since he had been home. He hadn't even managed to get 
home wi,en Sam dled. She had understood... bu t it didn't make it any 
easier to bear the fact that he would never see her again. He 
couldl,'t even g;et home for the funeral ... that was part of the burden 
of Starship life, the complete severance from home. But tne 
emotior,al ties were still there ... even though home was now a 
beautiful lady who travelled between the stars, and his family waa 
now a mixed group of men and women for whom he was responsible ... and 
two brottlers who were, if anything, even closer to him than Sam had 
been .. , He broke the contact, knowing that the ship's grapevine 
would pass the word round almost instantaneously. He would not be 
alone in his grief ... yet the sympathy of these people who were his 
family now wouldn't help ... 
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He was still sitting staring; blankl¥ at the empty screen a few 
minutes later when Spock cl&llle to his cabin. brought by the news on 
the grapevine. Spack didn't bother buzzing ... he eimply walked in. 

He crossed to Kirk and put a gentle hand on his shoulder. Kirk 
looked up at him; the sudden movement made him dizzy, and he sank 
into grateful unconsciousness. 

Spock caught him as he fell forward, his unobserved face showing 
his anxiety. No grief shouid have this effect, surely? Then he felt 
Kirk's skin. rts dry, febrile heat alarmed him; he swung Kirk up 
into his arms and headed for sickbay, his mind a confusion of 
emotions. 

McCoy glanced up as he carne in, and started to his feet as he 
saw Spockvs burden. 

"He coilapsed as I went in just now," Spock said. 
hot, fevered." 

nHe feels 

"Here ... " McCoy indicated an eXl&Illination couch, and Spack laid 
Kirk gently down onto it. McCoy bent over the couch, diagnostic 
Bcan •• er busy. "I noticed last night that he wasn't looking right, 
but I put it down to just plain tiredness. He said himself that lIe'd 
had a surfeit of diplomats this laBt few days." He rolled Kirk over 
gently, and turned his attention to the injury on his bacK, an injury 
Lhat [,ad been closed an,j t,ealing nicely when lie last examined it, 
four or five days previously. He drew in his breath sharply as he 
saw it. 

The wound, which had been well on the way to recovery when iast 
checked, was now an angry red, slightly swollen and oozed pus wilen 
McCoy gently pressed the sides of it. McCoy's lips set in a grim 
line. He turned away for a hypo to take a blood sample, and nearly 
coll.ided with Spack, who waS eXamining the wound intently. 

"Spock, I'd get on better if you stayed bacl( a bit. Why don't 
you just get back to the br'idge, and r' 11 let you know as soon as I 
have anyth.ing?tt 

"Doctor, you informed me that the Captain's injury was lIealing 
well, and that he was quite ready to be released from sickbay. You 
releaaed him while keeping me in; which was a totally unnecessary 
proceeding. There WaS nothing wrong with me. It would have been 
more to the point to have released me, and kept the Captain in bed." 

"Spack, the strain on your body processes because of tllat drug 
was intense. I had to be certain tllere were no lasting effects - if 
only because you were, in effect, a guinea pig for the drug. Jim's 
injury was straightfol'ward, and it was healing; it was almost 
hea.led." 

'9Have ~ou been checking on it every da~, Doctor?t~ 

ftNo; there waan 9 t any need to. It was a clean cut. When I last 
saw it, four days ago, it wae closed and looking perfectly healthy. 
Now will yoU stop trying to tell me my job, and go and do yours!" 

"Doctor, part of my job 1s making sure you do yours properly." 

nWell, I won't bEl doing; it properly if YOU keep on getting: in my 
way. " 
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Spock turned, almost reluctantly, and headed for the door. 
There, he paused, looking back. "Doctor, I don't know if you've 
heard yet, but the Captain has just received a message telling him of 
the death of his mother. I do not know if the knowledge will make 
any significant difference to your treatment of him now, or even if 
the knowledge will necessitate any difference in the treatment." 

"Have you any idea how he took the news?" 

"No, Doctor. He collapsed as I went in to see him." Spack 
turned and went out without another word. 

McCoy looked after Spack for a moment as he left. He could only 
guess at the intensity of the Vulcan'S feelings, but he sensed that 
Spack was worried, very worried, both about Kirk's collapse and about 
how Kirk would react to the news of his mother's death. As McCoy 
tUI·ned back to the still unconscious captain, he was aware of a 
parallel worry. The wound had been healing - indeed, had almost 
healed. What had caused this resuri:ence of infection? And - more 
important - Kirk was tired out, weak from the injury and exhausted 
from the worry of transporting the Babel delegates. In his exhausted 
state, hoW would he take the news? He had taken his brother's death 
very well, but he had been less worn then, and in addition had had 
the problem of solving the Denevan situation and the worl'y about 
Spack to take hls mind off his loss. But the death of a parent ... 
even orlO tIe hadn't seen for several years ... 

McCoy resolutely turned his mind from pursuini: the useless 
speculation of how Kirk would react. He would soon see. He thought 
instead about cleaning out the wound and trying to discover what it 
was that had infected it. 

The swelling seemed to be full of pus, sO he lanced it, and 
found that he was right; it was a concentration of pus that had 
caused ttle swelling. Once he got that cleaned out, he disinfected 
the opened cut and put a dressing over it. Then he went to get the 
pus ana.l.)lssd. 

With one of the lab technicians set to work on tile analysis, 
McCoy returned to his Captain's side. Kirk lay there unmoving, his 
skin flushed, sweating in fever. McCoy chewed at his lips as he 
checked Kirk's temperature, already 103 degrees and rising. Whatever 
infection had got into the wound, it was pretty potent. 

He c:h"cked the cut again. It was already oozing more pus. 

Spock returned to the bridge, his mind a confused jumble of 
thoughts. He trusted McCoy - the surgeon had saved his life more 
than once, and had just saved his father's life in an operation 
performed under the most trying circumstances - but he had been 
careleos ~lth Kirk during this mIssion. He had allowed Kirk out of 
sickbay far too early so that lie could perform tllat same ope.ration 
and while Spack admitted that he appreciated the action on the part 
of both his friends, he disapproved strongly of the fact tllat Kirk's 
life j.ad been endangered in the process. Then, after Kirk had been 
readmitted, McCoy had again let him out too quickly. Now Kirk was 
suffering from this now infection •.. 

Sure enough, the analysis showed a concentration of 2;erms. But 
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t.lle ll;erma were of '" typ@ prlllvious:!.y unKnown - there was no X'ecord of 
them in the medical computer. 

McCoy's lips tightened. The Captain was already very ill; 
X'esearching an antidote to previously unknown germs would take up a 
great deel of time that they could ill affoX'd. But where could he 
have picked up an infection from unknown germs? 

Of course! FX'om the Orion. The germs must have entered the 
wound when Kirk wes stabb .. d, but hadn't shown up until now. They had 
taken this long to incubate. 

Alien germs. They were either completelY harmless or 
desperately dangerous. It was hard that Kirk shOUld have fallen pr&~ 
to the letter when he was already below par. 

He assigned the technicians to work on X'esearching a serum for' 
the infection, and went back to Kirk. The Captain, if no better, was 
at least no worse. 

McCoy hesitated, then flicked on the intercom. 

rtBridge. Spock here." The Vulcan's voice was cold, 
over-controlled. McCoy shivered involuntarily, X'emembering the 
unfriendly nature of Spock's last exchange with him. 

"The Captain has contracted an infection fX'om what I believe to 
be an Orion disease. I have initiated research to discover a serum 
for it." 

HI see. Was there no way to predict the ailment?" 

"No. The scanners only ShOW up diseases for which they a.re 
programmed. This is a completely new disease. It could have been 
completely harmless - .. 

"But it Wa.Bn·t~n 

n No, it wesn 9 t . 89 

"Doctor, if' you had kept the Captain in sickbay, you would have 
notice the initial Byxnptoms much soone!>," 

~tNot necessarily, Spock. 
looked tired, nothing mora." 

1 saw him last night, remember. He 

"If he had been 1n sickbay, would you not have realised that his 
tiredness waantt natural?" 

McCoy stared at the intercom for a moment without speaking, then 
he leaned forward and switched off wJ.thout 1'eplying. 

In the event, th!13 research turned up an antidote rathel" faster 
than McCoy had d~red to hope for. It wasn't exactl¥ a miraculous 
cure; it took some tim" 'to workl but the fever broke t'aJ.rly qUickly, 
even though it took. two or three days before KiX'k wae well enough to 
be allowed up. And even then, McCoy kept him in siokbay instead of 
permitting him ta return to his own quarters. Spock's accusation of 
carelessness h~d made him feel rather guilty - though he would nevar 
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have arlmi tted it to the Vulcan f 

lJn"sually, during th.i.s time there was no sign of Spo"k. On" .. h .. 
was aSBured that Kirk would recover, he seemed to lose interest; he 
neither visited sickbay nor contacted McCoy on the intercom. 

McCoy noticed that Kirk was a little restless; he seemed to 
spend quite a lot of time wat.:;hlnil: the door, fidgetinil: restlessly and 
irritably. McCoy could only guess that Kirk was looking for the 
truant Spock. 

There was one other thing that worried McCoy. Kirk hadn't 
mentioned his dead mother ... not once. But he was very quiet. Just 
restless. McCoy suspected that Kirk was brooding over the two things 
- SpacK's absence and his mother's death. And knowlng Kirk, he 
guessed that Kirk thought that Spock might be ... silently accusing 
him of neglecting his family obligations, by remaining away from 
him. Yet - what were his family obligatiolls? He had written his 
mother as regularly as it was possible for any Starfleet officer to 
do; and now that she waa dead, there was nothinll:, nothing at all, 
that he could do. Even the funeral arrangements had been made and 
carrled out by others, of necessity ... 

Eventually, on the fifth day, with Kirk well on the way to 
physical recovery but far fr'om well psychologically, McCoy went to 
see 8pock. 

He found the Vulcan 
empt::,' '. iewBcrE~en. 
['l:esence. 

Spocl< 
in tl.iu quarters, gazing abstractedly at an 
cl(~emecl to be l\a,rdl~' interested in h1.s 

trWllat.' s Wl"ong, Spock?" 

Tt)Ol'e was a shorl siler)(~e. "Nothing is wrong, Doctor, ), am 
merely meditating. I wouid be obliged if you would sa~ what you have 
come to say quickly, and then leave me in peace." His voice was as 
cold and d.\stant as McCoy bad ever hea,'d it; their' friendship, the 
JI)arl~ dangers ttley had shared, might never have t~appened; it was like 
iisterl.lng to a total otranger speaking. 

"All t'ight, Speck. ['ve COOle to you abOll't Jim. This may Bound 
~?.i.ll;)l to you; but Jim nCi:t€!U8 }lOll. He needs }lOll "t'ight: noy} , ,JUf3t: wh~', 

.l don'l ~"'holl.Y know and the way YC'Ju'l:'e behaving, r d'.~lJt.l ~lou'll l)e 
811~/ gO()(j to him.. But thel'Ci~' 8 something, some reason he needs ~rou. 

He keet-'B OJ) looking for you, and when someon(!) comes in te; see him 
Scott.;;, , Sd.l.U, allY of the (\!h<.H'!:3 and he sees 'it isn't ,you, 1 can see 

he's dJdapt.-'oint.ed. Whate'.'t'H' he v.,rants you for', it isn't something 1 
can h(-~.1~. IIJ.m with, 01"' he'd t).'J'/e aslted me " 

"Per'hE:tps he has l.(~arnod nol to trust ~!OU wboll~' ani! rno,pe, 
Doctor. After all, you nearlv let him die recelltly.t. The ver'y 
calmneB~; and unemotional dellver~ of tJ,e speech made l.t the more 
hurtJng. "Tell him 1 will cornE.' to se(~ him a.fter he ts l'eleased i'l'om 
S!ckbay. 1 find I do not wistl to enCOUtltex' ~ou.r' He turned, 8Jld 
left Me' "\);" wi thou t ano the!' y./oJ. ... d, moving through to hi s sleeping 
cabin. 

H~ l(:! l Klr'k leave sickbsj.' r he ne~{t clay. wi thout mentioning to 
t.lm tt,e ceuponse SpocK had made to his appeal. Kirk had enough in 
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his mind - he, McCo~. had no intention 01' adding to his worries. 

Spock looked x'ound from the commend chait' as Kit'k en tered the 
brldge, and rose. 

"Are you quite well, Captain?" 

"Yes. thank you, Mr. Spock." Despite himself. a little of his 
hurt at Spock's neglect showed, and he knew Spock was aware of it. 

"Did Dr. McCoy not a;ive you my message?" 

Kirk shook his head. "What message?" 

"I told him to inform yOu that I would see you after your 
release from sickbay." 

Kirk looked at him. 
sickbay?" 

"What was wrong with coming to See me in 

Spock hesitated. "r would ... prefer to tell YOU in private, 
Cap-tain. " 

The atmosphere on the bridge was electric. Everyone knew that 
Spock and McCoy hadn't exactly seen eye to eye over this latest 
illness of Kirk's; but no··one knew an,y details. r t seemed they 
weren't going to, either. 

"Very well, Mr. Spock. 
you have the con." 

Let's 2:0 down to my quarters. Mr. Sulu, 

"Aye, sir.n 

They went down in silence. In the elevator, Kirk watched 
Spock's set face unhappil,y. He had enough to feel guilty about, 
without having to worry about anything else just yet. 

In his cabin, Kirk sat, waving Spock into a seat. And waited. 

Spock didn't seem to be quite sure where to start. He looked 
uncertainly at Kil'k, who gave him no help. He had enough to think 
abou t wi thout t1'ying to make things less embarrassing for an awkward 
First Officer. 

At last. Spock said, ~I find it.,. difficult to ..• to excuse Dr. 
McCoy for nearly letting yoU die, Captain. He let you out of aickbay 
far too early, not just once, but twice - ~ 

"He agreed, very reluctantly. with my decision, Spock," Kirk cut 
in. "The first time, J considered Sarek's life too important to 
lose. I had intended to turn command over to Scotty as soon as you 
left the bridge. but the emergency arose before I could do that. The 
second time, there was nothing seriously wrong with me; 1 could well 
af for'd to stay in bed in my quarters. You and Sariillk were the ones 
who were really ill. and needing all McCoy's attention. The germ I 
picked up - tbat had nothing to do with the other condition." 

"Dr. McCoy should have Itel't you in sickbay until he was certain 
that there would be no 111 effects from a wound given by an alien." 

"Spock. are you trying to tell McCoy his job? He took all the 
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obvious precautions and it wasn't his fault they weren't 
sufficient." He forced a smile. "Try to remember the number of 
times he's saved your life ... and mine ... and your father"s, under 
the mosL trying of circumstances. Balance that against one alien 
dlsease he failed to diagnose before it developed, and you don't have 
muclt to crlliclse him for." 

:1pock failed to meet his eyes. "I have tried to. I find.. I 
would willingly entrust my own life to him ... my father's life .. but 
r am "nwIlling to entrust your life to him again." 

"Spock, that's not logical." 

"I know. Nor do I know of anyone else who would be even half as 
efficl,we. I cannot understand what is wrong with me. I should not 
feel thIs wa;y. He has given so man;y l'easons why I shouLd trust him, 
,Yet. ft 

Kirk looked at him sympathetically. "You're over-tired, Spock. 
That's all." His feeling of loss, temporarilY pushed to the back of 
his mind. Huddenly re-emerged with redoubled force. His face twisted 
in the Intensity of his grief. 

Spock reached out to him, kneeling at his side. "Jim! What is 
It?" His t\arlda were ~elltle on his Captain's shoulders. 

t:lrk allowed the tears to flow, Spock's very gentleness breaking 
him. It waB the first time he had allowed expressioll of his grief. 
He leaned against Spock, who, wi th instinctive sympathy, slid an ar'm 
around him and moved the other \)and to hold Kirk's head to his 
shoulde,. Kirk relaxed completely, sobbing unrestrainedly. Spock 
continued to hold him comfortingly. When at last the racking sobs 
ceased, Spock still held Kirk to him. 

t'I haven't seen t~er for 80 long," Kirk whispered. "1 couldn't. 
She ltllderstood. Like your mother understands. But I know stle missed 
me, WOllld have liked to see me sometimes ... " 

"1 h.now, Jim. Bu t I am sure she accepted - as my mother 
accept6d ~ that we cannot live our lives as children. The time must 
come when tt~e young grow up arld want to make their own lives. When 
that. t i.me comes, the mothel's worth having let their chtldl'en go, .. as 
your's d.ld, as mine d.Ld. Arld she knew that the work you are doing was 
- il:.! impor'tant, not. just for hep, net just for ~,rour fSlUlly or' your 
C)Wn p.Larlet, but for tt\e erltire Federat.Lon, and possibly even for mora 
than that. If there was a price to pay for that ... by not seeing 
you. 1 am sure she paid :It willingly ... " 

Whel' at last Kirk lifted his head from Spock's shoulder, there 
was a kind of peace in his eyaH. The Vulcan released him, and they 
looked at Bach other for moment in a near-embarrassed silence. 

"Thanks, Spock,tt 
to leave the Vulcan. 
withou't anottlsr word, 

Kirk said quietly. Some of thB tensions seemed 
He permitted himself to smile slightly then 
he slumped forward in a dead faint. 

Kirk leaped for the illtercom. "Kirk to sickbayl Bones, Spoch's 
Just colla~·sed in my quarters!" 

"On m~' wa~. tt The intercoln went d(-:d.d. 

Klrk bent over the unconscious first officer, shifting hie limbs 
into a u)ure comfortable position. "Spock ... Spock ... '· 
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The door slid open. 

He slithered to It halt at Kirk's side. 
asked as he bent over the limp figure. 

"What happened?" he 

"We'd been talking. Then - he just collapsed." 

McCoy ran his scanner over Spock, and frowned. 

"What is it, Bones"" 

"That blasted drum. ! thoullliht hEl was all right ..• but therE)' s 
somethin. wrong now - a. delayed action effect, I suppose; there 
wasn't any sign of marrow malfunction when I let him out, I'll swear 
it by ever,)lthing I know. But there's definite signs now of a. blood 
condition caused by marrow deficiency." 

Kirk stared at him in horror. 

McCoy called sickbay for a strEltcher, and rushed Spock back to a 
bed thet·e. Kirk went with him. He watched in a grim-faced silence 
as McCoy gave Spock an injection; then another; and another. After 
the third, McCoy glanced up. 

"That should hold him." 

"How serious is it?" 

"I'm not Sure yet. It was what I was afraid of all along ... but 
he seemed to have ll:ot away with it. I don't know why it took so long 
to show Ufi>.u 

"Bones; would it cause unusual reactions to given situations?" 

"It could; with a blood ailment, and a defiCiency such as there 
is here, the brain could - probably would - be starved of blood ... or 
at least of nutrimenta in the blood. The injections I've given him 
will be all right for a while, but I'll have to find something for 
the marrow deficiency Or he'll be on injections for the rest of his 
life." 

Ki r'k drew a deep breath. "You' ve got to come up with something, 
Bones. I don't care what it takes, you've got to!" 

"Jim, do you think I don't know that? He's my friend too, 
remember - even though you two are far closer to each other that I 
c an eva):' be." 

'tBones .. . n 

"Don't worry, Jim, I'm not jealous •.. at least, not mUCh, and 
that only very oocasionally - l.ike when I want to do something for 
one of you and can't •.. but the other one can." 

Kirk looked at him, feeling guilty. It was true that he and 
Spack were much cloeer to each other than they were to McCoy, but he 
hadn't realised that the surgeon waa aware of it. McCoy grinned 
reassuringly at him, and turned back to Spock. 

Kirk, aOlllewhat unwillingly, went back to the bridge. There was 
nothing he could do in sickb.YI he knew McCoy would let him know aa 
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soon a8 rae ))ad an~ news, and the rendezvous was close. 
on the t,ridge. 

He had 'to be 

They made the rendezvous and exchanged the drug; and set off 
again at warp six for Star Base 11. Once on course, Kirk called_ 
sickl,a~' again. 

"An.ything, Bones?" 

ttSO,l'I'V. J1m, not yet. 
t pt'omjae." 

I'll let you ltnow as Boorl as I'm able 
to. 

"I kl'IOW t Bones." 

Kirk paced restlessly ac~oss the bridge; realised that his 
restlessness was probably infectious, and left the bridge, turning 
command over to Sulu as he went. He wellt to his quarters, but found 
himself unable to concentrate on anything theI'e. He moved out into 
the cot'I'idor a~Bir}; paused ii1 front of Spockts door. 
then well tin. 

He hesitated, 

He "ot at Spocle' s desk and rested his head on his hands, his 
elbows p~opped on the desk. Spack ... 

1" lOl ckbay, McCo;,' was har'rying his technical staff. Spock still 
lay uncOJ:lSCiOll8; definitely unconscious, not in a healin~ trance. 
Every I,OW and then McCoy moved bacK to checK him, and every time 
found 1.0 change ... but the deterioration caused by the deficiency was 
bound to increase aoon. Injections C()\Jld only do so ruuct~ ••• 

At last one of the technicians came running, holding out a 
phial. "This worKed on the marrow sample, Doctor," he gasped. 

McCoy grabbed it, filled a hypo and injected Spock, staring 
anxiously at the diagnostic board as he did, Knowing that it would 
take time t.o worK, But it needed les8 time that McCoy had feat·ed. 
Almost at onc\;."3, the blood l ..... eading;:a began to shift to a mOl"e normal 
.level. :Jpock opened h:Ls ayes, and looked up. 

t'llow cJo YOll feel, Spock7" 

Spock looked at him, considering the question. He raised an 
eyeb.r'owj ttleJJ said, "Surpr.iaingly well, Doctor. What happened?" 

"That dt'ug you tooK to increase bloo{j manufacture in the marrow 
had ~n adverse effect, but it took until now to show up." 

ttl see.'· Speck glanced rO\lnd, made certain that they were 
alone, and went on wIth an effort. "Doctor -- I wish to apologiae for 
certain remarks I made recen tl.y. I. .. know that we have every reason 
to truul y()ur skill ... " 

"il's 
in ter'<..: alii. 
eight." 

all ri~htt Spock. 
"McCoy to bridge. 

Just forget it." McCoy turl.ed to the 
Spock's come round, Jim. He'll be all 

On 
voice. 

the bridge, Kirk relaxed as he heard the note in McCoy's 
"Thanks, Bones. Tell tlirn I'm on my way down to see him." 



CITY 
A CONCLUSION 

~ou 

bit 

"You deliberatel., stopped me, 
know what you just did?" Even 
t,ack the other words ths.t ware 

Jim! I could have saved her' Do 
in his angry bewilderment, McCoy 
in his mind - You couLd hnve; saved 

her yt>l. were nearer than 1 was. ii'OX' he could feel the tension in 
Kirk's body, and understood that there was more here than he knew. 

And Spock confirmed it as Kirk moved to lean against the wall. 
"He h.llOWS, Doctor; he knows." 

McCOll watched as Kirk slowl., straightened. Behind him, he was 
OtlJ~' half aware of the crowd lI:athered round -the limp bo(jy. His 
doctor"s instincts were touched, but he could ignore t.hem; tle knew 
From the wa., her bod., had been flung forward by the truck that Edith 
Keeler was certainly dead, had died instantly. Kirk, however, he 
could help - his anger had passed, leavlng only the bewilderment. 
Knowing that they would explain, recognising that Kirk was suffering 
fr'om sho<.;k, he moved i'orwal'(j. 

"Come iflto the mission. Jim," he said, gently now. 

Kirk shook his head. "We must get home. The Guardian. " 
t9Not yet. Captain," Spc)ck cut in. "Firat we must return to our 

room; we muat dismantle the apparatus 1 constructed, for should 
anyone mechanically minded discover it they might be able to surmiae 
sornetl)ing ()f its purpose BJld cauua the premature discovery of 
computers." 

"Yea ... you're right, Speck." Kirk gave one last look at the 
mllli •• g group that aplit up aa an ambulance arrIved, then turned 
80..,-.)9.;/. "Come on _. the quicker we get it donG, ttH~ bette!'." 

As they went, Spock dropped a few pacea behind Kirk, pulling 
McCoy back. Quickl." aoftly. he explained the situation. 

"That time round. 
nlistake?t' McCoy asked. 

didn't I try to stop her makJng aucl' a 

"You couldn't. I did net tell the Captain, but in the alternate 
futl1re I also saw a 1930 newspape.r article. The headline waa 'Down 
and out dies saving social worker'. In that future, Doctor, you died 
saving her. n 

"I see ... " McCoy studied Kirk's back. 
that place at that moment ... " 

t'Someone had to die in 

"Yea, Doctor. YOUl' death in this time period - an;,' of our 
deatha - would be unimportant; no-one would be affected. But 
hers. .. While her death is undoubtedly " tragedy -- ahe has done much 
to help others It savea mill.ions of lives in the future, and 
provides for the future welfare of your entire planet - and other 
worlds beyond. The Captain knows that; although he haa not yet 
accepted the fact. But he will. It waa ano-ther Command decision; he 
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will not Jet lt damage his life, an¥ more than an., ot.her suet. 
decIsion that has sent a ma.n to his d(~at:h ha.s done. He \.-..Joul(j not be 
the man 1"0 1s 1f he did not feel those ueaths; but neither would t.e 
be the man he 1s if he did not accept them without being overwhelmed 
b~' gllJ.l t." 

"I know. ft 

Th"., worl,ed quiekl., to dl"mantle the makeshift computer tha·t 
Spoc:k had conl",ructed with sucll time and effort, piling the valves 
and tt~be~ arId sockets and switches and wires, all Caref\lll~ separated 
from each other, in a corner of the depressing little room. A 
collection of radio spares, almost valueless... Kirk and Spock 
resumed tt,eir Starfleet unifor~s, carefully retrieved from the 
basement and hidden here, leaving their stolen clothes folded on the 
bed. 

"GullP<..tian! " 

Ttl~ dee~, remeulbered voice sQuIlde(i softly. 
faint outline sl,owed beside the wall. 

Hyou may return." 

'tCome. Doctor,'1 Spock said. He and Kirk turned. aide by side, 
and r'all t\)' .... .J81'ds the vaguelj.' circular shape. and jumped ttn'ough it. 
McC')~ I"\esltated for a second. sure that they would cannon into the 
wall - his memories of his trip througt, the time portal to hare were 
tenuous, LIke the mist that partially ol.scured the wall bel.ind the 
shadow~ Hhape; th'=i!Tl as hiB t'r·ienda van:i.shed. he .followed. 

A 

lie was onl., slightl., surprised to find himself on a dHsolate 
planet., >3t;a.ndlng beside Spocl, with K.lrk in front of him, fa.cing 
Scotty and Uhul'a and Gall()wa;,; and Manelni; and no mope surprised than 
1,1s rIC.! "'ndc< to hear that - fOl' the pes t of the landing party -- onl., 
second" t,ad passed durinl/: the da¥s the;; had spent in 1930. 

Kirk ~8t a1().,e in his cabl". He had never felt BO gulLt., - so 
deprenB~~d at an;/ dee t h tle had ever fel t reapons i bl e fop. 

l1e had oent c~rewrnen a.nd women t.o dea.lh before during hiu 
'''H'eer. [l wall pa.rt of hiB command responsihil1t;,;. But the., were 
peop.l,,; ........ 1,0 I·lad choaen a lit'e ()f dang;er; people for whom cl€~a.th wa.,o a 

famil.ia.r· companion. Edith had not chosen such a l.ife; 8h~ had chosen 
a life of' uervice to others; a l.1.fe dev':lted to help:i.ng othcl'u. 

b(~("au::3e she had (jJ.ed, IllailY men wotild go hungl"Y to bed 
t.on.l~lll . . . No. Not f ton.lgh t ' • 'Tonigh t f was ... what? Ttlt'ee 
I,undreu years ago. TOllil/:ht: now ._. millions of coloniDts were alive 
on plHlh:.~t:--) not discovered back then. pla.nets tha.t would ~'~t1.11 be 
qndiHcovel:ed if EdJt:h had 11vcJ. 

1 !' 
exis t e(l 

"" i n, had 1 i ved, .. t,,". 
,·IJ I, side the pt'otecl~~cl 

..1 ames T. Klr'!<:.. Hllli::h t: noveI' have 
,'a(HUB of the Guardian. ('e1'tat[)l;,' 

~·~poch .. J, ".1.1 d DHvex' have been bOl'l1 t t'ov Earth and Vulcan wou.iu still 
n()t; kn{)\'J ~,r the other's ex.if::lten<.:e. 

, : l··(J,·k wou ld flever' hav€: been born. S tra,nge tlOW t ha t t t!ough t 
began to l'HCl·llctle him to the fact: of li:dith';:; death. x·e.s. he had 
10ve<J l~~d! I h ... admired her, p(:HipeCl.ed fd'jor' ••• would happ:il.~" tlaVl-3 spent 

ttlE::! rH.,1 ... )f hi.s ljfe with her, had Jt t>eell pOdlJibie. Bu't SpOCK would 
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nevel' have been born. Anci SPOCK complemented him, completed him, in 
a way that Edith could neVer have done. Kirk knew no words that 
could explain the intensitv of I,ia need for Spack's fl'iendship, and 
now he did not even trv. 

I·' . .lrk moved to the intercom. "Mr. Spock, report to my quarters." 

Thev would speak tOKethet', recallin~ Edith and her goodness ... 
and 1n the Vulcan's quiet wisdom and compassion, Kirk knew he would 
find peace. 


